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introduction

The bottom of our money bag is in sight and problems are piling up. 
sure, our financial experts did warn us. lending large sums of mon-
ey against exaggerated interest rates – that had to go wrong. But the  
city leaves us no other option. our debts can only be paid if the city 
continues to grow. and new residents can only be attracted if there 
are facilities such as electricity, water, motorways, and adequate pub-
lic transport. Moreover, the citizens are not particularly keen about 
an increase in municipal taxes. What are those financial fusspots 
complaining about? after all, in the current global economy, every-
thing depends on population growth and the advent of new compa-
nies. are they fully aware that those who do not invest will fall be-
hind in the march of civilization? only daring growth scenarios, in-
ventiveness, the necessary nerve, skilled personnel, and lots of luck 
can lay down a breeding ground from which the city can evolve. im-
pressive bridges and parks, eye-catching skyscrapers and striking mu-
seums – that is what we want. it would be better if our advisors would 
formulate plans to generate the necessary income. it actually began to 
go wrong with the construction of the new seaport. and it was com-
pletely out of order when we discovered that it is almost impossible  
to construct roads and railway lines through the hilly landscape to 
the harbour. We now have a marvellous harbour but no hinterland. 
There is a baseball stadium able to accommodate 80,000 fans. unfor-
tunately, the stadium lies in a run-down neighbourhood where crime 
is the favourite sport of the people. But be fair! Fire stations, police 
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stations and hospitals are nothing compared to skyscrapers and mod-
ern topsport arenas. The degeneration of the public space and the use 
of municipal funds for capital-devouring mega-projects have turned 
the city into a ghost town. people are leaving in droves, heading for 
other cities. Bankruptcy of the city seems inevitable. We shall soon 
lose our job as Mayor.

Fortunately, the scenario described above remains limited to the pix-
els on our computer screens. The drama is a part of the game SimCity 
4 created by electronic arts (2003). The starting points of modern ur-
ban design have become algorithms in a game that evokes a true Faus-
tian feeling among the players. although the competence to change 
the city radically is far more extensive that that of ‘real’ mayors in 
New york and Berlin, the activities in the virtual environment of 
SimCity are unmistakably related to events in physical space. SimC-
ity allows us to enter the minds of the urban designers and architects 
such as Baron Haussmann and le Corbusier. We experience what the 
city architect Robert Moses must have felt when he constructed his 
parkways in New york in the 1930s and various neighbourhoods had 
to be obliterated to create the new metropolis. His motto was: ‘When 
you operate in an overbuilt metropolis you have to hack your way 
through with a meat axe.’ 1

We are surrounded by the sounds and images of pop culture. The 
popular media have the world in a tight grip, the virtual representa-
tion of the city is one form of expression of this. in this context, the 
indian anthropologist arjun appadurai speaks of ‘mediascapes’. Me-
diascapes refer to the extremely diverse media (newspapers, televi-
sion, internet, films, etc.) that produce, disseminate and process in-
formation, and to the force of the images they create.2 if we only look 
at games on internet, the influence of popular culture becomes crys-
tal-clear. around six million people pay contribution to gain access to 
the parallel worlds of online games such as Lineage II (NCsoft, 2004) 
and World of Warcraft (electronic arts, 1994).3 in these synthetic en-
vironments, imagination is a collective and social happening. elves, 
dragons and sinister alter egos fight for a place in the realm of aze-
roth. Magic swords, shields and special powers are stolen here. people 
kill players and group together to earn money in order to buy items 
such as weapons and clothing, which are necessary to survive. once 
imagination has taken over, it not only offers an escape from the daily 
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grind but also functions as a powerful fuel for new forms of commu-
nal action. absorbed by their virtual characters, players marry on-
line and offline. ‘Real’ people earn a month’s income with the sale of 
virtual objects, and players turn out to be the architects of the digit-
al environment in which they hang around for hours every day. is 
it necessary to state that popular culture is more than trivial or ba-
nal entertainment? Just as in ‘normal’ life, the mediascapes also have 
their exceptional forms of social traffic and collective codes of con-
duct, powerful economies flourish, and there is a mixture of regula-
tion and mutual conflict management.

a pop pHilosopHy oF THe polis

expressions of popular culture fit into the electronic globalization that 
the German philosopher peter sloterdijk regards as the third stage 
of the globalization process. in his study Sphären (spheres) sloter-
dijk speaks of a multiple globalization. Beginning in Greek antiquity 
with the charting of the cosmos, it took on a territorial guise with the 
voyage of Columbus to america in 1492, and it now assumes the form 
of a digital globalization. To many, this last process contains a magical 
promise. However, the sociologist Vincent Mosco warns that expec-
tations of new media, such as internet, consistently lead to the same 
myths.4 every introduction of a medium evokes a phase of euphoria, 
a hymn to the unprecedented possibilities that this technology has in 
store for the world. No medium whatsoever can bring this promise to 
fruition. Nevertheless, an analysis of the influence of popular culture 
cannot afford to ignore the role of technology.

For several years, game-technology has been an integral compo-
nent of various practices. For example, it is used by a new genera-
tion of spatial planners and urban designers for the co-ordination and 
planning of large-scale urban areas.5 But the socialization of the tech-
nology of pop culture has not remained limited to our urban plan-
ning. Well-known games are deployed by military forces in various 
countries to train soldiers for ‘real’ warfare.

The representation of popular culture exercises an indelible and 
not-to-be-underestimated influence on everyday life. This observa-
tion is a good reason to examine our physical environment from a dif-
ferent viewpoint. We take as our starting point the virtual and son-
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ic environments of popular media such as games and electronic mu-
sic. How does this popular culture influence everyday reality? an 
increasing number of games, including well-known games such as 
America’s Army (u.s. army, 2002) and Grand Theft Auto (Rockstar 
Games, 2005), are largely set in an urban environment. in that con-
text, the players learn to survive collectively, build up a career in the 
underworld, or live in a neighbourhood ‘where there is always plen-
ty going on and everything depends on your reputation’. Taking pop 
culture seriously raises the issue of whether or not we also learn to 
handle the dangers present in the public space of the physical city bet-
ter by playing First person shooter games. in addition, there are the 
sounds and rhythms of pop music, which stimulate people worldwide 
to converge around all kinds of musical genres with their own codes, 
clothes, and gestures.

We use the term ‘pop philosophy’ to refer to the approach that uses 
popular media as material to analyse the contours of our everyday en-
vironment. This philosophy opens a playful space in the margins of 
the primarily academically tinted discourse of the city. in Mediapo-
lis, this takes place by investigating the representation of urban space 
in pop culture. What does urban reality look like in those virtual and 
sonic environments and how does this affect our physical reality?

The representation of urban space in popular media produces many 
examples worth noting. almost everyone will be familiar with ste-
ven spielberg’s staging of the cyber city in the film Minority Report 
(2002). Three years prior to beginning the production of this film, 
spielberg invited sixteen specialists, including William Mitchell who 
was the author of City of Bits, and peter Calthorpe, an urban theorist, 
to think about the future of the city. The film unmistakably shows 
that popular culture in the past few decades has offered increasing-
ly complex images, information and interpretations of all kinds of so-
cial developments. accordingly, the film forms the proof that a popu-
lar medium can also function as an information carrier of our culture. 
But which urban life actually goes on in the realm of pop culture? 
Which rules and regulations apply there and which punishments are 
imposed if the rules are violated?

in order to answer these questions, we appeal in this book to the 
various meanings of the world polis. Besides the territorial determi-
nation of the city and its surroundings, the concept also refers to a  
religious and political unit (omonoia [Gr.], concordia [lat]). in this 
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way, the polis embodies the living space of a group of people who are 
linked by means of their origins, beliefs, and political convictions.  
But what is the meaning of polis in a world that is occupied by the im-
ages and information of popular culture, a world in which the city 
plays an increasingly important role?

dRoppiNG sCieNCe

Hardly a day goes by that we don’t watch a film, play a game, or listen 
to pop music. The presence of these media not only forms a gauge for 
the significance and value of current events, they also display contin-
ual movement between various dimensions, such as from the virtual 
to the real and from the real to the virtual. This book aligns itself with 
this phenomenon by using popular culture as a springboard for think-
ing about the changes that are taking place in our daily lives. The first 
part of this book, Virtual Urbanity, demonstrates that the struggle 
for public space takes place in an arena that is embedded in virtuality. 
This situation offers creative opportunities but can also have repres-
sive consequences. if we look at the current culture of security, we ob-
serve the increasing militarization of public space. a military con-
trol net has been thrown across the city and the mesh is being drawn 
tighter and tighter, leading to an altered experience of one’s own iden-
tity as well as the installation of a specific regime of rules and sanc-
tions. Renowned war games such as America’s Army and Full Spec-
trum Warrior (THQ, 2004) which are played worldwide, represent 
these radical changes better than the latest police report or academ-
ic manuscripts. These games indicate how the militarization of life 
has become the most important input of a culture that is oriented to-
ward security. These same war games describe how architecture and 
public space manifest themselves in a society that has been engaged 
in transforming itself from a structure in which everything depended 
on discipline to one in which ‘control’ is currently the key word. in a 
control culture, the separate spaces once inhabited by the institutions 
of the disciplinary society have been bundled together to accommo-
date current social functions such as shopping, living, work, and ed-
ucation. The roots of this architecture lie both in the company town 
of the industrial era and in the compound of internationally operat-
ing enterprises. This architecture manifests itself in its most mod-
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ern form in asian cities like Hong Kong, shanghai and Beijing, where 
Urban Containers rise at infrastructural nodes.

The first part of Mediapolis ends with new forms of resistance as 
seen in arabic war games. The notion of resistance is always connect-
ed to activities on the streets. But arabic games turn out not only to 
contain hostility-based identities, they also give the players a com-
munal identity so that they can rebel in a virtual space against the 
dominance of israel and the united states.

in the second part, Sonic Urbanity, we observe that one must dis-
tinguish various spaces in order to genuinely understand the process 
of urbanization. For this reason we introduce ‘sonic thinking’ in rela-
tion to the city. since we seem to be convinced that right-minded peo-
ple first look and then listen, sound is more often experienced as be-
ing a source of nuisance. The concepts of peter sloterdijk offer a start-
ing point for a positive approach to sound. sound creates large interi-
or spatialities that are not immediately and permanently determined. 
The electronic dance music Techno from detroit and the mediagenic 
youth culture urban demonstrate that our physical environment can 
evaporate in an audiovisual sphere of meanings. in this ephemeral sit-
uation, the city can be actualized in an unannounced and unexpect-
ed way. in creating a sonic spatiality, popular music proves that sound 
also has political significance, in other words, it is engaged with the 
design of life. a sonic spatiality contains both the spatial and the so-
cial processes that accompany sound. people are mutually connected 
in a sonic spatiality worldwide, and enter into social relationships and 
contacts. This is why the technique of sampling is brought into asso-
ciation with a line of flight or an ‘away from here’ attitude for spread-
out communities who converge around the sounds and beat rates of 
various music styles.

in the third part, Nodal Urbanity, we return to the virtual world 
to describe a radical-democratic form of productive co-operation gen-
erated in that environment. What happens when we take the produc-
tion of many as a starting point, rather than that of the ingenious so-
loist? With the introduction of the concept of ‘scenius’, this last part 
describes the possibilities of giving shape to a virtual environment 
with the help of an interactive strategy of ‘many-to-many’. one of 
the most important features of the scenius is the interaction between 
the initiators, the fans and the users who gather around a shared in-
terest or specific goal. The interaction between these three parties is 
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the driving force behind this unique model. Can the scenius also be 
deployed in the design of the physical environment of the city, with 
buildings, streets and squares?

To unravel the complexity of urban space and to obtain a better 
understanding of the diversity of ideas in pop culture, we conclude 
Mediapolis with a description of four mutually interacting process-
es that crisscross urban space: virtuality, interactivity, connectivity, 
and multimediality. We refer to the form in which the convergence of 
these processes is given shape as ‘nodal urbanity’. it is the name for a 
pulsating urban life which cannot be further defined in purely phys-
ical terms. in other words, the geographical space of the city must be 
regarded as an open field or as a medial infrastructure that can con-
stantly actualize itself.

BuT WHeRe do THose CiTies CoMe FRoM?

studying popular media offers a perfect excuse for roaming around in 
new worlds, images, music, and ‘grand narratives’. is there anything 
more pleasant than spending a weekend in Liberty City in Grand Theft 
Auto or dancing to the latest sounds from london? Nonetheless, this 
book does not wish to be seen as an attempt to make well-known the-
ories about our environment accessible to a wide public by illustrating 
them with attractive examples from popular culture. The basic idea of 
Mediapolis is that the popular media environments, in which techni-
cal, cultural and economic changes join in a unique way, offer an op-
portunity to approach our living environment from a different an-
gle. The information, ideas and opinions of pop culture are connect-
ed to actuality by means of the question concerning our cultural and 
political situation. We wish to understand what is happening in vir-
tual and sonic environments and, if other concepts come to the fore or 
if deviating futures are displayed, we can at least try to use those ide-
as and vistas as tools for thinking about the dynamics and potential of 
our direct environment. That is why the words of the italian futurist 
antonio sant’elia in his Manifesto of Futurist Architecture (1914) re-
main topical: ‘Every generation must build its own city.’





ViRTual 
uRBaNiTy
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CHapTeR 1

The Militarization of life

 
independence day (4 July) 2002, eight 
months before the united states invaded 
iraq, the american army issued a com-
puter game entitled America’s Army: Op-
erations. The game, which cost the army 

more than 6.3 million dollars, is a ‘first-person shooter’. By means of 
an internet site especially set up for this purpose, players worldwide 
are informed that they can replay the armed battles of the american 
army. an exceptional feature of the game is the fact that it need not be 
purchased in a shop. everyone can play America’s Army. For free! The 
game can be downloaded from the website of the same name. in the 
first two weeks after its launch more than one million people logged 
in on one of the servers. More than four million players have now reg-
istered. The game is played by several hundred thousand people every  
day. as a consequence of this overwhelming success, the american 
army has established its own development studio in which dozens of 
people are engaged in improving America’s Army. it is not without 
reason that the army of the united states has adopted the multiplay-
er and joystick technologies of games and game computers. The fight 
of heavily armed troops against foreign militias, drugs criminals or 
armed terrorists is a favourite theme of many game players. However, 
never before has a national army been responsible for the development 
and distribution of a game with the aims of recruiting soldiers and of 
giving citizens insight and a virtual role in the ‘best army in the world’. 

On 
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With countless young people waging war on the internet daily, the  
issue of the role of these games in our relationship to ‘the merely illu-
sory’ reality of virtuality is becoming increasingly relevant. By play-
ing these games, are we training ourselves for an existence in an en-
vironment in which it is becoming more and more difficult to dis-
tinguish between virtual and objective reality? in order to discover 
how our daily lives are being influenced by this virtual reality, we 
must analyse the link between these two dimensions and investigate 
the extent of any opposition between virtual and objective reality. For 
this reason, we orient the first part of Mediapolis to the mediascapes 
of war games. With games as our basis, we chart three lines along 
which virtual reality influences our physical environment.

We cover the issue of how the activities of the game are related to 
the physical body of the player. does the player become a soldier who 
allows his behaviour to be entirely determined by these activities? in 
other words, does the game make the player a military subject who 
shapes his actions on the basis of a specific knowledge?

in addition, we examine whether or not virtual space is a lawless or 
amoral universe. is it true that players need not worry about rules and 
regulations and are allowed to open fire on one another at any hint 
of danger, without any form of self-discipline? Can life in the virtual 
world of video games function without rules and sanctions?

Finally, we concentrate on the architectonic setting of war games. 
instead of hilly landscapes, tropical forests or the expanses of outer 
space, the city is increasingly the décor for the armed conflict. in pop-
ular games, densely populated streets, cluttered squares, and high-rise 
apartment blocks in cities such as New york and los angeles form the 
environment in which the gun battles take place. For the first time, 
the city is more dangerous than the surroundings. on this basis, we 
examine the influence of virtual space on the last issue, that concern-
ing architecture in our physical environment.

eMpoWeR youRselF, deFeNd FReedoM 1

in order to demonstrate how the virtual activities influence the person-
alities of the players, it is necessary to review the thriving co-operation  
between the games and the military industry. The tight relationship 
between the military structure and the entertainment industry is re-
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ferred to as the ‘military-entertainment complex’.2 This complex has 
been shaped along various lines and is the result of developments that 
have their origins at the beginning of the nineteenth century. in the 
meantime, the military-entertainment complex has grown to become 
one of the important themes in our culture. as such, each war, whether  
this concerns the fight against drugs or the war on terrorism, has been 
the basis of a video game. Games are also used by the army in simu-
lation training for soldiers. in addition, images of existing wars are 
fused with special effects from video games to form a new whole.

How should we regard the development that turns warfare into a 
game? The experiences of soldiers are exceptionally popular in the 
world of video games. The latest military weapons, the dangers that 
occur during a special mission, or the romantic feeling of ‘the lads to-
gether’ have great powers of attraction for young players. Tomahawk 
Missile (electro sport, 1980), Missile Command (atari, 1980), Armor 
Attack (Vectrex, 1982), Top Gunner (Konami, 1986), and Top Gun 
(Konami, 1987) are early examples of games in which warfare, in the 
classic sense of armed struggle between two or more world powers, is 
simulated. The list of similar games is much longer. Conflict: Desert 
Storm (Gotham Games, 2002) is set in the first Gulf War. a player  
leads a commando team of four soldiers who have to carry out the 
missions of the operation of the same name in 1991. To ensure that 
the occupation of Kuwait is successfully resolved, each soldier in the 
elite team has unique skills. The more use he makes of these, the more 
effectively the unit operates within the game. Conflict: Desert Storm 
II – Back To Baghdad (Take-Two interactive, 2003) was brought out 
shortly after the beginning of the second Gulf War. The Conflict series 
has now been extended with Desert Sabre (sCi, 2003), which replays  
the missions of the desert shield campaign, and Missing Presumed 
Dead (sCi, 2004), in which a number of soldiers are trapped behind 
enemy lines during the american offensive in Vietnam in 1968.

The fact that warfare is a consistent source of inspiration for the is-
sue of new games is displayed above all by the game entitled Kuma: 
War (2004), developed by Kuma Reality and based on topical events. 
The title of the games stands for ‘Real War News. Real War Games’. 
The company that makes the games aims at allowing the players to 
replay ‘last week’s news’. This means that the most recent war scenes 
from everywhere can be downloaded in the form of an action game. in 
this way, players from all over the world have the opportunity to par-

The Militarization of life
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ticipate in the american hunt for members of al Qaeda in the shah-i-
Kot Valley in eastern afghanistan. But they can also feel the tension 
of an american soldier who is on the brink of entering the hiding place 
of saddam Hussein, the former iraqi president, to overpower him. Be-
sides recent events such as the death of abu Musab al-zarqawi, the 
leader of the al Qaeda terror network in iraq, and the bloody happen-
ings in the centre of Fallujah, Kuma: War does not eschew going back 
further in time. For example, the military actions that brought the 
american presidential candidate in the elections of 2002, John Ker-
ry, a silver star medal have been translated into a game that can be 
played on the Kuma: War server. one can view with one’s own eyes 
just how heroic Kerry actually was in the war in Vietnam.

Whereas Kuma: War uses only existing war actions as its basis for 
games, other games go a step further. in these games, war is no long-
er approached from a traditional point of view – the exercise of state 
violence against another state by means of military force – but the ac-
tion has a more topical substantiation. The new wars against organ-
ized crime and terrorism form the background for games such as Narc 
(Midway Games, 2005), which focuses on the struggle of the ameri-
can government against the drug trade. in the various versions of the 
game, a player can choose the role of the narcotics agents Jack Forzen-
ski and Marcus Hill, who are engaged in a bloody conflict with the 
empire of a powerful drugs cartel. in the game Max Payne (Rockstar 
Games, 2003) the player fights against organized crime by teaming up 
with the mafia as an undercover agent. The war against the mafia is 
continued in True Crime: Streets of L.A. (activision, 2004). Here, the 
player has to enter the identity of Nick Kang and defend the streets of 
los angeles against the terror of Chinese crime syndicates and the 
Russian mafia. and now that Counterstrike: Source (Valve, 2004) fo-
cuses on the war against terror in all its facets, we can unequivocally 
state that the games industry has reached the point at which each war 
has been translated into a video game.

WelCoMe To THe BaTTlezoNe

The relationship between the army and the games industry does not 
remain limited to video games in which the player can participate in 
the struggle against other states, drug criminals operating worldwide, 
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dictators, or widely disseminated terrorist networks. it is exactly be-
cause video games are so successful in presenting reality in a trans-
parent way that they are used as training material for soldiers and of-
ficers. in these simulations of operational actions, soldiers obtain the 
feeling that they are actually in the real world. The slovenian philos-
opher slavoj Žižek refers to this as ‘post-modern’ transparency. The 
workings of the machine remain hidden behind the interface image 
in order to enable the presentation of the soldiers’ experience as faith-
fully as possible. as a result, the digital machinery ‘behind the screen’ 
becomes completely impenetrable and invisible.3 Because the bound-
aries between ‘true’ reality, simulation and training are becoming in-
creasingly blurred, the medium of the games computer dissolves into 
nothing, as it were.

at this point we have arrived at the second aspect of co-oper- 
ation between the games industry and the military industry. Games 
are being increasingly deployed to train soldiers in the army. Research 
has allegedly indicated that people who are good at playing compu- 
ter games also remain more concentrated in other situations. are 
gamers better soldiers? according to Chris Chambers, the assistant  
project manager of the America’s Army’s project, players experi-
ence the virtual reality of a game in a very intense manner: ‘There’s 
a very high level of visual acuity in game players that’s different  
than non-players. They’re good at focusing on specific things in  
a chaotic environment, which is an important skill in a lot of Army 
situations.’ 4

Much of the technology used in video games has its origins in  
military research. For example, the technology of the Game Boy was 
fund ed by the pentagon. and to ensure that the technology of sil-
icon Graphic’s sGi, the 3-d graphics workstations on which video 
games are designed, was financially feasible, a great number of these  
were purchased by military companies such as Boeing and lockheed-
Martin.5

The method applied by the army to use a game as a ‘real-life’ sim-
ulation of war in order to be able to study it and practise in detail 
goes back at least two hundred years to Baron von Reisswitz’s anal-
ogous Kriegsspiel (1811). in this scale model, the battlefield is accu-
rately copied, and the scale of the landscape with hills, rivers, and for-
ests is so precise that, by examining the distance and knowing the 
speed of their divisions, the generals could calculate the time at which  

The Militarization of life
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the troops would come within range of enemy fire. However, for the 
moment at which games genuinely began to play a prominent role in 
the training of military personnel, we have to go to the 1980s. Bat-
tlezone (atari, 1980) was the first commercial game that was used  
by the american army to train its soldiers. in the game designed by  
ed Rotberg, the player is placed in a 3-d environment with an erupt-
ing volcano as the most striking detail. When the player is riding in  
his tank, the changes in the landscape give the impression that the 
battlefield is consistently altering. according to Rotberg, a changing 
environment is an absolute precondition to involve the player in the 
game: ‘Given the technology that we had, the real challenge was how 
to make the game appear as if we had more technology than we did. 
And the question was always: How do we involve the player? Meet-
ing those needs was where the artistry was involved in designing a 
game in those days.’ 6 in the rocky landscape of Battlezone, the vehicle  
can shelter behind small objects to avoid the missiles from other tanks. 
The player who steers the tank by means of two joysticks has only 
one weapon available: a large cannon by means of which he or she  
can destroy an enemy tank with one shot. The leadership of the amer-
ican army was so impressed by the possibilities of this game that  
they asked the producer atari to create a second version of the game. 
This fight simulator was aimed at enhancing the eye-hand co-ordi-
nation of the tank driver. in the adapted version entitled Army Bat-
tlezone, american soldiers can practise riding and firing in a virtual 
play environment.

since the success of Army Battlezone an increasing number of 
games have been converted to simulation and training material for 
the american army. Commercial games, too, such as Delta Force (No-
valogic, 1998), Medal of Honor (electronic arts, 1999), Counter-
strike and Operation Flashpoint (Codemasters, 2001) have been con-
verted to training simulations for the various sections of the amer-
ican army. For example, the game Doom (1993), issued by id soft-
ware in the nineties, was modified by the Marine Corps Combat and 
Development Command into the training module Marine Doom. in 
Marine Doom, elite soldiers learn to work in teams of four. accord-
ing to a spokesperson of the Marine Corps Modeling and Simulation 
Management Office, the game is extremely suited to the training of  
a new generation of soldiers: ‘Kids who join the marines today grew 
up with TV, videogames, and computers. So we thought, how can we 
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educate them, how can we engage them and make them want to learn? 
This is perfect.’ 7

in this way, since the 1980s, the american defence forces have ap-
proached the commercial games industry to get them to create simula-
tions that give soldiers the feeling of operating in a ‘real’ war. To an ever- 
increasing extent, the american army has applied war games to train 
its soldiers. occasionally the training is limited to shooting with guns 
and riding in tanks, but sometimes the games offer large-scale virtual 
environments in which various war activities can be practised. Because  
the software of the games can be adapted in all kinds of ways, and be-
cause experiences during the game approach those in reality, games 
offer a suitable medium par excellence for the training activities.

playiNG WiTH deadly pReCisioN

in order to prepare soldiers for ‘objective’ reality, the technolo-
gy of the video game has been comprehensively adopted into army  
practice. Nevertheless, this does not offer a satisfactory answer to the 
question as to whether or not and how individual players from vari-
ous countries identify with the soldier role. in order to elucidate this  
aspect, the concept of technology must be taken in a wider sense. 
Technology covers the way in which social reality is experienced. af-
ter all, technology is not neutral. it comprises an implicit picture of 
human self-understanding. This is also evident in the third develop-
ment in the co-operation between the military forces and the games 
industry: the fusion of war images with the special effects from vid-
eo games.

While existing pictures from the war in afghanistan, iraq and so-
malia are being adopted into video games, advertisements to encour-
age recruitment into the american army occasionally make use of 
digital images from video games. The game called Delta Force: Black 
Hawk Down (Novalogic, 2003) contains processed film and televi-
sion images of the struggle in Mogadishu, the capital of somalia.8 
The game Close Combat: First to Fight (2005) issued by the amer-
ican publisher Global star goes a step further. The characters from 
which a player can choose to bring a mission to a successful conclu-
sion are marines who are still active in iraq or have just returned from  
that country: the sergeants Rudy lacroix, Michael Vaz, Hector arel-
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lano, corporal eddie Garcia, and first lieutenant Trustun Connor. it 
is remarkable that the similarity is not restricted to their names. in  
the game, the soldiers have also been given the faces of these existing 
marines.

The technical images from video games provide a suggestion of 
objectivity. The setting of games appears to be completely faithful 
and true to life. in the first Gulf War, this aspect led to much confu-
sion among the public that followed the war on television. during a 
press conference, General Norman schwarzkopf attempted to put an 
end to this perplexity by remarking that this war was concerned with 
a different reality: ‘This is not a videogame.’ according to schwarz- 
kopf, this was ‘a real war’. encouraged to do so by the government, 
other american military leaders also informed the public that the pic-
tures displayed on television did not have their origins in a popular 
video game. Nevertheless, the confusion as to whether the pictures 
involved a real war or a game did not impede the manufacturer, sony, 
from patenting the brand of ‘shock and awe’ for its new war games. 
This war tactic had been deployed to paralyse the iraqi army by means 
of a wave of heavy air attacks during the second Gulf War.

The extent to which the virtual world has penetrated everyday life 
is illustrated by the way in which soldiers who have grown up with 
video games experience ‘objective’ reality. To a new generation of na-
tional servicemen and women, video games have their own self-ev-
idence or normality. Various interviews with soldiers indicate that 
they no longer distinguish between the physical and the mental sen-
sations during a war and the experiences of violence during a game. 
Killing an enemy evokes increasingly fewer questions, it is experi-
enced as being self-evident. in that respect, according to the twenty-
five-year-old lieutenant and unit commander Nathaniel Fick, there 
is a difference between the war in iraq and the second World War: 
‘In World War Two, when the Marines hit the beaches, a surprisingly 
high percentage of them didn’t fire their weapons. (...) Not these guys. 
(...) These guys have no problem with killing.’ 9

The way in which video games influence the experience of sol-
diers is also shown by the words of the nineteen-year-old ameri-
can corporal Harold Tromble. When his unit landed in an iraqi am-
bush, he could only think about his favourite video game Grand Theft 
Auto. He committed insubordination by contradicting the statement 
made by General schwarzkopf that war is not a game: ‘I was thinking  
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just one thing when we drove into that ambush ... “Grand Theft Auto: 
Vice City”. I felt like I was living it when I seen the flames coming out 
of the windows, the blown-up car in the street, guys crawling around 
shooting at us. It was fucking cool.’ 10

puBliC eNeMy No. 1: THe THReaT To THe CiTy 

it is clear that the virtual world of games cannot be reduced to trivi-
al entertainment. in the standard work Vom Kriege, dating from 1831, 
the prussian general and theorist Carl von Clausewitz stated that ‘war 
is an extension of politics with different resources’. Nowadays, you 
may wonder if games are an extension of war by means of other re-
sources. it is indisputable that video games possess a form of reality 
that cannot be dismissed as pure illusion. To an ever-increasing de-
gree, these games are successful in getting the players to forget that 
there is some kind of machine between the player and everyday reali-
ty. To make the confusion complete, the american army had a Black-
hawk helicopter circle above the conference centre during the largest 
meeting of gamers in los angeles in May 2003. american soldiers 
invaded the conference and replayed a scene from the game America’s 
Army, in which an elite trooper who has landed behind enemy lines 
has to be rescued.

The virtual world of video games and the ‘objective’ world are be-
ginning to resemble one another to an increasing extent. War games 
give the players the impression that they are linked up to an ‘objec-
tive’ reality, and ‘real’ war situations give soldiers the idea that they 
have landed in a video game. in that respect, Full Spectrum Warri-
or is one of the most realistic representations of the current activities 
of the american army. That is no coincidence. Full Spectrum Warri-
or has travelled in the opposite direction from games such as Army 
Battlezone and Marine Doom. The game is a product of the american 
army. originally, Full Spectrum Warrior was a simulation exercise 
that was used as training for a new form of war activity. This simula-
tion enjoyed so much success among the soldiers that the army decid-
ed to introduce a commercial version on to the market. ‘The game is 
the most realistic representation of Army doctrine I know of. Players 
will have to use the same tactics an Army squad actually uses in the 
field to capture terrain. These include things like suppressing, flanking 
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and ambushing,’ narrates director Will stahl of pandemic studios, re-
sponsible for the game.11

Full Spectrum Warrior breaks with the classic war activities in 
which a city, surrounded by stone walls with watchtowers is a diffi-
cult obstacle to the enemy forces. in Full Spectrum Warrior the fights 
in the capital of the country of zekistan are concentrated in locations 
such as building blocks and the roofs of buildings The fight no long-
er takes place outside the centre but rather in the centre of the city, in 
the middle of densely populated areas. enemies are no longer a dan-
ger to the nation but a danger to the city. The game shows that the dis-
tinction between the police force and the army has become a ques-
tion of gradation. previously, the police and the army concentrated on 
two different forms of security. The duties of the police were limited 
to the internal safety of the country whereas the army was outward-
oriented and responsible for external security. Both organizations are 
now more intimately linked than ever before. To an ever-greater ex-
tent, the police are assuming military features and the army is be-
ing deployed to protect citizens within the country’s own borders or 
those of another country.

in the game, one player is chosen as the leader of an infantry unit. 
it is his or her duty to lead the unit across an urban war zone. He or 
she can choose one of two teams for this purpose: the alpha or the 
Bravo team. The military action in the capital consists of person-to-
person fighting and is referred to as MouT (Military Operations in 
Urban Terrain). MouT is a form of keeping order in a densely popu-
lated environment with many obstacles. Blocks, booby-traps, bombs, 
traffic congestion, ambushes, and snipers who can hit their target at a 
distance of six hundred metres are part of everyday reality here. pre-
viously effective and trusted military tactics no longer work with-
in this urban environment. according to General Norman schwarz-
kopf, those traditional tactics were based on the size of the armies and 
the power of the weapons: ‘One of the standard rules of warfare is the 
attacker should outnumber the defender, a minimum of three to one 
and if it gets a strongly fortified position, five to one.’ 12 These tactics of 
capturing the public space of a city with much display of power are no 
longer effective in the twenty-first century. Various war games indi-
cate that the power of large numbers is no longer a valid element. in 
an urban environment, the enemy can hide almost anywhere. He can 
open fire from any corner. Heavy air fire and the use of tanks, as in 
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the game Battlezone, are no longer realistic. Those weapons have been 
definitively consigned to the history of war. according to the text on 
the official internet site of Full Spectrum Warrior, only small, light-
ly armed units are capable of restoring order to public space: ‘Today’s 
Army is discovering that the only way to effectively cleanse a city of 
its hostile elements is with the use of small, technologically superior 
squads of soldiers that excel in block-to-block combat. This method is 
much more dangerous for the invader, however, and requires highly 
trained and well-coordinated teams of individual soldiers.’

For this reason, players are trained in fights from ‘block-to-block’, 
in which the emphasis is placed on the shooting skills of the individ-
ual players to a lesser degree. Whereas old games focus on shooting 
with weapons and riding in tanks, soldiers are now taught to oper-
ate in teams. Technology that enables the players to communicate im-
mediately with one another is an essential part of this new dynamics. 
The position and actions of the players are consistently based on up-
to-date information. extensive communication possibilities enable a 
team to react immediately. With the advent of this interactive element 
in games warfare, a point has been reached at which everything de-
pends on the mutual relationships of the members and the co-ordina-
tion of the team. No longer is the information subordinate to the op-
eration, as in Kriegsspiel in which the leaders of the army waited until 
sufficient data were available for successful action. There is now men-
tion of a series of actions that have a direct influence on the mutual  
relationships within the team. in that circuit of mutual relationships, 
the operation and the information constantly influence one another. 
during the operation, information is obtained that immediately gives 
guidance and direction to the soldiers of the military unit.

a NeW GaMe disCipliNe

What are the consequences of the fusion of the virtual environment 
of games with the many aspects of warfare and our ‘objective’ reali-
ty? in order to examine the mechanisms that generate a military ex-
perience, it is necessary to look at the criticism of current games. a 
large part of this criticism is already known. it is oriented toward the 
issue of whether or not violence in games is as innocent as is alleged. 
scientists are still divided as to whether or not there is a causal link 
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between the behaviour of young people and violence in the media.  
a more important aspect for obtaining a satisfactory answer to ques-
tions concerning which processes play a role in the transformation 
of self-experience is the american army’s criticism of the most re-
cent war games and the consequences of this remarkable criticism. in 
the army’s view, games ought to take into consideration the new cir-
cumstances in which soldiers have to operate. although it may sound 
rather improbable, the complaint is that video games show too much 
war. a player encounters more enemies than in a normal war situa-
tion. Moreover, a player shoots too often and has to make use of too 
many different weapons. For these reasons, the american army be-
lieves that more emphasis ought to be placed on the context. War 
games should take into account the norms and values, the traditions 
and beliefs of the people who live in the areas in which the soldiers are 
active. in short, a new generation of soldiers and players ought to dis-
play empathy, be able to communicate with the population, and be 
aware of the beliefs of the local residents.

one thing is clear: in order to function as a fully-fledged military 
subject in an existing environment, further discipline is necessary. 
Full Spectrum Warrior and America’s Army are the first games that 
meet the complaints of the american army that weapons cannot be 
used without rules. Correctional techniques are used in these games 
and the players have to adhere to well-defined regulations and norms. 
These are internalized by obliging the players to follow various train-
ing courses. Before new players can begin to play America’s Army on 
the internet, they have to perform specific exercises that teach them 
to cope with various weapons. But the training does not remain re-
stricted to the use of weapons and military tactics. a player also gains 
medical knowledge that can be used if another player gets injured or 
wounded. due to the intensive training, the players are drilled, as it 
were, to function in an optimum manner as fully-fledged elite troops 
in an urban environment. Their virtual constitution is aligned to the 
role they play in the military unit and to the nature of the urban zone 
in which the unit is active.

in his work Surveiller et punir (discipline and punish), the French 
philosopher Michel Foucault demonstrates that these ideas concern-
ing discipline, which developed in the eighteenth century in scienc-
es structured around the ‘police’ – the guardians of the modern po-
lis – are not as innocent as they appear. according to Foucault, a dis-
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ciplinary society assumes a completely different attitude to the body 
than the sovereign society that preceded it. in the disciplinary socie-
ty, the idea arose that the individual is a changeable entity. in army 
practice, the consequences of this are immediately visible. in the sev-
enteenth century, the soldier was described as someone who was rec-
ognizable due to his courage or desire to fight. But that changed from 
the eighteenth century onward. Based on the humanist insight of the 
enlightenment, various practices were applied in the army to instil 
the required behaviour. From a meaningful body that radiates ener-
gy and honour, the body of a soldier was slowly reduced to a cog in the 
machinery. The soldier was formed by training in which he learned to 
keep his head erect, his back straight, and to move in a uniform man-
ner. With the aid of correctional exercise, aimed at realizing specif-
ic and measurable effects, the soldier was furnished with a coherent 
identity. disciplining did not only take place in army camps. The dis-
cipline-oriented techniques were also deployed in other social insti-
tutions: prison, hospital, school, and at work. due to the fact that in-
sights from the social sciences were systematically applied in these 
institutions – Foucault refers to them as ‘disciplinary practices’ – they 
produced specific subjects.

The disciplining techniques in which the body of the player is both 
the object of analysis and the goal of power are deliberately deployed 
in America’s Army. in order to play America’s Army on internet as 
a new player, one first has to register. after the registration has been 
completed, the player undergoes comprehensive training in which he 
or she acquires the skills that are needed to function in an optimum 
way in the national army. The training programme consists of four 
components: Rifle Range, obstacle Course, us Weapons, and Tacti-
cal Training. in these components, the gamer learns the significance 
of the various signals given by other players in the game. every part 
of the training must be successfully completed before the trainee can 
progress to the next exercise. only those who score well in the train-
ing may continue the course.

The exercises are held in the open range of Fort Benning in Geor-
gia, a location used by the real american army. in the rifle-range 
training, players must be able to use an M-16 weapon to hit targets at 
distances of between 30 and 300 metres. in the definitive test, players 
are given forty bullets with which they, from a standing or reclining 
position, have to hit targets that suddenly jump up. They have to hit a 
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minimum of 23 targets in order to progress. if they succeed, this rep-
resents a satisfactory completion of their training and they may call 
themselves Marksman. Sharpshooters are able to hit 30 targets while 
Experts hit 36. only the players who reach the status of Expert are 
allowed admission into the Sniper School in the first part of Ameri-
ca’s Army. There, the Experts are taught to handle M-24 and M-82  
snipers’ weapons. accordingly, discipline among the players is gradu-
ally enforced by means of repetitive training. They are not only sub-
jected to the discipline of the army, the players also learn to identify 
with the regulations that apply in the army.

iF you play Too loNG, you sTaRT seeiNG THiNGs

The producers of America’s Army emphasize that the game is a ‘re-
alistic representation of the values, units, the material and the ca-
reer opportunities that make the American army the best army in the 
world’. The game has become an important component of the commu-
nications strategy of the american army to allow young people to be-
come familiar with the ideas and role of the national army. according 
to a spokesperson, it shows young people that the army commits itself 
to fighting terrorist forces who aim at attacking the united states and 
the freedom of its population at various fronts all over the world. dur-
ing the various parts of the game, players are given biographic sketch-
es of real soldiers in the american army. in doing so, America’s Army 
wishes to allow them to experience how soldiers prepare themselves 
to defend freedom. ‘It’s a much more efficient and effective vehicle for 
the Army to provide information to young people than the other me-
dia we use,’ explains Chris Chambers in an interview.13

The influence of the army permeates everyday life down to the fin-
est details. it has penetrated the popular culture of games, it struc-
tures the experience of many players, and determines to a certain ex-
tent the way in which they perceive themselves. despite the many 
correspondences between the different war games and ‘objective’ real-
ity, there is always one important difference. it seems as if everything 
in virtual reality is authorized in the struggle to restore and main-
tain law and order. are the legal norms, which have been established 
in international treaties and agreements such as the Geneva Conven-
tion, applicable in virtual space? at first sight every legal norm seems 
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to have disappeared. The fights in war games are not stopped in order 
to reach a peaceful solution on which both parties can agree. players 
have the latest automatic weapons at their disposal, there is no short-
age of ammunition, there are no negotiations between the opposing 
parties, and an enemy is seldom overcome and taken prisoner. in sim-
ple terms: standing in the way means being shot down.

But is there truly mention of an exceptional situation or norm-
free environment in games such as America’s Army and Full Spec-
trum Warrior, of a laissez-faire zone in which no legal norms what-
soever are applicable or can be imposed? in order to respond to that 
question, we have to look at the system of rules and sanctions that ap-
ply to all players. in games such as Full Spectrum Warrior, the protec-
tion of the national state has made way for the military maintenance 
of public order. This transition is not restricted to an arsenal of new 
tactics and strategies that distinguish themselves from warfare as we 
used to know it. it is no longer sufficient to ascertain that the commit-
ment of the army has changed. The shift from protecting national se-
curity to the maintenance of public order also brings changes in oth-
er areas. What we see in video games is a different concept of securi-
ty, one that is supported by a system of detailed rules and sanctions. a 
short history of the punishment applied will put this regime in a wid-
er perspective.

Changes in the shape of society are linked to other notions of pun-
ishment. in the sovereign society, absolute power was in the hands of 
the monarch. a breach of the law was regarded as an attack on his per-
son. ‘In every offence there was a crimen majestatis and in the least 
criminal a potential regicide,’ writes Michel Foucault in Surveiller et 
punir.14 under the keen eye of the monarch and his subjects, public 
punishment was carried out to expose the truth by means of corporal 
punishment on the scaffold. it was not justice or prevention but taking 
revenge for the tarnished honour of the sovereign that formed the ob-
jective of the punishment. This punishment varied from the applica-
tion of a brand mark – a letter was stamped on the shoulder of the guilty  
person by means of a red-hot iron – to the public lashing of the criminal 
by a functionary with a bullwhip. another variant was that the crim- 
inal was tied up on the scaffold with a board on his body telling what 
he had done. usually, that kind of spectacle lasted around one hour.

With the shift from the sovereign form of state to a disciplinary 
form of state, the punishment no longer concentrated on the body of 
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the criminal but rather on the soul of the guilty party. The punish-
ment developed into the most hidden part of the punishment proc-
ess, as Foucault put it. it was no longer carried out in public but be-
hind the walls of closed and secluded institutions. Furthermore, this 
had the aim of realizing specific and measurable effects on the guilty 
person. The issue of whether one was guilty or not guilty no longer 
seemed sufficient. New questions concerning the truth were posed: 
‘What is the underlying cause of the crime? How did the criminal get 
this far? in which way could he function normally in society again?’ 
in order to respond to these questions, a legal punishment process was 
constructed in which social sciences such as psychology and sociology 
played a major role. under the influence of these sciences, the crimi-
nal became an object of knowledge and power. and although people at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century still regarded prison as a new 
institute, its disciplinary working turned out to be similar to that of a 
range of other institutions with which an individual was confronted 
during his or her life: family, school, army, factory, hospital, etc. The 
individual consistently begins anew. at school they say that you are 
not at home. at work they say: ‘you are no longer at school.’

NoT sCHools BuT NeW pRisoNs

at this moment, we are at a point where the disciplinary society is 
slowly shifting toward an organizational form that is also referred to 
as the ‘the control society’. according to the French philosopher Gilles 
deleuze, we have passed the expiry date of the institutions of the dis-
ciplinary society.15 There is a general crisis in the field of every form 
of custody. The walls of closed institutions are being demolished, as it 
were. The consequences of the changes are visible in all kinds of prac-
tices, such as prison, hospital, school, and the working environment. 
isn’t electronic supervision, where the detainee undergoes his or her 
punishment outside the prison walls, a perfect example of the virtu-
alization of prison? By means of domestic care, another institution, 
the hospital, relocates its activities to the living environment of the 
patient. The transition from school to work has also become diffuse. 
at work, one has to undergo regular refresher courses to keep one’s 
knowledge up to date. at the same time, one also takes a laptop home 
so that one can work at the weekend. But this alteration in structure is 
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most prominent in a series of changes that is characteristic of the cur-
rent pursuit of absolute safety in society. The new way in which the 
regulations are maintained and the deployment of new techniques to 
prevent any disturbance of public order are perfect examples of this 
culture of control.

it is the great merit of the sociologist david Garland that he has 
demonstrated that the culture of control ought to be regarded as an 
abrupt and clear break with what is called ‘penal welfarism’ in crimi-
nology. in his book entitled The Culture of Control, Garland observes 
that penal welfarism originated around the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury and thrived between 1950 and 1960.16 The major concept of penal 
welfarism is that the legal code must protect citizens against the un-
bridled power of the government. even more essential than this crit-
ical function in relation to the power of the government is the impor-
tance that is attached to the resocialization of the criminal. The at-
tention of various professional organizations is oriented toward the 
psychopathic aspects of the criminal on the one hand and toward the 
social and economic causes of crime on the other. as a result, rela-
tively little attention is paid to the victim. in this vision, crime issues 
from the impropriety of individuals and families, it arises from social 
arrears in the form of poor economic circumstances, or is the result of 
insufficient access to the labour market.

since the seventies, the judicial climate in europe and the united  
states has been changing radically. although penal welfarism has 
worked relatively satisfactorily for almost a hundred years, the judi-
cial system is less and less oriented toward protecting citizens against 
the power of the government and is increasingly oriented toward pre-
venting crime and reducing anxiety about crime. interest in the de-
linquent or criminal character of the transgressor has faded into the 
background, the symbolic figure of the victim has become the politi-
cal imperative. ‘Victims must be protected, their voices must be heard, 
their memory honoured, their anger expressed, their fears addressed’, 
is Garland’s conclusion.17

according to Garland, social, economic, cultural and politi-
cal changes play a major role in the sudden reversal of these two ap-
proaches – penal welfarism and the culture of control. The prevailing 
political philosophy in the Western world has changed. social democ-
racy has made way for a combination of neo-liberalism that is orient-
ed toward market working, privatization and entrepreneurship, and 
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neo-conservatism that places the emphasis on the exceptional posi-
tion of the family and the role of the national state. in addition, the 
increased significance of the mass media, such as television, and the 
proliferation of the car, which has allowed people to live at a greater 
distance from their work and settle on the edge of the city, for exam-
ple, have contributed to the fact that a new ‘ideological environment’ 
has arisen in which the old adage of penal welfarism – ‘not prisons but 
schools’ – has been completely reversed.

We Kill aCCoRdiNG To sTRiCT Rules

in a culture of control, new technologies are deployed as a strategy to 
make criminal behaviour practically impossible or to prevent a breach 
of public order. We also see this in the war games world. let us take 
the virtual space of America’s Army as our starting point. Which re-
gime of rules and sanctions, which applies to all players, is valid in 
this video game? and, are these rules and sanctions a herald of a ju-
ridical arsenal of techniques that will also have an effect upon our 
physical world? in order to come to a good understanding of the spe-
cific regime of rules and sanctions in games, one must realize that 
the virtual world is not an autonomous free state. The words of lieu-
tenant colonel e. Casey Wardynski – director of the army’s office of 
economic and Manpower analysis – indicate that detailed rules have 
been set down for the America’s Army game: ‘The military kills peo-
ple, but you need to understand we do it in strict guidelines. This isn’t 
Attila the Hun’s Army. There is no Deathmatch free-for-all mode of 
play in America’s Army. If you play our game, we expect you to act 
like a soldier performing the tasks that soldiers do. Those who repeat-
edly can’t will be banned.’ 18

all players are expected to know a uniform system of rules and reg-
ulations, known as the ‘Rules of Engagement’ (Roe). The Rules of En- 
gagement are based on a system of honour that is expressed in points. 
The number of points that players gain forms the most important cri-
terion by which they can distinguish themselves from other players. 
For example, all players receive ten points when starting the game. 
after every training session or action session, their achievements are 
registered and stored in a personal report. at the moment someone 
excels in a feature, he or she is allocated a higher status in the team. 
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The higher one’s status, the more say he or she has in the team and 
the more important his or her role is in the operation. in many ways, 
these games respect the most important rules of the american army. 
First of all, team members who have been wounded must be brought 
to safety so that they can be given medical assistance. in addition, not 
all the points are assigned to the player who is the best sniper. The 
team game, the defence, staying alive, and supporting the other elite 
soldiers in the team are all rewarded with points. The team interest is 
also a feature of the Counterstrike game. in this game, players choose 
to be a part of a specialist team that liberates hostages and defuses 
bombs, or they can choose the side of the terrorist group that carries 
out assaults and eliminates anti-terrorist units. Without assistance 
from their team-mates, individual players in Counterstrike have no 
chance of survival whatsoever. it is not without reason that the most 
important tactic in this game is: ‘Check Position. Follow Your Friend.’

The system of allocating points to all kinds of behaviour and to a 
player’s commitment functions in two ways. Besides being a collection  
of regulations, this regime is also used to prohibit some actions. What 
is apparently pure entertainment and also a free play of forces is actu-
ally a specific system of precisely defined rules and sanctions. it is no 
coincidence that the list of prohibited actions which lead to a deduction 
of points is borrowed from those of the american army. This includes 
the shooting of innocent citizens, obstructing fellow team members, 
and damaging objects that are supposed to be protected. These viola-
tions are carefully registered in the personal dossiers of the players.

if players violate the Rules of Engagement by hitting other team 
members or refusing to work together, points are deducted from their 
personal score of honour. The regime concludes with a punishment 
that is imposed if players have broken the Rules of Engagement sever-
al times. if this is the case, they are sent to a virtual representation of 
an existing american prison: the united states Military prison in Ft. 
leavenworth, Kansas. But the rules in America’s Army are not only 
enforced by deducting points from the personal scores of the players or 
by having players spend playing time in the Ft. leavenworth prison.  
if a rule has been ignored too often, the ultimate sanction is imposed. 
The players’ access to the official game server is temporarily blocked. 
in cases of repetition, players are banned from the official server that 
is needed to gain access to the game on internet. Can we observe that 
players are thus gradually taught to behave positively? in any case, 
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the rules and sanctions seem to determine their self-experience just 
as forcefully as the training to which they were subjected.

GaMe oVeR: TWo liVes leFT

The practice of the Rules of Engagement is optimized by means of a 
technically refined system. in order to have the entire body of rules 
and sanctions function properly, the supervision depends on a perma-
nent and all-embracing registration. The virtual control, which cov-
ers all players and is oriented to all their actions, is unlimited. But, 
apart from their symbolic significance, do the various actions in video 
games actually have an effect on the behaviour of the players? Many 
players experience the sanctions as trivial. after all, it is possible to log 
in on the server under another name. But the consequence of this is 
that the players cannot take their scores of honour with them. as a re-
sult, they have to begin again with a low score and have less chance of 
being invited by other players to play the game online. This is outlined  
as follows on the website of America’s Army: ‘The game establishes a 
“records jacket” for each player, as much as the army has a personnel 
record for each soldier. In this record, filed under the player’s nom de 
guerre, will be the player’s training and service record to include acts 
of fratricide, violations of Rules of Engagement and other information 
that attests to a game player’s performance as a member of a team.  
Other team players will be less likely to choose you as a team-mate if 
you have a history of friendly-fire violations or low standing in honour 
points. In addition a combat effectiveness meter gauges the player’s  
ability to hit the target in different situations and also how responsi-
ble the player is in combat. This too will affect a player’s ranking.’

The system within which players are valued, ranked and divided 
by means of points is being applied on internet to an ever-increas-
ing degree. The international trading site eBay makes use of a similar 
system to regulate the buying and selling of articles. For a long a time, 
an auction was a local event that took place according to local customs. 
The principle of the garage sale and the flea market is simple. The buy-
er and seller meet one another and negotiate there and then about the 
goods. The rule of ‘money back if dissatisfied’ works well because the 
buyer knows where the seller lives. But the internet is boundless and 
the scope of the auction has been extended accordingly. internet offers 
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everyone the opportunity to log in on a virtual auction. it is no longer 
necessary for both parties and the goods to be situated at one spot.

This new way of buying and selling goods brought many problems 
in the initial stages. The anonymity of the participants made it diffi-
cult to establish the reliability of the participating trading partners. 
even if the trading partner was regarded as being fair, one could not 
be sure that he or she was actually who he or she pretended to be. To 
solve this problem, eBay introduced a valuation system in which both 
the buyer and the seller have enough information to decide whether 
or not they wish to do business with one another. every eBay mem-
ber has a feedback profile. This profile consists of a score, plus com-
ments from other members who have bought something from, or sold 
something to, this person. With ten positive remarks, the eBay mem-
ber is assigned a yellow star; with fifty, they get a dark-blue star, etc. 
a red star is the ultimate reward and is assigned if a member receives 
100,000 positive remarks. in this way, only reliable parties survive.

Where is this perspective leading us in our ‘objective’ reality? do 
we see certain facets from virtual reality recurring in physical reality? 
When we translate the regime applied in games to ‘true’ reality, this ir- 
revocably leads to the conclusion that individuals are no longer born with 
unalienable and fundamental rights. several weeks after the terrorist  
bombing of 7/ 7/ 2005 in the london underground, in which 52 people  
lost their lives, Tony Blair made this clear. He announced that the united  
Kingdom would no longer adhere to the european Charter of Human 
Rights. The european Charter brings together the civil, political, so-
cial and economic rights under six themes: dignity, freedom, equality, 
solidarity, civility, and justice. after the announcement of the prime 
Minister, lord Falconer – the minister who shares the Justice portfolio 
and is also head of the British legal system – reinforced this attitude by 
saying that human rights should not prevail above the safety of Brit-
ish citizens. in other words, the tights of the suspects should not pre-
vail above those of the possible victims among the British population.

When we allow these statements by Blair and Falconer to sink in, 
this leads to the unsettling observation that we are no longer born 
with fundamental and inalienable rights such as the right to equal 
protection by the law or the right to be declared innocent until the 
contrary has been proved in a public sitting. By acting in a certain 
way, by displaying ‘good’ behaviour, we must now earn the most im-
portant rights which issued from the British Bill of Rights of 1689, the 
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american Constitution of 1787, and the French Déclaration des droits 
de l’homme et du citoyen of 1789, and those compiled by the united 
Nations in 1948 in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This 
is the way we should interpret the statement of the dutch Minister of 
Health who, in an interview over people who ‘lived unhealthily’ re-
marked: ‘There is no such thing as a right to live unhealthily.’ 19

instead of people being born with inalienable rights, a system of 
penalty points has arisen that is linked to all kinds of stipulations that 
increasingly legally differentiate the behaviour of individuals. is this 
a different substantiation of liability and accountability? let us lim-
it ourselves to several examples of this new way of guiding people’s 
lives. isn’t it a coincidence that an increasing number of countries are 
introducing a points system for the driving licence in order to reduce 
the number of traffic accidents and to combat the risks of drink and 
drugs in traffic? There is not only a fine for driving too fast or driving 
under the influence of drink, the offender is also given penalty points. 
once the limit has been reached, the driving licence is suspended and, 
with this, access to physical networks such as motorways is terminat-
ed. Game over! and what is the difference between the american 
notion of ‘three strikes and you’re out,’ which means that a third con-
viction automatically leads to a long prison sentence regardless of the 
nature of the violation, and the virtual reality of the gamer? is the no-
tion of ‘three strikes, you’re out’ not the ultimate games perspective of 
the gamer? Finally, in countries such as the usa and the uK, there is 
a system that gives asylum seekers points on the basis of their qualifi-
cations, skills and working history. The more points an asylum seeker 
has, the greater the chance of a residence permit. in short, the strate-
gy of awarding points makes it possible to manage and control people 
more and more. They are precision-guided by a detailed points sys-
tem. people still wish to use the rod to influence people’s souls but this 
currently takes place in a more subtle manner than in the disciplinary 
society. in a culture of control, everything depends on an endless sys-
tem of punishment and reward.

THe aRCHiTeCTuRe oF CoNTRol FReaKs

until now, the analysis of the militarization of life was oriented to-
ward the forming of a military experience among players and the ad-
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vent of rules and sanctions that are based on detailed points systems. 
But how does this self-experience manifest itself in our physical envi-
ronment and how are those rules and sanctions implemented there? 
in other words, which physical echoes does this virtual reality gener-
ate in ‘objective’ reality? it is only a small step to link the militariza-
tion of life to a form of architecture that has been thrown across the 
city like a military control net whose mesh is being drawn increasing-
ly tight. This architecture not only contributes to a specific self-expe-
rience but also leads to a different partitioning of physical space. This 
development is already visible in london, where, under the guise of 
accessibility and liveability, a car-deterrent system that controls and 
registers the place, time and patterns of people in public space has been 
installed. a cordon of cameras has been erected around 21 km2 in the 
centre of the city, with the aim of reducing the traffic congestion. The 
cameras are linked to a computer system that recognizes the number 
plates of the cars. as soon as car drivers enter the area between seven  
in the morning and six in the evening on working days, they have to 
pay a toll. if that sum is not paid before twelve o’clock on the same 
day, they will be fined.

in his books City of Quartz and Ecology of Fear, Mike davis de-
scribes the consequences of the militarization of life for public space 
in los angeles. since the riots of 1992, there has been an increasing 
recession and a flight of capital from the city. Harsh cutbacks have 
been introduced, an astonishing number of murders have been com-
mitted (despite the ceasefire between the gangs), and the arms trade 
in the suburbs has expanded dramatically. These developments have 
led to a social schism that is articulated architectonically in a series 
of exterior spaces – shopping malls, gated communities, amusement 
parks, Business improvement districts (Bids) – that are protected  
and isolated. City Walk in downtown los angeles is one of the most 
renowned expressions of this trend. The complex has been built 
around the idea of the american ‘main street’ and reaches back to  
the era in which cars were only a sporadic occurrence and citizens 
could participate light-heartedly in public life in the city. a broad 
shopping street, designed by the american office The Jerde partner-
ship, is situated in the midst of an area that is surrounded by buildings 
where visitors have to park their cars. Not only are all the entrances  
to the obligatory car parks monitored with cameras, the parking charg-
es must also be paid in advance. Homeless people and beggars are  
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refused entrance to this closed-off area by the security services in at-
tendance.

To allow the spatial and social apartheid to function, the physical 
space is endowed with an architecture that is subject to permanent su-
pervision. at present, the perception system of an average office block 
makes use of panoptical images, changes in smell, temperature and 
humidity, motion detection, and occasionally also audio signals.20 But 
davis observes that, for security reasons, buildings are also equipped 
with aggression detectors, programs for detection and recognition, 
and facial recognition systems. These technologies, which are linked 
to computer networks, are used to monitor the behaviour of the vis-
itors. The distinction between architecture and the maintenance of 
public order is disappearing. ultimately the interaction between ar-
chitecture and life will lead to the unique point at which the city will 
transform into a military fort or, as the italian philosopher Giorgio 
agamben claims in his Homo Sacer cycle, into a camp. in that case, 
every object is equipped with monitoring devices connected by net-
works. in this wireless Global information Grid, or GiG city, the spac-
es are dimensions with many entrances and exits, which do not al-
low themselves to be defined by fixed systems of points and positions. 
They are unstable, make connections with other spaces, disappear, or 
are adopted into other environments. The difference between interior 
and exterior has become gradual. a new interior and exterior is con-
sistently being generated in the urban space.21

at the end of this development, the architecture of the urban space 
will no longer be defined by the separate physical shells of the most 
important social institutions of modernity: schools, factories, prisons, 
hospitals. The spaces of the disciplinary society, assigned to their spe-
cific function, will have made way for the slick, encapsulated interi-
or spaces of the control society. These pseudo-isolated or encapsulated 
spaces will contain shopping areas combined with offices, apartments, 
schools, and hotels. Because the space has been condensed, the resi-
dents no longer need to go out. a new spatial entity that we refer to 
as an ‘urban Container’ will be created. The urban Container forms a 
designated area in an urban landscape in which various activities are 
concentrated. This model is already unmistakably permeating the ur-
ban landscape. in areas with high population density, such as singa-
pore, Hong Kong and Tokyo, giant complexes that combine functions 
are being built on metro and train stations. in the usa, such complex-
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es are being linked to motorways and car parks. in european cities, 
too, the conjunction of various social institutions can also be found. 
For example the TGV station Le Triangle des Gares in the French city 
of lille accommodates a shopping centre, apartment blocks, a school, a 
hotel, and office complexes.

several significant questions arise from the perspective of the ur-
ban Container. Which developments have contributed to the fact that 
the Container has become the most important architecture of a cul-
ture of control? Can the boundaries of the semi-public space of the 
Container be rapidly and flexibly constructed, just like the environ-
ments in the games described? in which ways are the actions of people 
who live in the Container or remain there temporarily registered and 
updated? if we can obtain answers to these questions, we will know if 
the installation of the regime of military rules and sanctions from the 
games of America’s Army and Full Spectrum Warrior has been ab-
sorbed into the architecture of life. Game on?

The Militarization of life
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CHapTeR 2

The architecture 
of the urban Container

e conclusion of the previous chapter was that 
life in the city is beginning to take on an in-
creasing number of military features. This 
does not mean that military techniques  
completely control and run our daily lives. 

life repeatedly manages to escape from these. The militarization of 
life reveals itself where a culture of control is given shape.

The culture of control makes use of detailed points systems that aim  
to ensure that we adhere to the precisely described rules. in addition, 
we are no longer born with inalienable and fundamental rights but 
we accumulate these over a lifespan by performing the right actions 
or avoiding bad ones. Finally, we are trained to function in a military 
‘urban setting’ in which bounded interior spaces ensure a permanent 
form of enclosure and exclusion. The encapsulating architecture that 
is the result of this forms the model for the current culture of control, 
with the urban Container as the most articulate example.

What are the origins of the urban Container? The urban Contain-
er was created at the moment when social institutions no longer had 
their own delineated spaces, as in the disciplinary society, but were ab- 
sorbed into a larger physical entity in which diverse functions such as 
shopping, living, working and education were all allocated a place. ‘Con-
tainer’ comes from the latin word continere, which is a combination of  
the words com (together) and tenere (to hold). This is what these large-
scale complex do: enclose and keep together. in the urban Container, 

TH 
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the major social institutions of modernity – offices, schools, prisons, 
hospitals, shopping centres – have been turned inside out and pressed 
into one architectonic space. Just as in the shipping trade, the urban 
Container stands for standardization and optimization of the avail- 
able space. The economic credo applies here: ‘Small space, less costs.’

The prefix ´urban’ is no coincidence. although it is difficult to 
specify the place and time of the first urban Containers, a histori-
cal parallel can be given. The modern Container displays many corre-
spondences with the medieval walled town. Here, too, there was a ten-
dency to seek protection and to exclude undesired persons. For a long 
time the walled town was an example of the way in which large com-
munities could be accommodated in a bounded space within which the 
world could unfold. in the medieval model, the town and the coun-
tryside can be easily located. They are often clearly delineated places 
with their own specific physical, social and symbolic characteristics. 
However, with the new geography, an end has gradually come to the 
clear demarcation between wild nature and stylized human culture: 
the transition from the ‘interior’ of the demarcated urban culture to 
the ‘exterior’ of wild nature has vanished.

a significant development that lies at the basis of the disappear-
ance of this distinction between the city and the country is the in-
creased urbanity of our living environment. We have become urban 
creatures. Whereas there were eleven cities with more than a million  
residents in 1900, there are more than a hundred cities with more than 
three million residents at the beginning of the twenty-first century. 
Thirty-six cities even have more than eight million residents. Within 
twenty years, more than 90% of the world population will live in cit-
ies or urban areas. The strict division between the city and the coun-
tryside has vanished, dual categories such as ‘centre’ versus ‘periph-
ery’ and ‘nature’ versus ‘city’ have thus become obsolete. For an ade-
quate analysis of the spatial differentiations in our present-day land-
scape, we can no longer take the distinction between the countryside 
and the town as our most important reference point. We require oth-
er terms to delineate the concentration of collective activities and the 
redivision of boundaries.

as a result of the global developments sketched above – with the 
modern city as an expression of our society – we do not wish to treat 
the urban Container as a historical phenomenon or urban artefact. 
even if the idea of a sealed-off interior world, where functions like liv-
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ing, working and recreation converge on a limited surface area, can be 
recognized in various forms – the medieval city is only one manifes-
tation of this – we nonetheless regard the encapsulated, multifunc-
tional interior space of the Container as an architecture that is strong-
ly related to the current culture of control. our hypothesis that the 
urban Container is the dominant urban typology of the culture of 
control not only says something about the nature of that culture but 
also entails that a new relationship between life and architecture is 
arising. What is the relationship between architecture and life when 
our lives are given shape in the interaction with a built environment 
whose aim is to rebuff people who are a threat to our security? on the 
basis of this question, in which architecture is regarded as a deadly 
weapon of enclosure and exclusion, we shall describe three typologies 
of the urban Container: the company town, the compound, and the E-
City. These typologies can easily be dismissed as modern or utopian 
projects. However, the main issue is that of how the principles of the 
Container influence our present society.

MaTRusHKa aRCHiTeCTuRe: CiTies WiTHiN a CiTy

When dealing with the genealogy of the urban Container, besides a 
description of the various typologies of enclosure and exclusion, at-
tention must also be devoted to the most important social develop-
ments that have given rise to the culture of control. How did this 
perspective of combining the most complex and divergent functions 
manage to gain dominance? and how has it been able to develop into 
a broad movement in which safe and controlled interior worlds are be-
ing created while the exterior world has been defined as dangerous 
and the ‘the over the wall crowd’ may in no way whatsoever enter the 
sphere of the urban Container?

under the pressure of increased land prices, the congestion of 
the inner cities, and the new regulations, a new type of building, in 
which several functions were combined, arose in downtown Chica-
go and New york at the end of the nineteenth century. The most re-
nowned example of this kind of city within a city is the 1890 audito-
rium Building by adler and sullivan in Chicago. The complex accom-
modates an auditorium for 4200 visitors, a hotel with 400 rooms, and 
136 offices. after the success of the auditorium Building, an increas-
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ing number of complexes were built to combine various functions. in 
Miami, the town hall was combined with a prison and a court of law. 
The New york Hospital coupled apartments, gyms and lounges to its 
hospital programme. But the best example of this new kind of build-
ing is situated in Chicago, where the church spire of the First unit-
ed Methodist Church is located on the twenty-first storey. The sec-
ond storey accommodates the dixon Chapel, the marriage room, and 
the offices of the church. There are classrooms on the third and fourth 
floors, a childcare centre, a conference hall, and a choir room. The fifth 
to the twentieth floors have been hired out as office space, primarily 
to lawyers’ offices that regard the situation near the most important 
government buildings as a major advantage.

another impulse toward the current urban Containers can be 
found in the Rockefeller Center in New york. The need for a new op-
era house formed the initiative for one of the largest buildings in this 
metropolis. The quest for a suitable site for the music hall resulted 
in an enormous complex of several buildings between 48th and 51st 
street, and Fifth avenue and the avenue of the americas. Between 
1931 and 1939, fourteen buildings arose here. The Time-life building, 
dating from 1961, is the most recent addition to this complex. Besides 
offices, shops, restaurants, exhibition areas, film and television studi-
os, the buildings contain the Radio City Music Hall with almost 6,000 
seats. The Rockefeller Center is situated at a metro stop, which, with a 
comprehensive shopping mall, makes it a part of the enormous com-
plex. one of the most striking features of the Center is that the exte-
rior of the sizeable complex gives no indication of the diversity inside.

With the proliferation of the car and the extensive network of mo-
torways, an increasing number of people in the united states began 
to take up residence at some distance from their work, settling on the 
edge of town. Ghettos arose in the inner cities, clusters of poor fam-
ilies lived in areas where there were almost no public facilities or so-
cial amenities such as shops, transport and work. Because people were 
exchanging the inner city of Chicago for a house in the suburbs, few-
er people were needed for the maintenance and supervision of the 
buildings. in this way, the lack of occupancy contributed to the unem-
ployment of caretakers. in 1955, confronted by the decreasing num-
bers of members of his trade union, the chairman of the internation-
al union of Building Maintenance employees, Bill McFetridge, asked 
the architect Bertrand Goldberg to design a building that ‘could per-
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suade people to come back into town to live by showing them a desira-
ble way of living in town’ 22 The apartment complex that Goldberg cre-
ated bears the name Marina City and consists of corn-cob-shaped cy-
lindrical high-rise apartment blocks that are equipped with car parks 
for the residents. The high-rise blocks stand on a platform of build-
ings in which office areas, a hotel, a theatre and a restaurant are ac-
commodated. in contrast to the structure of the Rockefeller Center, 
Goldberg did not have the intention of enriching the city with exten-
sive public facilities. By creating a metropolitan environment in a rel-
atively autonomous inner world, he wanted to offer a new alternative 
to people who had left the inner city of Chicago: ‘In order to induce 
people to live downtown, I had to have an exciting environment – a to- 
tal environment.’ 23 The billboard adjoining the building site displayed 
the stirring slogan: ‘City within a City’.

at the end of the second World War, the French architect le Corbus-
ier introduced various spatial concepts that bore similarities to these  
american examples. in the assignment from the French Ministry for 
post-war Reconstruction, he developed a large-scale apartment block 
that he called the ‘unité d’habitation de grandeur conforme’.24 The pro-
totype is a model that offers accommodation to 1600 people. With this  
number, le Corbusier deliberately sought alignment with nineteenth-
century ideas on living communities. More than one hundred years 
earlier, the French utopian socialist Charles Fourier had mentioned 
that number as the population of the living community of the pha-
lanstère. The phalanstère – Fourier’s alternative to a city and village –  
was an independent community that had to consist of 1620 members: 
810 women and 810 men. in the Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx and 
Friedrich engels sharply criticized the utopian socialism of people such 
as Charles Fourier and Robert owen: ‘They still dream of experimental  
realization of their social Utopias, of founding isolated “phalansteres”,  
of establishing “Home Colonies”, or setting up a “Little Icaria” – duo-
decimo editions of the New Jerusalem – and to realize all these castles 
in the air, they are compelled to appeal to the feelings and purses of the 
bourgeois.’ But le Corbusier unmistakably took into consideration 
the same ideal community as Fourier: a community that could func-
tion in relative isolation and independent of the direct environment.

in 1946, le Corbusier was asked to realize his prototype in Mar-
seilles in the surroundings of the Boulevard Michelet. He designed his 
own phalanstère there in the form of a cruise ship. To le Corbusier,  
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the cruise ship was the embodiment of the unprecedented possibil-
ity of an ideal, communal ‘living machine’.25 eventually, the design 
bearing the name Unité d’Habitation was 138 metres long, 25 metres 
wide, and 56 metres tall. The rough block of concrete offers space to 
around 1200 people and is elevated from the ground by means of 34 
columns. in order to graft the architecture onto life as much as pos-
sible, all kinds of facilities were realized for the residents. For exam-
ple, a supermarket, a hairdresser’s, a pharmacy, a post office, and a ho-
tel are situated on the internal passageways of the seventh and eighth 
floors. There is a playground, an infant school, a sports hall, a theatre, 
and a 300-metres athletic track on the roof.

a year after the opening in 1952, at the ninth meeting of the Con-
grès International d’Architecture Moderne (CiaM), le Corbusier in-
vited his colleagues to become familiar with his all-embracing living 
machine. To underline the multiform nature of the complex, le Cor-
busier asked yannis Xenakis to organize a ‘spatialized concert’. The 
Greek composer and architect Xenakis had four kinds of music played 
at various places on the roof: concrete music, traditional music from 
india and Japan, and jazz. as the highlight, a striptease act was carried 
out. Never before had the rules that had been formulated by this same 
le Corbusier at the fourth CiaM congress in 1933 been so ignored. at 
this, the dogmatic dutch congress participants left the meeting deep-
ly shocked. Nineteen years previously, it had been agreed that the 
poor, often unhygienic living conditions in the large cities could be 
prevented by separating the functions of living, working, and recrea-
tion. But in 1952, le Corbusier propagated the opposite: mono-func-
tional areas in which people only lived or worked no longer served as 
the starting point for the design of modern cities. With le Corbusier’s  
plea to replace uniform living estates (suburbs), business districts 
(downtowns), industrial areas, and recreation parks with complete in-
terior worlds in which living, working and recreation converge, the 
first support base was established for what could be called a ‘new ar-
chitecture of life’: the urban Container.

THe MulTiNaTioNalizaTioN oF spaCe

a second social development to which the upsurge of the urban Con-
tainer can be related is the colonization of enormous pieces of land by 
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wealthy companies. From the second half of the nineteenth century 
onward, large industrial enterprises who were active in the mining, 
steel, car and wood industries bought large areas around their facto-
ries.26 looking for suitable accommodation for their employees in the 
occasionally isolated areas where the raw materials were found, these 
enterprises created living areas in the vicinity in order to accommo-
date their employees. in this way, they prevented slums without facil-
ities such as running water and sewerage arising around the company 
premises. such slums gave the companies a bad name and generated 
undesired publicity. in addition, the unhygienic circumstances is such 
neighbourhoods contributed to the poor health of the employees and 
thus to a reduction in productivity.

as the employees went searching for the highest possible wages 
and the best work and living circumstances for themselves and their 
families, the number of facilities in these large-scale living estates 
gradually increased and the so-called company towns arose, with fa-
cilities such as hospitals, shops, petrol stations, and places of entertain-
ment. Well-furnished houses, public facilities such as parks, schools, 
libraries and meeting and party halls, as well as social programmes 
for the families, contributed to the workers having a more healthy life 
while increasing their productivity. Besides these concrete objectives, 
the company towns also ensured that the employees were pleased to 
remain in the service of the enterprise for a longer time.

The architecture of the company town does not differ much from 
that of the most important building in the complex: the factory. The 
design of the houses in which the families lived, the church in which 
people prayed, and the school in which the children were taught re-
sembles that of the factory in many respects. The result was a priva-
tized area with a configuration of similar complexes where the life of 
the worker was shaped by means of specific factors. each resident of 
the company town borrowed his status from his function as a worker 
and was bound by contract to uphold the rules and regulations that ap-
plied within this relatively secluded institution. as such, the residents 
were a part of the social order that was formed by a unique combina-
tion of working routine, an isolated location, and the code of conduct 
drawn up by the company. This unique combination ensured that the 
entire behaviour of the residents of the company towns was control-
led by their employer who was simultaneously their landlord, rubbish 
collector, policeman, and judge. a good example of this kind of com-
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pany town is that which the Pullman Palace Car Company built just 
south of Chicago in 1880. under the management of George Mortimer  
pullman (1831-1897), the company produced luxury sleeping wagons 
(couchettes) that were even equipped with facilities such as a library, 
card tables, and a special customer service. pullman acquired interna-
tional fame when he founded a city covering 16 km2 for 6,000 employ-
ees: Pullman Town. in order to keep this conglomeration of houses, 
a library, market squares, and churches under control, the residents, 
more than 12,000 strong, were subjected to the rules and norms of 
the pullman company. From the prohibition of drinking alcohol to 
the place where the washing had to be hung out to dry, everything 
was equally meticulously elaborated and written down.27 The way in 
which a worker articulated life in the complex interior space of pull-
man Town is revealing: ‘We are born in a Pullman house, fed from the 
Pullman shops, taught in the Pullman school, catechised in the Pull-
man Church, and when we die we shall go to the Pullman Hell.’

it is only a small step from the company town of the nineteenth 
century to the present-day campuses of companies such as software 
manufacturer Microsoft or the electronics concern samsung. The 
transition from life at the university to a working life has been re-
duced to a minimum at the Microsoft campus in the american town 
of Redmond. The surrounding greenery, the sports facilities, and the 
restaurants recall the university campus model. The Microsoft build-
ings are four storeys high at the most and have a cruciform structure. 
Just as on the student campus, you look out your office window on to 
grassy fields surrounded by pine trees. in the interior of the offices, 
the difference between working at Microsoft and studying has been 
made even smaller. school and work converge here. The offices look 
like student rooms and almost everyone works in leisure clothes.

ouTsideRs aNd iNsideRs

The urban Container has been shaped along various lines. on the 
one hand, it developed from the company town model, whereas, on 
the other, the juxtaposition of a number of divergent social functions 
within spatial boundaries is an important characteristic. The latter en-
sures that proponents see a perfect reflection or reproduction of socie-
ty in this structure. The world ceases to exist outside the urban Con-

The architecture of the urban Container
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tainer; the world unfolds within the Container. The company town 
described above helps us understand developments in countries such 
as saudi arabia and Jordan. There, the various features of the urban 
Container are given shape in the compound. The compound is a living 
community for foreign employees of international enterprises who 
are doing local business. The rules within the fence of the compound 
are different from those outside. The social relationships are reversed. 
How should we regard this state of exception?

The strong islamic rules in saudi arabia have an enormous impact 
on public life. Cinemas, theatres, discotheques and bars serving alco-
hol are all forbidden in saudi society. Women may not drive cars or 
even cross the street with their faces uncovered. in the Western com-
pounds, the codes of conduct are quite different. There are many plac-
es of entertainment and drinking alcohol is allowed. Women are al-
lowed to drive and are not subject to obligatory dress codes. The city 
of dhahran, in the east of saudi arabia, is one of the most sizeable 
compounds for foreigners and expatriates. The completely walled city 
is the headquarters of aramco, the largest oil company in the world. 
dhahran is home to around 11,300 people from the usa, Canada and 
the uK. The police, the hospital staff and the fire services are all under 
the auspices of the oil company and have their own rules and regula-
tions. The central government of saudi arabia only gets involved in 
dhahran life in emergencies.

The walls around the compound and the guarded entrance mark the 
transition to other rules and regulations in a very concrete manner.  
Within the periphery of the compound, people no longer adhere to the  
laws of the country but are subject to other guidelines or specific pro-
tocols. This regime of protocols is closely connected to the way of life  
and the culture of the community within the compound. What does the  
use of protocols mean? protocols are not a new phenomenon. They 
have a long history in the army, in diplomacy and in health care, in-
stitutions that are deeply rooted in our society. Within these struc-
tures it is their task to realize the required conduct, based on a system  
of fixed agreements. We can define these as codes that prescribe a cer-
tain style of behaviour. Thus, protocols are not free of values or neutral.  
Just like technology, they are closely linked to social control. They pro-
duce their own normality because they demand of the people who stay 
in the delineated area of the urban Container that they subject them-
selves to internal rules and that everyone displays the same behaviour.
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at present, the number of protocols is rapidly increasing. protocols 
prescribing the criteria that people’s actions ought to satisfy are com-
ing into force in the public space of cities. an excellent example is to 
be found in the public space of the dutch city Rotterdam, where the 
so-called ‘Rotterdam code’ applies. This is a combination of various 
rules that the residents of the city must adhere to. This civil code de-
mands that people speak dutch on the streets, at school, at work, and 
at home. When the urban Container permeates our society even fur-
ther, protocols can be found everywhere. The typology of the arabi-
an compound is illustrative of this. in this compound, the rules of the 
saudi arabian law do not apply; there are detailed prescriptions that 
entail a unique normality or exceptional situation. Those protocols 
lead, as it were, to local jurisprudence. The exact aim of the control 
over the residents is not further defined, neither is the extent of its 
applicability. it is exercised by precisely-described internal rules that 
‘govern’ life in the Container. in a reverse movement, the relationship 
between architecture and life is closed. Refusing to accept a protocol 
means exclusion from the compound.

THe e-CiTy: HaWaiiaN BeaCHes, ClassiCal paRKs, 
aNd GReeK aRCHiTeCTuRe 

if we follow Michel Foucault, we agree that prison resembles the hos-
pital, factory, and school. But why do the company town and the com-
pound display so many similarities? The claim that a different society 
leads to a new space can also be reversed: a different space can result 
in a new society. large-scale urban Containers appear where infor-
mation flows of the network society converge. This is the case at hubs 
or points of intersection of infrastructural networks. This is most vis-
ible in asian cities such as Hong Kong, shanghai and Beijing, where 
megastructures are being built at large infrastructural hubs such as 
metro and train stations.

in the early nineties, the local government of Hong Kong pre-
scribed a strategy in which the Housing Authority was obliged to build 
600,000 houses within fifteen years. in order to contain the strong 
population growth within the limited boundaries of its own territory, 
planners sought a housing model that was both flexible and efficient. 
The result is an apartment building that is called the ‘harmony block’. 

The architecture of the urban Container
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The first apartment blocks contained 16 to 18 apartments per floor and 
were built on a cruciform ground plan. The apartments are situat-
ed around a traffic core, independent of their orientation, in blocks of 
38 storeys high. To compensate the lack of space – the average surface 
area per resident was around 11 m2 in the first blocks – several towers 
were placed on a platform. as prosperity increases and the demand for 
larger apartments with more facilities grows, the project developers 
can adapt the harmony block to the requirements of the more pros-
perous Hong Kong resident. in this way, the Kingswood Villa project, 
with 15,880 apartments in 58 apartment blocks, was realized in the 
Tin Shui Wai Hong Kong city expansion. The neighbourhood offers 
the residents a 30-acre park in which a lake has been installed. a first-
class hotel was taken as the standard for the facilities.

as a follow-on to Kingswood Villas, the harmony block is being 
used by an increasing number of Chinese project developers as the 
ideal model for luxury house-building projects. With advertising pan-
els that cover complete walls, the developers attempt to entice new res-
idents by evoking visions of Hawaiian beaches, classical parks, and 
Greek architecture. Buy the apartment and be part of an exclusive 
world without worries, is what the brochures sing out. Whereas com-
munal facilities once served to compensate the lack of space in the high- 
rise blocks, the facilities are currently being deployed to realize a ‘city 
within a city’ that is relatively independent of its location and direct 
environment. although the apartments in the luxury harmony block 
are not large in terms of surface area, the facilities in the platform un-
der the high-rise blocks ensure that the residents never need to leave 
their model town. The chaos of urban traffic, the exhausting heat, 
crime, and noise pollution may reign outside. inside, the residents 
have every conceivable amenity at their disposal, such as babysitters, 
servants, laundry service, newspaper and magazine delivery service, 
club houses, car parks, car maintenance, shuttlebus transport, etc.

in order to screen off the macro-interior of this added-value com-
plex from the outside world, all the residents have a pass with a unique 
code. The prediction of a city in which people can only leave their flats, 
their street, and their neighbourhood with the help of an (individu-
al) electronic chip pass has become reality.28 Without private security 
services being necessary, undesirables can be rebuffed from the vir-
tual Container. By making use of a smartcard linked to an electronic 
network, users can gain access to the various spaces in the Hong Kong 
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harmony block. To which parts they can gain access depends on their 
membership, which can be extended as the residents wish. The e-net-
work registers the way the residents live in order to be able to attune 
facilities and services to one another in an optimum fashion.

CoNTRol FRoM THe CRadle To THe GRaVe 

does the urban Container function as a control laboratory? it is be-
coming increasingly obvious that the factor space is a fundamental 
dimension of our society. if we regard society from the standpoint of 
a control culture, which no longer operates on a basis of investigating 
crime but is oriented to excluding all possible risks instead, a last fea-
ture of the Container comes prominently into view. in the Contain-
er, the physical space is completely permeated by computer networks 
and monitoring techniques such as automatic detection and pattern-
recognition cameras whose aim is to predict and prevent crime. Far in 
advance of the crime being committed, cameras identify individuals 
or groups as potential criminals on the basis of their behaviour. With 
an appeal to the protocols in force in the Container, the information is 
then used to remove these people or groups from the same delineated 
space, for preventative reasons.

The boundaries of the nodal Containers are established by means 
of modern electronics, advanced computer programs, and intercon-
nected databanks. Virtual moats protect the residents against an out-
side world they want nothing to do with: ‘It’s a dangerous world out 
there.’ in this way, the physical Container moves increasingly to the 
background and makes way for a virtual space that can be actualized 
by means of smartcards and unique codes. With its emphasis on iso-
lation and its combination of social functions, is the urban Container 
the perfect architectonic expression of the pursuit of maximum secu-
rity? Whatever the case, we can easily summarize the results of this 
culture of security, which is not only characterized by the applica-
tion of new techniques such as video surveillance but also by harsher 
sanctions (three strikes and you’re out!) and an expansion of the pris-
on complex. Here, our anxiety proves itself. it seems as if something is 
constantly happening, but nothing is actually happening at all. With 
an acknowledgement to Guy debord’s The Society of the Spectacle, we 
can say: what appears is safe, what is safe appears.

The architecture of the urban Container
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CHapTeR 3

The Bankruptcy of the street

scussions on the city are dominated by two dis-
courses. The urban Container is part of the first 
way of thinking. The previous chapter sketched 
its most important principles that are the basis 
of a revolutionary change in the notion of space. 

The first principle is that the institutions that had their own separ-
ate spaces in the disciplinary society are now participating in large-
scale complexes where social functions such as shopping, living, work 
and education are united. This does not mean that the boundaries of 
these have been neutralized, they have merely been redivided. a first 
impulse toward a densification of space was visible in the company 
towns that were founded at the initiative of business sectors such as 
the mining, steel, car and wood industries in the nineteenth century. 
The second principle entails that a different regime of rules and sanc-
tions applies within the Container than outside. Within the spatial 
boundaries of the compound, life is regulated by means of separate 
protocols. This means that reality within the Container differs from 
that outside the Container. The third principle covers the demarcation 
between inside and outside by means of digital networks or virtual 
city gates. The inner world of the asian e-City is protected by the fact 
that every resident has been virtually codified. Virtual walls have re-
placed the physical construction of the Container.

These principles of the urban Container fit seamlessly with the 
previous argument on the city with respect to the second discourse, 

DI 
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the militarization of life. since the early nineties, the government has 
been trying to reinforce its grasp on public space by deploying new 
monitoring technologies and codes of conduct in physical space. This 
fits into a development called ‘Reclaim the Streets’. in the uK and the 
usa, the government has begun to install detection and pattern rec-
ognition cameras on a large scale in public space. These not only have 
the aim of monitoring the behaviour of individuals in public space, 
but they are also used to ‘steer’ behaviour to a large extent. in lon-
don, the use of systems such as Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) has 
led to the underground being equipped with a network consisting of 
thousands of cameras. in the public space of Chicago, an advanced sys-
tem of cameras has been put into operation. it alerts the police when 
someone is wandering around apparently aimlessly on the streets, or 
is hanging around supposedly too long at a public building. simply 
hanging around with your friends is definitely passé. The exclusion 
of security risks fits in with a strategy that david Garland refers to 
as ‘responsibilization’. in this, security is a broad and shared liabili-
ty that is not only the responsibility of the government. With slogans 
such as ‘partnership’, ‘public-private co-operation’, and ‘active citizen-
ship’, this responsibility is further concretized. 

Which consequences does the development of the urban Container 
and the militarization of life have for the public space of the city? What 
has ensured that squares, parks and streets have been public space or  
even the public domain until now? What is still public about these are-
as and how spatial is this publicness? public space refers to the spatial-
physical aspects of urban public life. By ‘good’ public space, we mean the 
result of the interaction between an urban space and the social or cul-
tural use that residents and visitors make of it. This is called the ‘public  
domain’. although the public domain is also linked to works that 
are free of copyright, it primarily refers to a public area with a social 
function. it signifies a space in which we can share our opinions with 
others. according to the philosopher Hannah arendt, this is the most 
important aspect of the relationships between citizens. in The Human 
Condition she states: ‘The reality of the public realm relies on the si-
multaneous presence of innumerable perspectives and aspects in which 
the common world presents itself and for which no common measure- 
ment or denominator can ever be devised.’ 29 The exclusion of individuals  
or groups thus means that a halt is being called to the informal gath-
ering of various social groups, cultures, lifestyles and ideas. in view of 

The Bankruptcy of the street
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the importance that Hannah arendt attaches to the public space with 
reference to the freedom of thinking, speech, opinion-forming and 
conviction of others, this space ought to be available to everyone in 
principle. But who currently occupies the public space of the polis?

THe WoRld oF HiKiKoMoRi: ‘MaM, WHeRe is My Food?’ 

in Japanese cities, an increasing number of people are withdrawing 
from public space. perhaps that is not so surprising in a country with 
127 million inhabitants but it does not make the trend less spectacu-
lar. More than one million Japanese young people between twenty 
and thirty years old no longer leave their bedrooms. This phenome-
non is referred to as Hikikomori, which means something like ‘social 
retreat’. The young people have turned away from the streets, squares 
and markets in Tokyo, Kyoto and osaka. To them, pubic space has be-
come an empty space where nothing ever happens. They have shut 
themselves in their rooms and these ‘screenagers’ only maintain con-
tact with the outside world via computers and internet connections.

Hikikomori is not a new phenomenon. it is a variant of a trend 
that arose as far back as the 1980s: Otaku. The Japanese word otaku 
has various meanings in everyday language. originally it meant ‘my 
house’ but it is more frequently used as the personal pronoun ‘you’. in 
Japanese, there are more than fifty different expressions for ‘you’. of 
all these variants, otaku is the polite way of addressing a person who 
is in an unclear social position in relation to yourself. Besides being a 
form of address, the word has also acquired another meaning. Otaku 
is also used as a collective name for teenagers – especially boys – who 
have a disproportionate interest in a single topic. although their in-
terest is primarily oriented toward typical Japanese phenomena such 
as anime, manga and video games, Otaku are also active in other  
areas: cars, music, uniforms, tools, etc. The fascination for these ‘know-
bots’ is translated into the collection of as much knowledge as possible  
in their field of interest. They are focused on all the information that 
can be found on their favourite theme. in a quest for the finest details, 
they attempt to outdo one another. They do not need to ride around in 
their favourite car all day or listen to their favourite music. They sim-
ply want to know everything about their favourite topic, right down 
to the most random details and then outshine the others by saying: 
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‘did you know that …?’ and ‘oh, didn’t you know that?’
Otaku are children of the media. To them, information is much 

more than a disposable article. information is a fetish product. Otaku 
are always on the internet, looking for everything about their top-
ic: ‘With computers they get really involved. (…) They have a differ- 
ent rhythm, are awake for 40 hours and then sleep for 12.’ 30 as a result 
of the etymological meaning of Otaku as ‘my house’, the idea persist-
ed that these were young people who never went out. in actual fact, 
this turns out not to be the case. Otaku function in a normal manner 
in society. There are quite a lot of Otaku among the student popula-
tion, who encounter one another on various occasions such as trade 
fairs and events. although many Japanese regard Otaku as freaks who 
are only interested in the latest flights of fashion, they term has not 
acquired negative connotation. For example, the electronics district of 
akihabara is known as ‘otaku Town’ among the residents of Tokyo. 
The science fiction writer William Gibson even refers to these young 
people kindly as ‘passionate obsessives’. To him, an Otaku symbolizes 
the connoisseur in the information society. With one difference: their 
collected knowledge is no longer oriented toward concrete objects, but 
rather to data: ‘Understanding Otaku-hood, I think, is one of the keys 
to understanding the culture of the web. There is something profound-
ly post-national about it, extra-geographic. We are all curators, in the 
post-modern world, whether we want to be or not.’ 31

However, Otaku have quietly made way for the phenomenon called 
Hikikomori. an important cause of this change is the fact that inter-
net has acquired a much wider application. Whereas internet was in-
itially used as a medium to search for information, it is now linked to 
a virtual reality in which people communicate via chatboxes and are 
active by playing video games in groups or clans on online platforms. 
despite the similarities, the way in which Hikikomori are treated 
in Japan is in stark contrast to what happens to Otaku. No positive 
connotation whatsoever is assigned to Hikikomori. among Japanese 
young people, there is no one who is proud to be seen as Hikikomori 
or is proud to have this epithet. While Otaku mingle in everyday life, 
meet one another at markets and fairs, and are visibly present to oth-
ers in the public space of the city, Hikikomori represent solitary re-
treat. sometimes the young people do not come out of their rooms for 
five years. They spend their time playing computer games and surf-
ing on the internet. Their parents place meals and drinks at the door 
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to their room. The Japanese writer and film director Ryu Murakami 
calls them ‘Japan’s Lost Generation’. in his view, they have reversed 
their lives: ‘They sleep all day, wake up in the evening and stay up all 
night watching television or playing video games.’ 32

Murakami relates the advent of Hikikomori to the enormous 
growth that the Japanese economy has made and the technological 
progress that has been made. in his opinion, the phenomenon is a form 
of stress and the consequence of the great demands that this society 
places on young people. it is not the first time that a certain period in 
our history has been connected to a syndrome. For instance, for a long 
time hysteria was regarded a typical illness of the nineteenth centu-
ry. according to the erstwhile medical-psychiatric insights, biologi-
cal factors were the cause of the fact that many women suffered from 
hysteria. socio-political theories later ascribed the illness to the co-
ercive role patterns between men and women. The deeply suppressed 
longing to assume a position equal to a man was expressed in attacks 
of hysteria that were regarded at the time as a protest of the woman 
against her impossible position. When women could participate fully 
in social traffic, with the advent of the right to vote and equal pay, this 
illness disappeared from society.

Just as with hysteria, Hikikomori is also referred to as an illness. 
as a result of the large number of young people affected – 1.2 mil-
lion – the Japanese Ministry of Health, employment and Welfare 
even speaks of an epidemic. But Murakami emphasizes that it is a so-
cial phenomenon that is closely linked to the paradoxical situation in 
which present-day Japan finds itself: ‘It is concerned with the increase 
of socially withdrawn kids, while at the same time it applauds gizmos 
like the new Sony PlayStation, which comes equipped with an Internet 
terminal and a DVD player. Technology like that has made it possible 
to produce animated movies and graphics, as well as conduct commer-
cial transactions, without ever stepping out of the house. It inevitably 
fixes people in their individual space. In this information society, none 
of us can be free from being somewhat socially withdrawn.’ 33

HoW puBliC spaCe is BeiNG MoVed

despite Murakami’s provocative statement that Japan is being con-
fronted by the perverse effects of a constant pursuit of technological 
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innovation, Hikikomori remain to many Japanese a nihilistic phenom-
enon in which the actions of the individual have become complete-
ly monomaniac. From the point of view of the Japanese, the Hikiko-
mori youngsters are soulless creatures who have lost all contact with 
our ‘objective’ reality. But viewed from the standpoint of the milita-
rization of life and the advent of the urban Container, as described in  
the previous chapters, the phenomenon that an increasing number of  
young people are withdrawing from the public space of the city and are  
secluding themselves in a virtual space does raise a number of princi-
pled questions. These questions concentrate on the important theme 
of resistance. Michel Foucault already observed that power cannot be 
understood without resistance being assigned a place as well.34 accord-
ing to Foucault, power stirs up resistance. Without power relation-
ships, there are no relationships of resistance. it is only when resist- 
ance can no longer be thought that there is nothing else beyond pow-
er. at that moment, power has been neutralized and ceases to exist.

speaking about resistance means that the public space must also 
be taken into the argument. expressions of resistance such as strikes, 
disturbances, riots, or demonstrations have in common that they take 
place in public life, in the physical environment of squares, buildings, 
streets, bridges, and parks. ‘If you want to change the city you have to 
control the streets’, is a well-known slogan of the Reclaim the Streets 
cultural movement, which aims at reconquering the streets from 
large-scale project developers and commercial companies and organ-
izations. But if, in our theory-forming, we always allow the notion of 
resistance to coincide with occurrences in public space, there is a risk 
that resistance will be kidnapped by that same space. in other words, 
what remains out of sight if we continue to interpret resistance as an 
activity on the streets? Can the nihilistic and escapist phenomenon of 
Hikikomori be seen as a form of resistance, for example?

The questions on resistance can be balanced against the power of 
the american army, which extends into the virtual domain of war 
games. Which forms of resistance are evoked by the presence of the 
american army in virtual reality? arabian video games give an elu-
cidating answer to this question. everyone has witnessed how the 
american army has committed itself to fighting terrorist forces on 
various fronts worldwide. as a reaction to this, various arabian coun-
tries have produced games in which a different perspective is shown 
than in America’s Army. in these games, the players learn to throw 
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stones at foreign soldiers, they shoot at ariel sharon, the former  
israeli prime minister, and the blow themselves up amid a group of is-
raeli soldiers. in these games, the americans are no longer the heroes 
and, more strikingly, the enemies are no longer arabs.

JaMMiNG oR BloCKiNG?

in the struggle for collective use of public space, two forms of resist-
ance are remarkably conspicuous: Culture Jamming and Reclaim the 
Streets. The term Culture Jamming, which means both ‘deregulating’ 
and ‘playing together spontaneously’, was first used by the american 
band Negativland in 1984. With this, the group referred to playful ac-
tivities such as the alteration of texts on billboards and the sabotage of 
other media expressions. By parodying advertisements and creative-
ly processing billboards, the content of the commercial messages was 
radically changed. For example, in the Canadian magazine Adbusters, 
the word ‘grease’ was written over the smile of the hamburger clown 
Ronald Mcdonald. and in a parody on an advert for Nike sport shoes, 
the working situation in the indonesian factories was outlined. This 
tactic of ‘détournement’ or reversal, which manipulates and muti-
lates the messages and significance of texts and images to create con-
fusion in society, is related to those in all kinds of art movements in 
the avant-garde: from dadaism and surrealism, William Burroughs 
and Brion Gysin, to the situationism of Guy debord. 

Just like Culture Jamming, the cultural Reclaim the Streets move-
ment (RTs) is oriented toward the physical space of the city. in the 
struggle to make unlimited and undisturbed use of public space, RTs 
installs ‘Temporary autonomous zones’ (Taz). This term, borrowed 
from Hakim Bey, refers to the creation of free areas. in his work The 
Temporary Autonomous Zone, Bey draws the comparison with a 
guerrilla operation that suddenly looms up and vanishes again be-
fore the local authorities can get a grip on it. He speaks of ‘microcosm 
of that “anarchist dream” of a free culture.’ 35 To the RTs, the Taz is a 
perfect technique to locate the cracks in the current society and to oc-
cupy empty spaces, at least for a short time. The movement has its or-
igins in london in the early 1990s. in 1994, it gained much publicity 
by an action against the construction of an urban circular, the M11, in 
the east of london. By squatting a disappropriated housing block and 
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by blocking the streets, the demonstrators were successful in post-
poning the construction of the urban circular for several months. The 
action was embellished by a music sound system by means of which 
dJs and MCs treated those present to the latest dance music.

during the conference of the G8 in Birmingham on 16 May 1998, 
the mixture of politics and pleasure reached a climax. people across 
the entire world were mobilized by means of communication resourc-
es such as e-mail, websites, gsm and sms to support the ideas of the 
movement and to carry out actions against the privatization and in-
creasing annexation of public space by multinationals. on that day in 
cities across the entire world, there were illegal street parties, some of 
which took place without incident while others ended as street battles. 
in the Netherlands, more than 800 dancing people blocked a motor-
way in utrecht. in the Finnish city of Turku, 2000 people celebrated 
on one of the most important bridges in the city.36

ViRTualiTy is WHaT HiTs BaCK 

What are the aims of these cultural movements? is the resistance di-
rected against the fragmentation of public space into separate microw-
orlds of order and control, such as privately-managed interior spaces,  
large-scale covered shopping malls, and residential areas patrolled  
by security services? it is not without reason that the anti-globalist 
Naomi Klein states that the demand for a communal and free use of 
public space is an important objective of the present-day struggle in 
the city: ‘As our communal spaces – town squares, streets, schools, 
farms, plants – are displaced by the ballooning marketplace, a spirit of 
resistance is taking hold around the world. People are reclaiming bits  
of nature and of culture, and saying “this is going to be public space”.’ 37 
Whatever the aim of Culture Jamming and Reclaim the Streets may 
be, the street remains the favourite battleground where this struggle 
is fought out.38 The same question repeatedly arises: How can we oc-
cupy the physical space of the polis?

The places where people can meet one another in freedom and ex-
change ideas have altered in the past few centuries. in the eighteenth 
century, coffee houses functioned as public meeting places where dif-
ferences of opinion could be articulated and public opinion formed. in 
the nineteenth century, shopping alleys and publicly accessible librar-
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ies became the symbols of modern openness. Nowadays people speak 
of streets in the large department stores in cities such as Tokyo and 
New york. in those encapsulated boulevards, people promenade and 
groups of young people hang around the whole day long. public space 
is not an autonomous area or undifferentiated unit; in other words: its 
identity is not a given fact. Besides the government, renowned multi-
nationals have become an important factor when dealing with public 
space in the large cities and the determination of spatial policy. For ex-
ample, the Walt disney Company is not only engaged in amusement 
and theme parks, films and hotels. in 1991, disney realized a residen-
tial neighbourhood called ‘Celebration’ in orlando. This is regarded 
in america as being a leading example of New urbanism. Celebration 
is the new world, but one according to disney’s rules and regulations. 
in Celebration, the values and norms from the previous century have 
been combined with the technology of tomorrow. in Celebration, the 
nostalgic romanticism of front porches and rocking chairs goes hand 
in hand with modern technological facilities such as glass fibre ca-
bles and online communication. However, the influence of the dis-
ney Company is not restricted to newly constructed housing estates 
in american cities. The influence of the Mickey Mouse empire is even 
more renowned for the cleansing and beautification of Times square 
in New york. partly at the insistence of disney, who wished to build 
a theatre and entertainment complex in this district, the location was 
scourged of the typical phenomena of metropolitanism such as porno 
theatres, homeless people, and rundown premises.39

Because public space has many forms, we can ask ourselves whether 
or not this space is perhaps more than a physical location. For example, 
if Hikikomori is a manifestation of what the american author Howard 
Rheingold calls a ‘virtual community’, the question of the notion of 
resistance becomes even more salient. With the advent of a virtual re-
ality, we are witnessing exceptional forms of resistance that manifest 
themselves beyond our ‘objective’ reality. Where are the cracks and 
empty spaces in our society where virtual resistance can nestle? 40

THRoWiNG piXels 

Virtuality has become a fundamental element in the layout of our 
physical space. The physical structure is virtually occupied, as it were. 
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This has repressive consequences but also offers creative possibilities. 
The words ‘virtual’ and ‘virtuality’ have been borrowed from the lat-
in ‘virtualis’, which means ‘non-existent’ in classical latin. around 
1700, ‘virtual’ and ‘virtuality’ were well-known terms in optics, par-
ticularly in the theory of the ‘virtual image’. This referred to the ob-
jects we see in the mirror but do not actually exist. They are fictive 
representations that we perceive at the end of the reflected light rays 
that connect the object to the surface of the mirror and our eyes.41 a 
century later, the concepts permeated mechanics in theories on vir-
tual speed, virtual momentum, and virtual forces. There, the terms 
refer to the meaning the Greek philosopher aristotle attached to the 
Greek idea of ‘dynamis’, which refers to a precisely determined pos-
sibility or potential that realizes itself as a solid form in the course 
of time. This potential cannot exist on its own. it is determined by 
the ultimate form and is thus not a substance in the true sense of the 
word. its definitive appearance only exists because it has already been 
expressed in the ‘materia’.

in order to understand the various forms of resistance in the cur-
rent global information economy, we must take virtuality in anoth-
er significance. Manuel Castells calls the form of reality that arises 
and is processed by mediascapes of popular culture ‘real virtuality’.42 
With this concept, the spanish sociologist rejects the idea that a virtu-
al reality is separate from our physical reality. The reality of our cul-
ture is completely embedded in the media. The media have become 
so all-embracing that human experiences have been assigned a place 
there. as such, virtuality exercises an indelible and not-to-be-under-
estimated influence on our everyday activities. To understand the im-
pact of this real virtuality, arabian video games may offer a clarify-
ing perspective.

The fact that games contain more than the expression ‘it’s only 
a game’ might suggest is demonstrated by the role that games have 
been allocated in the conflict between israel and palestine, which has 
been dragging on for years. in the clash between the two peoples, the 
palestinians use games as a means of resistance against the suppres-
sion and exploitation by israel and the united states. The most well-
known weapons in this struggle are the games The Stone Throwers 
(Hamza, 2000), Under Ash (afkar Media, 2001), and Special Force 
(Hezbollah, 2003). Thus, the war not only takes place in the streets of 
Jerusalem, Tel aviv or Hebron, but also in the virtual environment. 

The Bankruptcy of the street
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This expansion of the violent and armed struggle into the virtual 
world means that we must again study the meaning of resistance. Has 
resistance chosen the virtual environment as its platform of activity?

The fact that the muscle of the usa and other world powers ex-
tends into the virtual domain is not only shown by the fact that their 
armies use games as simulation devices and that the virtual and ob-
jective reality overlap in the experience of the soldiers. The presence 
of those countries in the virtual domain evokes a reaction and these 
active opposing forces form additional proof of the power of the usa 
and its allies. as an expression of america’s worldwide war against 
terrorism, the Western game Velvet-Strike (anne-Marie schlein-
er, 2002) must certainly be mentioned. Velvet-Strike is directed in a 
peaceful way toward the violence that occurs between terrorists and 
military units in the well-known game of Counterstrike in which the 
armed conflict is fought out between teams of terrorists and sWaTs.

Velvet-Strike consists of a collection of images that can be sprayed 
like graffiti on the walls, ceilings and floors of the public space in the 
game Counterstrike. Captions and drawings can be downloaded from 
a website specially set up for that purpose and could be applied in a 
manner visible to the other players in the virtual environment of 
Counterstrike game. you could regard Velvet-Strike as a virtual ‘dé-
tournement’ or reversal because it breaks into Counterstrike space 
and makes unexpected and surprising comments on the actions of 
the players. in an interview, the maker of Velvet-Strike, anne-Marie 
schleiner, stated that this action not only elicits enthusiastic reactions 
but also strong protests from the players active on the Counterstrike 
servers: ‘We received death threats and hate mails from every con-
ceivable direction. I think a big part of the negative reaction to Velvet-
Strike was anger over a woman becoming involved in what has be-
come a very male culture. Another faction was ‘patriotic’ American 
boys who perceived our project as an affront on America. Our project 
was a series of anti-war protests and interventions. Of course others 
were positive or at least interested. And even the negative feedback I 
consider a success because it forced people to define their positions and 
also forced some strange people to come out of the woodwork (the sorts 
of people you see in Michael Moore’s ‘Bowling for Columbine’).’ 43

if we look at this virtual form of resistance from an arab point 
of view, we see that The Stone Throwers was the first game to be de-
ployed to influence the course of the struggle against israel. The game 
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was created by the syrian Mohamed Hamzeh and can be download-
ed from a website with the name ‘damascus-online’. To commemo-
rate the palestinians who have died in the fights with the israeli army,  
the following message can be read on the internet site: ‘To those who 
lost their lives for the freedom of the homeland and all those who are 
fighting for freedom – from Syria with love.’ against a background of 
the al aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, the players take on armed israe-
li soldiers. in contrast to Western games such as Counterstrike, Full 
Spectrum Warrior and America’s Army, they do not have an exten-
sive arsenal of weapons. stones are the only weapon they have at their 
disposal. When the game is finished, the message appears that play-
ing this game is not restricted to the virtual environment. The prob-
lem of real virtuality has more than one aspect. The players get to 
hear that they have only killed israeli soldiers in a virtual environ-
ment. subsequently, a palestinian funeral is shown, along with the 
text ‘This is the real world. Stop the killing of the innocents of Pales-
tine before the game is really over’. isn’t this a lesson in the continu-
al movement from the real to the virtual world and back? The logic 
of the movement rests on the fact that each virtuality eventually be-
comes reality and that each reality sinks into a virtual world, as the 
arab resistance against the dominance of israel and the united states 
demonstrates in The Stone Throwers.

suiCide aTTaCKs aRe eVeRyWHeRe

The importance of The Stone Throwers can hardly be overestimated. 
although the design and the interactive possibilities lag far behind 
those in Western games, the game is extremely popular in the arab 
world. in the meantime, designers have come up with games that are 
deployed as resistance against the israeli occupation. a year after The 
Stone Throwers, another game, Under Ash, was issued by the syri-
an publisher dar al-Fikr. Twenty-one years after Battlezone, Under 
Ash is the first arab 3-d computer game. in this game, the player as-
sumes the identity of a palestinian boy with the name ahmad, and 
carries out a violent struggle against the israelis. in every stage of the 
game, the player is informed of the historical background to the pal-
estinian question. in the first part, ahmad attempts to reach the al 
aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. if he reaches this alive, he must evacuate 
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his wounded palestinian brothers, disarm israeli soldiers, and repel  
military troops from the holy site. in another part of the game, ah-
mad forces his way into a Jewish colony to raise the palestinian flag. 
The last assignment takes place in the south of lebanon, where he 
participates in a lebanese guerrilla attack on an israeli radar post. 
Under Ash has already had more than 500,000 downloads from the 
internet and more than 15,000 examples have been sold in the Middle 
east at $10 each.

The success of the games in the arabian world led the syrian pub-
lisher to issue another game with the title Under Siege (afkar Media, 
2004). it is the first game in which the main role has been allocated 
to a woman. The player can play a palestinian woman who volunteers 
to be a suicide bomber in israel. after having given her child to fam-
ily members for safekeeping, she allows a hand grenade to explode in 
the midst of a division of israeli soldiers. Just like America’s Army, a 
regime of strict rules and sanctions also applies in this game. shoot-
ing innocent citizens leads to a deduction of points, with the remark-
able detail that it does not matter whether these are israeli of pales-
tinian citizens. The images in Under Siege show much resemblance to 
Full Spectrum Warrior, a game that was also developed by the ameri-
can army. But whereas the conflict takes place in the capital of the fic-
tive country of zekistan in Full Spectrum Warrior, the action in Un-
der Siege takes place between and on the roofs of the buildings in the 
occupied territories. ‘We can’t harvest peace unless we seed justice,’ 
explains Radwan Kasmiya, the manager of the game.

in La volonté de savoir (The Will to Knowledge), Michel Foucault 
states that in our relationship with power, there is not just one place 
of – as he articulates it – the ‘Great Refusal: the soul of resistance, the 
focus of all rebellion, and the pure law of the revolutionary’.44 There 
are diverse forms of resistance, each of which has its own background. 
This is also indicated by the words of Mahmoud Rayya, a member of 
staff of the Hezbollah office that was responsible for the development 
of the game Special Force: ‘Most games being offered on the market 
are games in which, unfortunately, the hero is an American, and he is 
coming to kill the terrorist, who is an Arab. We wanted to provide our 
youths with an alternative. Resistance is not confined to weapons. You 
also have to catch up with the ever-growing industries like the Inter-
net and computer games.’ 45 The words of Rayya indicate that resist-
ance repeatedly looms up at new places and in new forms. Games such 
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as The Stone Throwers and Under Ash harmonize better with the ex-
periential world of the young palestinians than the traditional media 
like radio and newspapers. in the midst of daily violence, they com-
prise a different expression of the refusal to accept the existing situ-
ation of oppression and exploitation. The fact that the struggle now 
takes place in the virtual environment does not make the struggle less 
place-oriented. The conflicts are always directed to an exclusive pow-
er subject: israel and the united states. in their struggle against the 
dominance of these countries, the palestinian resistance has one con-
crete goal. in the games, the players are concerned with the liberation 
of the occupied territories and the foundation of an independent state 
of palestine as a precondition of a definitive solution to the conflict. 
We call this coherence between resistance against a dominant power 
and the achievement of a concrete standpoint a ‘liberation practice’.46

liBeRaTioN aNd FReedoM pRaCTiCes

liberation practices are not the same as freedom practices. There is a 
qualitative difference between these. in a liberation practice, the con-
flict is against the dominance of another country. in classical terms, 
the resistance is oriented toward the law or the rules of another state. 
in a freedom practice, the experience is more extensive. a new iden-
tity begins to take shape and a positive self-experience arises. Which 
forms do the positive effects of this pursuit of freedom assume? and 
in which ways does a new self-awareness come to the fore? Besides the 
resistance to the oppression and exploitation by israel and the unit-
ed states, the games The Stone Throwers, Under Ash and Under Siege 
have in common that they evince a communal arabian identity. in 
the virtual environment of these games, the participating players ex-
perience their identity in a specific manner. according to the crea-
tors, the Under Siege game should therefore not be regarded as a re-
sponse to the american war game America’s Army. Radwan Kasmi-
ya believes that Under Siege offers a new form of identity: ‘This is not 
a game about killing (...) We are telling a story. It’s not about despera-
tion, it’s about sacrificing your life to let others live.’ The way in which 
players in Western war games are disciplined and normalized are the 
subject of discussion in this game. in this way, arabian players expe-
rience an alternative to the dominant picture in which every soldier 
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who is fighting for the good cause always comes from the american 
army. in an interview, the project director of the game Under Ash, 
Hassan salem, claims that a different argument is created in arab 
games: ‘We’re trying to counterbalance the poisonous ideas conveyed 
by American video games to our children. Our primary aim is educa-
tional: We want the new generation, which doesn’t listen to the news, 
to learn about the Palestinian cause.’ 47

The success of these war games, which are used by very diverse 
groups to ensure their voices are heard, also evokes tension and prob-
lems. Video games are not value-free or neutral media. This fact has 
not escaped the israeli government. To the question concerning how 
israel regards the game Special Force, the spokesperson of the Min-
istry of Foreign affairs, Ron prosor, replied: ‘We don’t see them as 
games but as part of an educational process which is preventing any 
chance of real peace.’ 48 in terms of realism, there is thus little differ-
ence between the game Special Force, issued by the central internet 
office of Hezbollah, and the american games on terrorism. it must 
be remarked that the arab games are permeated by an anti-israel ico-
nography. ‘Fight, resist, destroy your enemy in the game of force and 
victory,’ is the slogan of Special Force.

With the assistance of maps, video pictures, and other archive ma-
terial, the computer section of Hezbollah has created virtual versions 
of conflict situations that actually took place in reality. in addition, the 
game includes a separate training programme in which players learn to  
shoot at israeli and military figures such as the former prime Minister  
ariel sharon. Just as in other arabian games, a player in Special Force 
operates from the perspective of a young palestinian who participates 
in the jihad. He arrives in the same situation as the members of Hez-
bollah and finds himself, just like them, on enemy ground opposite  
the israeli troops. according to Bilal zain, one of the creators, the game  
serves as a counterweight against the propaganda of Western games. 
‘We want others to know our land is occupied, our people are impris-
oned in Israeli jails, our houses are being demolished,’ he says.49

The argument of a freedom practice focuses on a different ques-
tion than that in a liberation practice. The question not only involves 
‘What are we fighting against?’ but also: ‘Who are we?’. This ques-
tion ought to be seen in the light of Foucault’s comments on the ar-
ticle ‘Was ist Aufklärung?’ (What is enlightenment?, 1784) by the 
German philosopher immanuel Kant. The question that is the cen-
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tral theme of this text is also the question about the present day. What 
is happening today? Foucault translates Kant’s question as ‘What are 
we in our actuality?’. With this, he wishes to breach the universal 
and objective nature of ‘Who are we?’.50 Besides the struggle against 
the power of a state, the virtual space of games also accommodates 
the fight for one’s own identity and self-image. apart from referring 
to oneself, a distinct character with its own vocabulary also arises. 
a specific form of community or subjectivity arises in the relation-
ship to oneself, the other players, and the involvement in the game.51 
in that respect, games are truth games by means of which the pales-
tinians can constitute their own history and identity. on this basis, 
we can assign a positive value to this freedom practice. a new subjec-
tivity is produced in the form of a coherent identity. in the virtual re-
ality of games, the arabs have positioned themselves in a different 
manner in the power game of political relations: they present them-
selves not as terrorists but as freedom fighters. With this, games turn 
out not only to cover a view of the enemy and the introduction of new 
rules and sanctions, but also the forming of a social identity and com-
munity.
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CHapTeR 1

The audio-Hallucinatory 
spheres of the City

 
the world becomes smaller and we can travel 
increasingly easily and cheaply, many city  
administrations attach high priority to put-
ting their own city on the map. Cities com-
pete with one another to obtain more resi-

dents and more tourists, and also to accommodate the headquarters of 
multinationals such as shell, siemens or sony. The quality of the archi- 
tectural structure and the representative character of the city form 
essential preconditions for this, just as cultural facilities also play a 
major role in this rivalry. a branch of the Guggenheim Museum is 
welcomed by every metropolis as a godsend. one only has to think 
of Bilbao in this context. The construction of the subsidiary of the 
Guggenheim Museum, designed by Frank Gehry, transformed this 
once-modest fishing village into a part of a global network of people, 
services, and information. in China, cities such as Beijing and shang-
hai flaunt themselves by inviting internationally renowned archi-
tects to generate a new building repertoire. ‘old’ cities such as Ber-
lin, london and paris, join this trend and give their centres a new im-
pulse with new architectonic icons. The image is the city’s best ad-
vocate. The suggestion is evoked that the most important qualities 
of the city are its situation and the beauty of its buildings. This so-
called ‘postcard architecture’, by means of which cities try to distin-
guish themselves from one another, places the emphasis on the per-
manent or durable character of a city and harmonizes with the ideas  

AS 
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of the nineteenth-century urban planners who believed that the soul 
or identity of a city rested in the run of the streets, the allure of the 
buildings, and the size of the squares.

However, you might wonder whether the discussion on the city 
ought not to be seen in a wider framework. after all, a city is more 
than a skyscraper, a museum or a library. There is also another, less 
tangible form of urbanity. This urbanity is directed toward forms of 
co-habitation. in order to understand better the scope of the city, we 
should ask ourselves how this immaterial urbanity arises. We should 
devote attention to the related issues of the relationship between inte-
rior and exterior, between who belongs here and who doesn’t. The ideas  
of peter sloterdijk offer various starting points. in his work entitled 
Sphären, this German philosopher describes how, from prehistor-
ic times onward, groups have demarcated their territory by emitting 
sounds. due to the fact that people dwell in bells of sounds, they can 
distinguish between the group of which they are a part and their di-
rect surroundings. sloterdijk refers to these environments as ‘spheres’. 
While the various hordes lived separately from one another in the 
prehistoric days, we are now connected to one another worldwide via 
a network of roads, aviation and shipping routes, internet, satellites, 
and cables. With the advent of these logistic and digital networks, mu-
tual distances have become smaller. despite the overwhelming scale 
and fineness of these networks, we ought not to forget, however, that 
sound still plays an important role in the creation of specific living en-
vironments. For a lengthy period, sound did not play a role in the rep-
resentation of the city. However, if we do allow scope for it when con-
sidering the city, our concept of urbanity will also change.

THe disCoNNeCTioN oF aRCHiGRaM

The architecture of the British archigram is a first indication that ur-
banity is more than the materialized embedding of modernity. archi-
gram – a combination of the words ‘architecture’ and ‘telegram’ – is 
the name of the magazine in which david Greene, Warren Chalk,  
peter Cook, Mike Webb, Ron Herron, and dennis Crompton express 
their dissatisfaction with the limited horizon of current architectur-
al practice. until the end of the sixties, the archigram architects did 
not operate as a closely-knit team; they worked relatively independ-
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ently of one another in various architectural offices and educational 
institutions. Thanks to the efforts of the english architectural critic  
Reyner Banham, the group became known under the name of their 
magazine, archigram. They wrote manifesto-like texts for this mag-
azine and called for an end to the dominance of the functional ar-
chitecture deployed to rebuild Britain after the second World War. 
in their view, this architecture did not keep pace with the upcoming  
information society. in a passionate plea for the potential of techno-
logical developments and popular mass culture, they claimed that ar-
chitecture has to accept the challenge of uniting technology and pop-
ular culture. This fusion ought to lead to people being able to free 
themselves from the restrictive bonds with their direct living envi-
ronment. architecture ought to be committed to the struggle against 
the static and durable character of the built environment. in archi-
gram’s view, the new information era is now dictated by movement, 
as embodied in space capsules, robots, and computers.

in the early sixties, influenced by the designs of Richard Buck-
minster Fuller, archigram designed a series of sphere-shaped cap-
sules.1 These are equipped with all the necessary facilities, and enable 
the residents to form a sealed and close community. an excellent ex-
ample is the Living Pod design, which is shaped like a moon capsule. 
The skin of this capsule contains all the facilities of a normal house. 
The exceptional feature of this accommodation is that it is mobile. 
detached from its direct environment, the Living Pod can be installed 
anywhere in the world. The Capsules design presents series of cap-
sules linked to a high vertical concrete core. at the top there is a crane 
that can link up a new sphere at any given moment. in another de-
sign entitled Blow-out Village, the capsules are attached to a fan-like 
structure of telescopic arms so that they can float at various heights 
above the landscape. The arms are equipped with a large transpar-
ent dome that can be drawn across the area. With these spherical and  
mobile designs, the archigram members created sealed interior 
worlds that could function autonomously and independently of their 
direct surroundings. The sphere inhabitant could regulate every-
thing himself.

‘The pre-packaged frozen lunch is more important than Palladio,’ 
claimed peter Cook in 1967, convinced that the most important in-
novations take place in domains outside architecture: in space trav-
el, the packaging world, communications media, and the car indus-

The audio-Hallucinatory spheres of the City
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try. For this reason the group believes that architectural practice must 
be extended to other aspects of cultural production, to the exuberant 
pop culture and pioneering technologies of space travel. The scope of 
architecture must be pushed beyond strict, bureaucratic boundaries 
and elitist aesthetics. it must dissolve in everyday life, that is archi-
gram’s deepest wish, for only in this way can life itself become archi-
tecture. To give the residents of modern cities more freedom of move-
ment in an environment that they can shape themselves, archigram 
abandons ideas of durability and identity, aspects which are partic-
ularly characteristic of postcard architecture. To them, hot-air bal-
loons, landscapes, and space capsules are also architectonic items. in 
archigram’s Moving City, the city as a whole has been put into a mo-
bile capsule. in the way they move through the landscape on extend-
able legs, the capsules resemble fat insects made of steel. They berth 
like cruise ships at old static cities such as New york, london and am-
sterdam. in the egyptian desert, they make the ancient pyramids look 
like miniature toys.

Because the layout of physical space is becoming increasingly less 
important to archigram, the members of the group no longer lim-
it their designs to spheres. under the influence of sweeping devel-
opments in the field of information and communication, their rad-
ical proposals are becoming less and less material. Tuned Suburb is 
equipped with satellite dishes and space-travel technology. With this, 
archigram demonstrates that residents of suburban neighbourhoods 
can have the same intense experiences as those in the centre of a large 
metropolis. Themes such as invisibility, weightlessness, transience, 
and mobility are becoming the focus of their attention. architecture 
is being disconnected from the domain of the city and is issuing into 
projects such as Quietly Technologised Folk Suburbias, Crater City 
and Hedgerow Village which are subtle links between popular media 
and activities organized on the spot.

although Buckminster Fuller wanted to build a geodesic dome 
over the area of 22nd street to 64th street in Manhattan in 1962, in or-
der to protect the residents against air pollution, for example, archi-
gram no longer needs the material sphere. With underground build-
ings, weightless balloons, and new communications technologies, the 
group creates spherical interior spaces or Plug-in Cities that are held 
together by invisible threads and tunnels. The spheres acquire an ur-
ban character when the residents have logged in. This type of devel-
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opment reached a climax in 1969 when archigram won an architec-
tural competition for the design of an entertainment centre on a piece 
of reclaimed land on the coast of Monaco. The plan consisted of an un-
derground dome with a park above it. The roof, covered with trees and 
grass, has service openings in a grid of six metres by six. Visitors can 
plug in their parasol, telephone, and television here. Making use of 
the facilities of the underlying building, sunbathers can watch televi-
sion in the park and discuss the latest news by telephone with friends. 
To make the disconnection of modern humankind complete, the de-
sign provides an underground hall that is large enough to accommo-
date ice-hockey games, circus performances, and rock concerts.2 un-
fortunately, the project faltered during the excavation of the site due 
to problems with ground water. due to a lack of political support, the 
project was not continued. despite the fact that it was never imple-
mented, the project did draw attention to the increasing influence of 
information and communications technologies upon present-day cul-
ture and on the layout of urban space in particular.

deTRoiT: THe Needle aNd THe CiTy

should we assume, just like archigram, that the city no longer needs 
an own location? in the vision of this group of architects, the city is no 
longer fixed at one place, as postcard architecture would like to have 
us believe. The archigram projects demonstrate that the city has be-
come movable. This means that the substantiation of urban space can 
at least be uncoupled from its concrete, physical manifestation. in or-
der to define this non-materialized form of space more precisely, we 
shall go one step further and leave the archigram designs, which rely 
on dynamics and mobility, behind us. instead, we shall direct our  
attention to expressions of the pop culture which has grown to be-
come a worldwide phenomenon under the influence of the globaliza-
tion process.

The history of dance music is closely linked to the city. Ten years 
before pirate radios such as Kool FM, pulse and defection sent jun-
gle music into london’s ether and paul elstak and speedy J surprised 
Rotterdam with the accelerated gabber beats, techno music arrived 
in detroit in the eighties. Techno connects the industrial sounds of 
the white German musicians Kraftwerk with the artificial disco 
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from New york and the futurism in the black music of artists such as 
sun Ra, Herbie Hancock, Miles davis, and Funkadelic. The most re-
nowned producers include the duo Juan atkins and Rick davis, who 
operate under the name Cybotron – a combination of ‘cybo(rg)’ and 
‘(elec)tron(ics)’. in 1984, they gave detroit the name under which the 
city is still known: ‘Tech-noh Cit-ehh’ exclaims the distorted voice of 
Rick davis in the number of the same name. The number covers the 
situation in which the city found itself at the end of the seventies, af-
ter the race riots, the departure of the car industry, the large-scale 
population movements, and the construction of highways through 
densely populated areas. The disappearance of the most important in-
dustry, which changed the city into an archipelago of enclaves, expan-
sive asphalt areas, and abandoned factory yards – in short, the demise 
of detroit – did not induce in atkins and davis nostalgic delibera-
tions on the illustrious past of their place of residence. ‘You can look at  
the state of Detroit as a plus. We’re at the forefront here. When the  
new technology came in, Detroit collapsed as an industrial city, but  
Detroit is Techno City: it’s getting better, it’s coming back around,’ claims  
atkins, full of confidence.

in their music, musicians such as Cybotron, Model 500, derrick 
May, and Kevin saunderson do not go looking for the soul or identi-
ty of detroit. due to the many aliases that Kevin saunderson uses to 
sell his music – The Bad Boys, e-dancer, esray, K.s. experience, inter- 
City, inner City, Kaos, Keynotes, Master Reese, and Tronikhouse – 
detroit seems larger than it actually is. according to derrick May, 
the music is no longer concerned with the name of the artist or the 
deepest feelings of the musicians, but rather everything depends on a  
distinct flavour. He says: ‘It’s the emptiness in the city that puts the 
wholeness in the music. It’s like a blind person can smell and touch and 
can sense things that a person with eyes would never notice. And I tend 
to think a lot of us here in Detroit have been blind: blinded by what was  
happening around us. And we sort of took those other senses and en-
hanced them, and that’s how the music developed.’ detroit techno con- 
nects a certain impression to unarticulated ideas. The distinct flavour  
arises by linking sounds to the typical features of the city. The sounds 
of techno create a new collective and auditive shell for detroit. They 
generate a spherical space in which the listener can form a mental  
picture of a city without having to visit it in real life. driving along a 
quiet highway through a desolate neighbourhood, as articulated in the 
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number Cosmic Cars by Cybotron in 1982, is nothing less than an urban 
sensation: ‘Stepping on the gas. Stepping on the gas in my cosmic car.’ 

puT youR HaNds up 4 deTRoiT, iT’s a loVely CiTy

The sounds referred to by the Canadian composer Murray schafer as 
‘soundscape’ or ‘sonosphere’ draw the lovers of techno into the interi-
or of a psycho-acoustic living environment. The rhythm of the music 
not only stimulates dancers to make robot-like, spastic movements, 
the music also evokes an immediate and topical sensation of the city 
of detroit. a sort of space is generated here that is other than the one 
that actually appears before us. For a long time, people regarded phys-
ical space as an objective stage or absolute unit. space was regarded as 
a linear and independent fact, an objective stage on which objects had 
their own place and social processes occurred.3 in this vision, the per-
ceiver and the object are opposite one another, and there is a neutral 
space between them.4 in an acoustic or sonic space, one is always at 
the centre. The ear has no opposite and has no frontal view of an ob-
ject that is at a distance. in the context of the techno, urban space must 
therefore be approached differently. urban spatiality, in the meaning 
of permanently ‘hearing one another’ and ‘seeing one another’, is also 
evoked by means of sounds from pop music.

Besides the city being independent of its location (as the designs 
of archigram demonstrated), we can now conclude that the city is 
bounded by time. Because a city can be actualized in the mediascapes 
of pop music at any given moment, it no longer has fixed co-ordinates  
or points. our urban environment is only a history of spheres or shared 
spatial constellations. From a similar perspective, the situationist Gil- 
les ivain sketched in his article Formulary For a New Urbanism, which  
dates as far back as 1953, a city with districts that covers the entire 
range of human feelings and emotions: the bizarre neighbourhood, the 
happy neighbourhood, the noble and tragic neighbourhood, the his-
torical neighbourhood, the useful neighbourhood, the sinister neigh- 
bourhood, and the death neighbourhood. in this gathering of spheres, 
the sinister neighbourhood is the equivalent of the districts with a bad 
reputation where unsavoury characters hang around in creepy bars.

The history of the genesis of techno gives us insight into the way in 
which this electronic dance music manages to actualize an urban spa-
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tiality worldwide. The term ‘techno’ is first used in The Third Wave, a 
book by the american futurologist alvin Toffler. applying the term 
‘techno-sphere’ he describes the changes that have taken place down 
through the ages. Toffler claims that large-scale changes have taken 
place three times in the history of mankind. The first was the agricul-
tural revolution that required more than a thousand years to reach 
maturity. Then followed the industrial revolution, with the upsurge of 
factories, standardization, specialization, and mass production. dur-
ing this process of change, which lasted around three hundred years, 
there arose a distinction between the producer and the consumer. in 
our time, this process of industrialization has been inundated under a 
wave of digitization. after the agricultural revolution and the indus-
trial revolution, the digital revolution, with its information and com-
munications technologies, is the third fundamental change in human 
history. Toffler introduced the concept ‘techno-sphere’ to describe the 
system in which energy use, production methods, and distribution 
are joined, whereas, in his view, ‘techno-rebels’ are the most impor-
tant people in our information age: ‘nuclear engineers, bio-chemists, 
physicians, public health officials, and geneticists as well as millions 
of ordinary citizens.’ 5

inspired by Toffler’s ideas, atkins and davies interpreted the first 
video games as forms of expression of urban spatialities in the digit-
al era. in their view, the spatial infrastructure of video games offers 
new opportunities to meet one another in a different way. They re-
fer to the framework that ensures an open system of connections as 
the ‘Game Grid’: ‘We used a lot of video terms to refer to real-life sit-
uations. We conceived of the streets or the environment as being like 
the Game Grid. And Cybotron was considered a ‘super-sprite’. Cer-
tain images in a video programme are referred to as ‘sprites’, and a su-
per-sprite had certain powers on the game-grid that a regular sprite 
didn’t have.’ 6 The multiple spatial dimensions of video games inspire 
them to create numbers such as Alleys Of Your Mind, Cosmic Cars, 
and Clear. But it is in the number called Techno City that a coherent 
and inspired urban spatiality is realized with sound as the most im-
portant representational and connecting element.

Techno City is atkins and davies’ answer to the film Metropo-
lis by Fritz lang. Metropolis was shot in the uFa (universum Film 
aktiengesellschaft) Neu Babelsberg studios near Berlin in 1925 and 
1926, and had its première on 10 January 1927. The film deals with the 
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inequality of employers and employees, but owes its renown large-
ly to the vertiginous décor in which the story takes place. Congested 
trunk roads function as a bridge between skyscrapers, and aeroplanes 
make breath-taking dives through this mesh of roads. To davies,  
Metropolis is the ultimate proof that a city subject to the laws of nat-
ural physics can also be evoked by the fleeting and unstable nature of 
a soundscape: ‘‘Techno City’ was the electronic village. It was divid-
ed into different sectors. I’d watched Fritz Lang’s ‘Metropolis’ – which 
had the privileged sector in the clouds and the underground worker’s 
city. I thought there should be three sectors: the idea was that a person 
could be born and raised in Techno City – the worker’s city – but what 
he wanted to do was work his way to the cybodrome where artists and 
intellectuals reside. There would be no Moloch, but all sorts of diver-
sions, games, electronic instruments. Techno City was the equivalent 
of the ghetto in Detroit: on Woodward Avenue the pimps, pushers etc. 
get overlooked by the Renaissance Tower.’

‘youR plaCe oR MiNe?’

The ability of pop music to generate its own new environment leads 
us to deliberate on the various spatialities of the city. if we can create 
an immune system by means of sound, where are we in the city? in 
other words, how are these inner worlds related to the outside world 
of the city?

in his comprehensive study Sphären, peter sloterdijk rejects the 
idea that space is a stand-alone entity that is detached from objects 
and subjects. in his view, the production of sound is the oldest and 
most efficient way of creating a space. The Sphären project therefore 
covers the history of mankind and the place that humans have occu-
pied in the world down through the years. To sloterdijk, the tradition-
al question in philosophy is no longer: ‘What is mankind?’ but rath-
er ‘Where is mankind?’. in his response to the question, he compares 
people living together in small groups in prehistoric times with cast-
aways who are drifting on wooden rafts on the open sea. prehistor-
ic humans roamed around in relative isolation in the wild. although 
they lived in a certain harmony with the natural environment, they 
needed sounds to demarcate their territory. By murmuring, sing-
ing, talking, and clapping, the members of the group imposed a dis-
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tinction between the group and the surrounding environment. The 
size of the inner world was thus determined by the range of the voice. 
each group had its own timbre and unique pitch. These specific prop-
erties allowed sound to function as a point of recognition and as a con-
necting link between the various members of the group. The sounds 
brought about a communal continuum.

sloterdijk observed that, to prehistoric humans, living in small no-
madic communities and surrounded by overwhelming nature, a good 
sphere was a survival sphere. The original meaning of ‘sphere’ de-
rived from the Greek sphaira, is ‘ball’. in a more general meaning, a 
sphere is a ball-shaped experiential space between two or more people 
who have a close mutual relationship. in a natural environment full 
of danger, sound spheres offer the group members protection and safe 
accommodation. But which significance do these shared spatial con-
stellations have in the discussion on the present-day urban space? To 
which new, world-embracing spatialities are the spheres of popular 
culture leading?

sloterdijk’s antipathy to pop music prevents him from establishing 
the relationship between the social aspects of human society and pop 
culture. He has an extremely negative appraisal of the popular me-
dia culture’s offensive. in his opinion, pop music, as heard all over the 
world, contributes to the dismantling of the sonosphere of the global 
society.7 sloterdijk claims that the assault that this music makes on the 
ears of the world population is unique in its sort. in unmistakable terms, 
sloterdijk gathers all music into one heap and concludes that West-
ern amusement music, after a period of exchange with music styles 
from the east and south, has developed into a vulgar music hybrid  
that has conquered the entire world. in his view, the uniformity of 
pop music is proof that a regression is taking place, making the ears of 
the world population insensitive to everything that is new.8 The same 
musical dictates are issuing from loudspeakers over the entire world, 
the same tonising effects, and the same standardized and tonal phras-
es.9 in short, pop music has reached the stage that it produces identical 
rhythmical and harmonic formulas in every corner of the world.

There is little doubt that the homogenizing power of the popular 
media is enormous. The sounds around us are no longer produced by 
humans alone or by wild nature. New media such as the radio, televi-
sion, internet, Mp3 players and ipods have replaced clapping, singing 
and murmuring as a means of communication, and ensure that pop 
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music is ubiquitously present. However, the fact that the same musi-
cal dictates repeatedly recur does not have such a disastrous effect as 
sloterdijk maintains. The repetition of tonal phrases, effects and for-
mulas is one of the essential properties of pop music. in addition, a 
different context for a quote or a sample automatically leads to new 
interpretations. More important than the judgement on quality is the 
fact that music constructs a coherent social space among the listeners. 
This ‘psycho-acoustic’ space is characterized by a double movement. 
it arises as a result of the members of the group, while it brings peo-
ple together at the same time. The sound ensures that the group man-
ifests itself as a unit, while the individual members feel that they have 
become a part of the group.

uRBaN: a NeW spaTialiTy?

an ever-recurring question is: What is the relationship between a 
being together and the physical co-ordinates of the city? From this 
standpoint, you can ask what archigram and detroit techno see as a 
problem. How to save the city? How to be saved from the city? What-
ever the case, the similarities between them are striking. They share 
a fascination for the city that has been prised loose from its concrete 
boundaries. They are not alone in this. To an ever increasing degree, 
a range of products and activities, varying from music styles, clothes, 
perfumes and jewellery to sneakers are being regarded as being typ-
ically urban. it is not easy to explain how substantial the sphere of 
influence of the city actually is. Baggy denim jeans with conspicu-
ous zips, buttons, and sewn-on pockets are called ‘urban jeans’. urban 
lingerie is the trend that combines ultra-feminine underwear with 
the coarse style of hip-hop clothes. The sunglasses from the adidas 
Kill loop series mix trends from sports clothes with the raw energy 
of the city. in the shops, they are on sale as urban sunglasses, in much 
the same way as gold and diamond-studded watches, belts and chains 
are sold as typically urban. in the hip-hop culture, the term ‘urban 
Car’ represents a four-wheel driven jeep or suV, preferably an esca-
lade model Cadillac. urban entertainment is being made for afro-
americans under the theme ‘life in the big city’. urban skating, ur-
ban Golf, urban Climbing, urban Freeflow, urban Base Jumping, ur-
ban streetraces, and urban soccer are the names of the latest sports. 
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and urban arts is the overarching name for art forms that range 
from graffiti, stickers and posters to various forms of street dancing.

despite the fact that all these products and activities are distant 
from the city as such, they evoke strong associations with urbanity. 
and that brings us to the core issue. How should we regard the iden-
tity of the city when the city is so tangibly present in this arsenal of 
dispersed products and activities? in the answer to this question, we 
anticipate the idea that the city is both placeless and time-bounded in 
our media-based society. We propose that a unique space has arisen in 
the popular youth culture urban, with its own history and own log-
ic, and which can serve as the background for the debate on the proc-
ess of urbanization.

Various writers have argued that people sell the urban culture 
short when they see it as synonymous with immigrant culture. de-
spite the fact that this postulation of equivalence between immigrant 
(‘black’) and urban does not do justice to their diversity, there has 
been increasing appropriation of ‘urban culture’ by the hip-hop and 
post-hip-hop culture since the mid-nineties.10 although the collective 
term ‘urban’ originates from the latin word urbanus meaning ‘city’ 
or ‘civilized’, the term is generally used to refer to the world of hip-
hop and R&B.11 in hip-hop and R&B, this adjective is linked to mi-
norities who know how to survive in the poorest neighbourhoods of 
the metropolis. The street is the source of all wisdom and the place 
where authenticity, trust and credibility are not yet empty phrases. 
The street not only stands for ‘real’, it also brings up the necessary 
credits if you belong to this environment. ‘I’m still Jenny from the 
block (...) I know where I came from (from the Bronx)’ sings Jenni-
fer lopez in the number Jenny From the Block in 2002. The latino-
american star borrows her identity from the archetype of gangsters 
(gangstas), pimps, whores (bitches), and other residents (playas) of 
the cities in the usa.

at first sight, societal developments bounded by place and time 
seem to be represented by the urban youth culture. Nevertheless, the 
history of this urban empire has acquired a wider context by means of 
a sophisticated product and marketing mechanism. The way in which 
this merchandising can lead to a shared spatiality can be reconstruct-
ed on the basis of the story of the simmons family. The well-educat-
ed Russell simmons grew up in the Hollis neighbourhood of Queens 
in New york in the sixties. at the time it was a mixed neighbour-
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hood for the middle class. His younger brother Joseph, who would 
later become famous as Reverend Run of the rap group Run-dMC, 
described the neighbourhood as ‘nice homes, manicured gardens and 
everything.’ 12 during his study at City College, Russell simmons or-
ganized various hip-hop parties, but he gained national fame when he 
founded the def Jam record label with Rick Rubin in 1984. simmons 
did not restrict himself to issuing the music of ll Cool J, Beastie Boys, 
public enemy and epMd, he also embarked on a new adventure six 
years later with his company Rush Communications, which is now an 
important motor behind the present-day urban culture.

Rush Communications is made up of various subsidiary enter-
prises. in addition to the production of live shows, television pro-
grammes, magazines, and energy drinks, the company also produces 
sports clothes that are brought on to the market with ‘street credibili-
ty’ under the label phat Fashion. phat Fashion presents itself with the 
prestige of the ivy league, the universities and colleges in North-east 
america that are highly regarded and have an excellent reputation 
in the field of education. The company describes its clothing line as 
‘a mixture of the hip-hop culture of the streets and the preppy culture 
of the Ivy League’. phat Fashion consists of the sections phat Farm, 
Baby phat, and phat Farm Kids. Whereas phat Farm is a men’s line, 
Baby phat, under the management of simmons ex-wife, the former 
Chanel model Kimora lee simmons, is oriented to young prosperous 
women. phat Farm has now been sold to the clothing giant Kellwood 
Co. for 140 million dollars. The diversity of the company is indicated 
by the fact that Rush Communications also has at its disposal an ide-
al network that organizes congresses throughout america with the 
aims of making the black population more politically aware and of in-
creasing the percentage of voters among them. Furthermore, with the 
Rush Card, the company is attempting to reach the forty-five million 
americans who do not have their own bank account or credit. With 
these pre-paid cards, these people are less dependent on money offices 
for depositing of money. While every transaction costs one dollar, the 
card can be purchased for 20 dollars.

The term ‘urban’ gained more profile when Russell simmons’s 
brother, Joseph ‘Run’ simmons, launched the rap group Run-dMC 
along with darryl ‘dMC’ Mcdaniel and Jam Master Jay. Having 
grown up in the Hollis suburb and not in the rundown slums of New 
york, the members of the Run dMC emphatically distance them-
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selves from their respectable background. Rick Rubin, the co-found-
er of def Jam, articulated their disparity with the street as follows: 
‘With Run-DMC and the suburban rap school we looked at ghetto life 
as a cowboy movie. To us, it was like Clint Eastwood. We could talk 
about those things because they weren’t that close to home.’ 13 The out-
fit typical of Run dMC – black clothes with white adidas trainers – 
only arose after a performance in the Bronx. Ridiculed by the pub-
lic because of their clothes and origins in the ‘soft’ neighbourhood 
of Queens, the group spent the first money they earned with record 
sales on the latest fashion from Jamaica Road. in 1986, they made 
their breakthrough with the number Walk This Way and with their 
characteristic clothing.

it can hardly be denied that entertainment concerns such as Rush 
Communications, which link the underside of life in the metropolis 
to products and activities such as clothes, shoes, prepaid cards, and 
congresses, are making their mark on urban life. The closeness of the 
street and commercial success is shown by the death Row record la-
bel of suge Knight and dr. dre from los angeles, which is associ-
ated to the Bloods street gang. during a performance on the well-
known american television programme Saturday Night Live, the big-
gest star of death Row, the rapper snoop ‘doggy’ dogg, wore a Tom-
my Hilfiger shirt. This television show has been broadcast for more 
than thirty years, can be received in the united states via more than 
219 different transmitters, and each show is watched by an average 
of 8.2 million viewers. until snoop dogg’s performance, the mar-
ket profile of Hilfiger was similar to that of Calvin Klein; the clothes 
of Hilfiger were mainly worn by white middle-aged men from mid-
america. after snoop dogg’s television appearance in 1994, the sales 
figures for the brand rose by 90 million dollars. Tommy Hilfiger 
subsequently designed more baggy clothes as a response to the de-
mand for ‘street-wear’ from the big cities on the west and east coast of  
the united states.

THe iNTeRMedial spaCe oF aN uRBaN eMpiRe

Just like detroit techno, urban youth culture also has the ability to 
bring together individuals and to colour the experience of urbanity. 
With detroit, we have seen that information and communications 
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technologies keep inner spaces together and create a new form of ur-
banity. Those same forms of worldwide communication enable cross-
fertilization between nightclubs, radio broadcasts, record labels, and 
tracks such as Techno City and Cosmic Cars. also, they enable that 
a coherent and shared urban spatiality can be generated at any given 
moment. How does this experience of urbanity take shape in urban 
culture? What do the products and activities that are covered by the 
most attractive adjective in youth culture have in common?

in the video clip Drop It Like It’s Hot (2004) by the rappers snoop 
‘doggy’ dogg and pharrell Williams, the city radiates in size and 
grandeur. ‘Snoooop Dooog, clic-clac-clic-clac, Snoooop Dooog’ goes 
the beat, produced by the clicking sounds of the tongues of the two su-
perstars. The sonic minimalism of the number returns in the pictures 
of the video clip directed by paul Hunter. The two rappers are stand-
ing in a black-and-white décor. The place of action alternates with their 
favourite urban icons: a black Rolls Royce, a low-rider three-wheeler, 
a belt studded with jewels, mobile phones, and ice Cream gym shoes. 
Without the city being explicitly on show, the black-and-white imag-
es evoke a specific urban experience and spatiality in which the rap-
pers play the main role.

How can we explain this form of detached urbanity? The conclu-
sion does not seem too difficult to draw. The video clip of snoop dogg 
and pharrell Williams demonstrates that the rapid urbanization of our 
living environment is not restricted to the physical space of the large 
cities where the majority of the world population will live over thirty 
years, if we believe the figures of the united Nations. This process of 
urbanization is also taking shape via other spaces and processes.

The seductive urban sound world makes the city conceivable and 
tangible via another means. The sounds and rhythms are connected 
to a symbolic world. Clothes, cars, and jewels becoming ‘charged’ ob-
jects because they actualize what the city represents. and in doing so, 
urban creates a different urban space between its public and the vari-
ous products and activities. although urban only relies on its roots to 
a certain extent, it demonstrates that the city cannot only be regard-
ed as a collection of ‘artefacts’ that take their genesis and significance 
from a specific historical context. although the italian architect aldo 
Rossi argued in his book The Architecture of the City that ‘through ar-
chitecture perhaps more than any other point of view one can arrive at 
a comprehensive vision of the city and an understanding of its struc-
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ture’, urban indicates that another analysis of the city is possible.14 
Rossi’s idea that the design knowledge for the future lies in the exist-
ing buildings that have proved themselves down through the years is 
thus much too one-sided.

The foundation of a city is not a once-off event. That would mean 
that everything would be fixed forever. However, the city assumes a 
recognizable form outside the concrete layout of its physical space. 
pop culture shows that the various media processes create space for a 
personal experiential world. This experiential world is not embedded 
in the physical environment but is the dynamic result of an urban ex-
perience that is evoked by divergent products and activities. Between 
the sunglasses, cars, lingerie, jewels, and clothes of the stars who are 
clad in their most chic ghetto clothes, an urban experience is woven. it 
is not without reason that Hype Williams, the director of urban video 
clips, observes: ‘Whatever continent you’re on, the cool kids have the 
urban look.’ The inspired urban space that nineteenth-century urban 
planners dreamed of is now evoked in the context of urban youth cul-
ture in a manner involving interrelated media. in this, the contours 
of the city are no longer drawn along geographical lines nor is its ap-
pearance determined by the distribution of wealth and power. Here 
the diversity of media in popular culture determines the urbanity, in 
which the city dissolves in an audio-visual sphere of significance that 
is constantly actualized by the same expressions of these media.

WHaT HaVe you BuilT Today?

people are sphere builders. in stating this, have we arrived at the point 
that urbanity no longer requires geographical determination or de-
fining architecture? it is becoming increasingly clear that the city is 
thus expanding and that, in the course of time, it will be all-embrac-
ing. it seems to be moving in all directions, like an autonomous force. 
The corresponding process of urbanization must not only be regard-
ed geographically, regardless of how impressive the physical expan-
sion of the city actually is. There are also other processes that are part 
of this urbanization. The intermedial urban spatiality that urban cul-
ture creates by linking the city to a miscellaneous collection of prod-
ucts and activities is a striking example of this. This type of develop-
ment must be taken into account in any deliberation on the ongoing 
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changes in the process of urbanization. Which new spatiality is cre-
ated as a result of this? What is different about it? in short, we can 
state that, in order to understand fully the process of urbanization, it 
is necessary to examine the various spatialities in close conjunction. 
Now that the city has expanded beyond physical matter into the me-
diascapes of popular culture, we should at least regard urbanity in re-
lation to the effects of processes other than physical ones.
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sampladelic spatialities

 
the feature film Dancer in the Dark (2000) by the 
danish director lars von Trier, the icelandic singer 
Björk plays the role of the musical-lover selma Jesk-
ova. she lives with her ten-year-old son in a trailer  
somewhere in the united states. a congenital eye 

sickness is making her gradually blind. Her son has the same illness 
but an eye operation could prevent him undergoing the same tragic 
fate as his mother. in order to pay for the expensive operation, selma 
works long hours in the local metal factory. We witness how selma’s 
condition gradually worsens. But although she sees less and less, 
her world does not become darker. The picture never becomes black. 
The less she sees, the more she loses herself in the colourful world of 
her daydreams, where she plays the leading role in her own music-
al. The sounds from her surroundings are transformed into cheer-
ful rhythms and melodies. even when she loses her job, has killed 
her neighbour, and is ultimately brought to justice, her naive and  
optimistic core still remains. The intense perception of sounds offers 
her an escape to a different, positive world of sounds and spheres.

in Dancer in the Dark, Von Trier makes it clear that sound can gen-
erate an environment bound by time but detached from the place one 
occupies. When we relate this to present-day pop culture, we see that 
films, games and music surround the earth with their alternative envi-
ronments. They create shared spatialities, even for people that are far  
away from one another. The question arises as to which conceptual tech- 

In
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niques are applied to evoke these spatialities. in which ways do we have 
control of the design of the intermedial space in popular styles such as 
techno, hip-hop and R&B? When we restrict ourselves to this music, we 
see that semi-acoustic environments or soundscapes with their own spa-
tial effects can be designed by means of new techniques such as montage 
and sampling. These techniques are the foundation of subtly designed 
spaces that are akin to Von Trier’s acoustic alternative for selma’s visu-
al reality. Because these soundscapes can be reproduced, the concept of 
‘community’ has acquired different substantiation. Montage and sam-
pling are techniques that detach us from our social and physical envi-
ronment. The spatialities constructed by montage and sampling offer 
an environment for social relationships between people who are in the 
grasp of the pop media. accordingly, sampling is a perfect, present-day 
technique to generate the spherical spatiality of the sound bell. While 
the communal sound bell was aimed at giving our prehistoric forefa-
thers a safe and protected environment so that they could survive, and 
thus had an evolutionary element, the semi-acoustic world of the twen-
ty-first century has a different goal. electronic globalization, which is 
partly created by the mediascapes of pop culture, has initiated a massive 
population migration toward a new, synthetic world.

By means of the afrofuturism people’s movement, we wish to  
demonstrate that screening off from exterior influences, which peter 
sloterdijk admirably describes in his Sphären trilogy, also occurs in a 
sonic world whose residents are widely disseminated. Without allowing  
ourselves to be dragged along by new developments, or dismissing new 
technologies as instruments of pure illusion, we believe that sampling 
can elucidate how communities that are rooted in expressions of popular 
culture can be formed by means of sonic techniques. The German pop  
philosopher diederich diederichsen once said that in present-day dance  
music a sound stands for an entire community.15 The last word on this 
statement has not been uttered, not even after Von Trier’s film. after all,  
it is not yet clear along which sonic escape routes active humans will 
detach themselves from the primacy of their physical environments.

HoW souNd aCQuiRes a spaTial diMeNsioN

The first opportunity to reproduce sound arose halfway through the 
nineteenth century. until then, making music or listening to it was a 
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unique event that was related to place and time. To listen to a piece of 
music, one had to go to the market square, the bar, or the concert hall. 
as soon as the musicians stopped playing, the sounds vanished forev-
er. it was impossible to listen to music again under the same circum-
stances. in addition, it was not possible to be certain whether or not 
the piece of music played was identical to the previous performance. 
There was no means of checking this, apart from looking at the sheet 
music. This elusive quality of music expired when Wilhelm Weber at-
tached a pig’s hair to one of the prongs of his tuning fork in 1830. For 
the first time, sound became tangible. it was expressed in the curve 
frequency of the tuning fork. By allowing the hair to vibrate on a 
glass covered in soot, the various pitches and sounds thus became vis-
ible to the eye.

elaborating on this idea, the parisian printer Édouard-léon scott 
de Martinville fixed a needle to a membrane in 1857. as soon as the 
membrane began to resonate, the needle also began to vibrate with a 
movement that left its traces on a rotating glass cylinder that was cov-
ered with a black pigment. scott de Martinville thus managed to visu-
alize sound by means of his ‘phonautograph’. The sound machine was 
applied almost immediately in research on languages and dialects. in 
an attempt to reach some kind of standardization or homogenization 
of the various national languages, academics used scott de Martin-
ville’s phonautograph to determine the standard for the ideal pronun-
ciation.16

Ten years later, the inventor Thomas edison, who suffered from 
poor hearing, came up with the idea of combining the working of the 
phonautograph with that of the Willis brand of typewriter. With this 
phonograph or ‘speaking machine’ it was possible to record sound 
and play it back. ‘Hello?’ was the first word that edison recorded with 
his pioneering device. shortly after edison’s invention, the German-
american electro-technician emile Berliner thought up the flat ver-
sion of the cylindrical sound carrier of the phonograph. He replaced 
the phonograph roll with a disc with spiral-shaped grooves so that the 
sound waves were no longer recorded vertically but horizontally. al-
though the disc could not record sound, the discs had the great advan-
tage that they were much cheaper in production and distribution.

The development that began at the beginning of the century led 
to the extraordinary situation that, at the end of the century, sound 
could be reproduced without much loss of quality. For the first time, 
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it was possible to repeat musical pieces and sounds. once the musi-
cal pieces had been recorded on a sound carrier, they could be expe-
rienced as three-dimension spaces. The consequence of being able to 
reproduce sound was that it was extracted from a strict time dimen-
sion. The techniques by means of which sound could be recorded drew 
it into another dimension, a spatial dimension.17 Having become in-
creasingly familiar with the details, a listener could meander around 
in the sound recording and lose himself in it. We can state that record-
ed sound has architectonic qualities, it offers ‘accommodation’ and 
an ‘entrance’ to the listener. Just as a space surrounded by walls and 
floors, this space also has a demarcation between inside and out. The 
sound recording allows us to experience the space that is recorded on a 
specific sound carrier. For example, recordings of shrieking monkeys, 
fluttering birds, and rustling leaves evoke the spatial experience of the 
jungle. But the sonic space also has another quality. Hearing sounds 
also means ‘belonging to’ those sounds. From this perspective, sound 
creates a specific social space that is a symbol for a community, as we 
shall later see. This ensures that the listener enters into a continuum 
of sounds. as we previously saw with the techno from detroit, these 
sound techniques prise the listener loose from his or her direct phys-
ical ‘sounding board’ and welcome him or her in a specific sonic spa-
tiality.

This process of prising loose has been comprehensively studied by 
the French musician pierre schaeffer, who was educated as a sound en-
gineer at the École polytechnique in paris. From 1942 onward, schaef-
fer performed research at Radiodiffusion Télévision Française (RTF) 
on musical acoustics in electronic music. The parisian media com-
pany furnished schaeffer with all possible resources: phonograph-
ic turntables, sound recording equipment, facilities to cut recording 
tapes, mixers, and access to the library of the RTF in which all kinds of 
sounds and sound effects are stored. To schaeffer, listening to sound 
of which the source was not directly visible or recognizable was an ex-
ceptional perception. in the sixth century BC, this way of listening 
had been practised by the students of the Greek philosopher pythago-
ras.18 They listened to the lessons of their teacher for five years while 
he taught them from behind a curtain. Following pythagoras, schaef-
fer called this manner of perceiving sound ‘listening acousmatically’. 
This literally means hearing a sound without seeing the source that 
produces it. schaeffer was not interested in the source of the sound or 
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the instrument, he devoted his endeavour to what people hear in the 
sound that comes out the loudspeakers. later the Canadian composer 
Murray schafer would refer to these sounds as ‘schizophony’: sounds 
without a source. The sounds no longer refer to a recognizable envi-
ronment or a natural event that has occurred previously.

diReCTiNG souNd

as one of the first sound engineers, pierre schaeffer discovered that 
a stand-alone sound environment can be assembled by means of a 
sound tape. By comparing music with the genre of the film and with 
theatre, he was convinced that the new technologies offered unsus-
pected possibilities for making music: ‘Photography, whether the fact 
be denied or admitted, has completely upset music … for all that, tra-
ditional music is not denied; any more than theater is supplanted by 
the cinema. Something new has been added, a new art of sound. Am 
I wrong in calling it music?’ 19 after the breakthrough of the gram-
ophone disc, schaeffer exchanged sheet music for the sound studio. 
locking himself in his sound laboratory, Club d’Essai, schaeffer re-
searched the possibilities of the studio and he recorded compositions 
that were compiled from different sound recordings.

By chance, schaeffer discovered new rhythms that were caused by 
the gramophone needle getting stuck on the record. He then under-
stood that changes in the playing speed and the direction in which 
the disc was played could be regarded as instrumental properties of 
the record. schaeffer became fascinated by the possibility of isolating 
sound and then further mixing it in his musical pieces. With the tape 
recorder, the call from italian futurists to allow the noise of the me-
tropolis to be a part of musical pieces could be honoured. under the 
influence of the italian composer luigi Russolo, schaeffer refers to 
the pieces that he compiles from sounds from his environment as mu-
sique concrète. With this term, he wishes to emphasize the difference 
with the musique abstraite that arises via the ‘detour’ of musical nota-
tion and a conductor. as a fully-fledged dJ, schaeffer created his first 
composition Concert de Bruits in 1948, by changing the speed and di-
rection of play of gramophone records, and by making loops of certain 
grooves on the record during a live performance. His next composi-
tion Etude aux Chemins de Fer (1948) is a montage of sounds that he 
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recorded with a tape recorder in a train station in paris. in that same 
year, schaeffer broadcasts on national radio a composition that con-
sists completely of recordings of train whistles, pots and pans, boats, 
percussion instruments, and piano sounds.

in fact, the possibilities of new sound techniques are best described 
in the renowned essay entitled The Work of Art in the Age of Mechan-
ical Reproduction (1936) by the German thinker Walter Benjamin. 
although Benjamin does not refer to the reproduction of sound in 
this work, he observed in general that the mechanical reproduction of 
an original artwork has drastic consequences for art. ‘For the first time 
in world history, mechanical reproduction emancipates the work of 
art from its parasitical dependence on ritual. (…) From a photograph-
ic negative, for example, one can make any number of prints; to ask 
for the “authentic” print makes no sense,’ writes Benjamin.20 in this 
essay, he compares modern film to traditional painting. The camera-
man resembles the surgeon, the painter resembles the magician. The 
surgeon cuts into the body of the patient, the magician heals the pa-
tient by placing his hand on his body. Benjamin extends the compari-
son when he states that the cameraman penetrates reality whereas the 
painter maintains a natural distance to reality. By assembling various 
fragments, the cameraman constructs a new version of the same real-
ity: ‘It manages to assure us of an immense and unexpected field of ac-
tion.’ The montage technique offers the opportunity to perceive a dif-
ferent world. Close-ups, slow motion and strange camera perspectives 
lead to new experiences that did not exist prior to the advent of film.

The montage techniques that Benjamin describes in The Work of 
Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction can be applied to music 
with the aid of the sound tape. Because the sound quality of the mag-
netic tape could not be compared to that of a gramophone record in 
the period before the second World War, it took longer for this mon-
tage technique to be applied in the medium of sound than it did in the 
medium of film. it was only halfway through the twentieth century 
that changes began to occur in this realm, partly due to the work of 
pierre schaeffer. The tape recorder turned out to be the most suitable 
medium for making sound recordings that could later be reproduced. 
Whereas the gramophone record is primarily useful for making cop-
ies of an original recording, the tape recorder is more suitable for the 
production of those originals because the technology is simpler and 
cheaper. Just as with film, the sound tape can be cut and sound frag-
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ments can be assembled in a different order of sequence. in this con-
text, pierre schaeffer speaks of a ‘sonic object’, a stand-alone specific 
sonic spatiality with its own details and effects.

a MiGRaTioN To THe FuTuRe

How does sound manage to escape from our direct environment? or, 
to put it more precisely, how does the advent of new sound techniques 
influence the way in which listeners are related to one another? after  
the first discoveries of pierre schaeffer, avant-gardist composers such 
as Karlheinz stockhausen and edgard Varèse experimented in Club 
d’Essai with the application of electronic techniques in their work. 
However, only when the techniques of the sound tape penetrate the 
sensory space of pop music is there truly mention of world-embrac-
ing spheres with an unprecedented social power. To quote Gilles  
deleuze, sound can ‘invoke a new people’. For example, various black 
artists used various sonic techniques to construct an alternative world 
for their own community from the end of the fifties onward. seeking 
a better world, sound is closely linked to an ‘away from here’ attitude 
with a concrete escape route.

in his article Black to the Future: Afro-futurism 1.0, the theorist 
Mark dery demonstrated that this does not involve an individual 
flight but rather a broad social movement in which science fiction and 
futuristic themes play an important role. He refers to this movement 
as ‘afrofuturism’.21 Kodwo eshun explains it as a connective sonic fic-
tion in which stories, concepts, and ideas are communicated by means 
of sound and are only partly visualized by means of images. in this 
speculative musical fiction, afro-american themes are treated in the 
context of present-day techno culture.22 on the basis of the work of 
black musicians and producers, dery concluded that black americans 
live in a permanent state of alienation. in his view, they are descended 
from hostages who were kidnapped from their place of birth by extra-
terrestrial creatures. They live in a science fiction nightmare in which 
their movements are needlessly frustrated by invisible and impene-
trable force fields of intolerance. 

afrofuturism shows us a different representation of the future 
than the one we know from the well-known examples from film and 
literature, where the metaphors from Fritz lang’s Metropolis (1927), 
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the illustrations of Frank R. paul for Hugo Gernsback’s fanzine Amaz-
ing Stories (1926-1929), and disneyland’s Tomorrowland are the lead-
ing models. These sketch the future primarily in images, but, as afro-
futurism demonstrates, sound is also a component of the escape route. 
Jimi Hendrix’s Electric Ladyland (1968), Miles davis’s On the Cor-
ner (1972), Herbie Hancock’s Headhunters (1973), and The Adven-
tures of Grandmaster Flash on the Wheels of Steel (1981) by Grand-
master Flash and The Furious Five have convinced Mark dery of the 
existence of a different kind of futurism, a future veiled in rhythms 
and sounds. one of the first afronauts was the free-jazz musician sun 
Ra (1914-1993). although his passport states that he was born as Her-
man ‘sunny’ Blount in the american city of Birmingham, sun Ra re-
ally came from saturn and arrived on earth to play inspired music 
from the universe in conjunction with his band arkestra. The titles 
of his records, such as The Heliocentric Worlds of Sun Ra, Vol. I  from 
1965, and numbers such as The Cosmos and Of Heavenly Things form 
the proof of life beyond the planet earth. The appearance of sun Ra 
himself, his texts and the sounds of his free jazz refer to life in an in-
finite multiverse.

sun Ra is not the only one who arrived on earth. The Jamaican 
dub-producer scratch lee perry also vehemently denies that he was 
born on earth: ‘I am an alien from the other world, from outer space, I 
don’t have no land, no estate, no property, no house. Not on this earth. 
I live in space – I’m only a visitor here.’ in the sixties and seventies, 
perry was part of an extensive scene of Jamaican producers and musi-
cians who continually tried to surpass one another with new rhythms, 
texts and vocal styles to make more people enthusiastic about the local 
dance clubs. during a production for the artist duke Reid, perry’s col-
league King Tubby discovered that he could use the tape recorder to 
detach a voice from the background sounds. This montage technique 
soon reached the Black ark studio of scratch lee perry. using various 
techniques and effects, perry supplied definitive proof of his extra-
terrestrial origins. With drop-out, equalization, delays, speed-ups, 
spatial echoes, reverb, flange, phase, noise gates, echo feedbacks, shot-
gun snare drums, and rubber bass, he mixed the indefinable sounds 
of his universe.23 in this way, he produced in the studio sounds that 
we shall never hear in the world around us. With their montage tech-
niques, these black artists are at the basis of a shared sonic spatiality 
that forms the link between fellow-travellers who have swarmed out 
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across the entire world: across the northern part of south america, 
the Caribbean, the east of Central america, the united states, Cana-
da, the united Kingdom, and africa. This induces the author paul Gil-
roy to compare in his book The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double 
Consciousness the dissemination of the ‘kidnapped’ africans to the 
diaspora of the Jewish people.

Which role does music play in the design of life? in other words, 
how can music become political? The British sociologist stuart Hall 
deals with the significance of music for the identity of the black com-
munities around the atlantic ocean. Music plays an important role 
in this transatlantic community in the creation of a social dynam-
ics and identity.24 Traditionally, black people have occupied a marginal 
position in the culture of the countries where they were introduced as 
slaves. For a long time, music was one of the few forms in which they 
could express themselves and exchange stories, information, and ide-
as on their african origins and the diaspora of the black community. 
The extra-terrestrial domain that afrofuturism is seeking, is the last 
stage in this process. The significance of sounds and rhythms reaches 
further than mere sound: music as a non-physical meeting place.

saMpliNG soNiC spaCe

With the introduction of the Mirage dsK-1 digital sampler in the 
mid-eighties, the montage techniques used by Grandmaster Flash, 
scratch lee perry and King Tubby came within reach of every music 
lover. This digital montage machine, produced by ensoniq, is a com-
plete boxed sound studio that can be operated by means of a few but-
tons and controls. The Mirage dsK-1 is an 8-bit, 32 KHz computer 
that can write, read, store, scan, record and play sound. The device 
converts the recorded sounds into binary data and they can be repeat-
edly played at every desired speed and in any desired context without 
loss of quality. in scientific terms, sampling is defined as the proce-
dure that gathers exactly as much data from a certain continuum as is 
needed to effectively simulate this continuum while using as little as 
possible storage space. The number of samples per time unit is known 
as the ‘sample rate’.

When we look at the applications, we see that the sampler has pri-
marily been used as a quoting machine right from the outset. The 
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sampler is mainly popular because existing music fragments can be 
recorded and then replayed on a keyboard in any desired tempo. in 
this way, effects comparable to the scratches and cuts that are cre-
ated in hip-hop by means of gramophones and records are also pos-
sible here, with the difference that the analogous system requires 
much greater skill. every record has to be meticulously examined for 
sounds and grooves. using a cross-fader on the mixer, the dJ can sug-
gest a continuum between two records. The first sampler-users mas-
tered the play of disappropriation, re-appropriation and appropria-
tion down to the finest details. disappropriation, or sonic theft, occurs 
when artists borrow sound fragments for their own numbers. in this 
way, sampling opens a new discussion on counterfeit and copying, the 
role of the author, quotes and quoting. in a sample, the distinction be-
tween original and copy, artist and connoisseur almost disappears.

The deployment of the sampler indicates that the technique of 
sampling is a variant on the montage technique of the tape recorder. 
More than fifty years before the sampler was discovered, the tape re-
corder made use of the same technique. sampling improves montage, 
or rather, the sampler improves the tape recorder. The functions of 
the tape recorder are embodied in the sampler. in principle, the copy 
& paste command on the computer is also a montage technique. The 
sampler has not only assumed the montage technique from the tape 
recorder, the associated sound concepts have also been taken over by 
the sampler. The construction of a new environment and the corre-
sponding deconstruction, the dis-, re- and appropriation of existing 
material are all actions that can be performed by the sampler. 

Nonetheless, the sampler is more than a digital tape record-
er. Whereas extremely expensive recording studios were needed for 
montage technique, a sampler is an instrument that almost every-
one can afford. Moreover, it is easy to operate. The complicated and 
labour-intensive montage techniques that pierre schaeffer used for 
his musique concrète have become superfluous with the advent of the 
sampler. The magnetic tapes no longer need to be cut, taped togeth-
er, and recorded again. it is possible to allow real-time fragments to 
flow into one another and to distort them. The fact that sound has be-
come digital is at least as important as the easy operation of the sam-
pler and its accessibility to a large group of people. as a result, sound 
fragments can now be mutually combined in such a way that it is no 
longer possible to hear that they involve two different elements. Frag-
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ments can be seamlessly linked to one another up to an increase or de-
crease in speed of twenty per cent.

With the sampler, we enter the digital era, a period in which pierre 
schaeffer’s acousmatic listening becomes a new event. There is a gen-
uine explosion of music styles that take the sampler as their basic in-
strument. The english pop theorist simon Reynolds refers to these 
music styles as ‘sampladelia’. styles such as trip-hop, techno, jungle, 
drum & bass, clickhouse, post-rock, jazzdance, and uK-garage are all 
known under this collective term. in sampladelia, cutting sound frag-
ments is the basis of the mutation of source material into new sounds 
that seem to issue from imaginary or inconceivable instruments.25 
accordingly, Reynolds uses ‘sampladelia’ as a term to describe the 
revolutionary consequences of the distorted music that is made using 
the sampler and other forms of digital technology: ‘Its a radical break 
with the ideals of real-time interactive playing and natural acoustic 
space that still govern most music-making.’ 26

‘THis ToWN’s a diFFeReNT ToWN Today’ (aM)

anyone who thinks up a new rhythm also discovers a new way of  
experiencing the world.27 The english theorist and founder of the  
Hyperdub label, steve Goodman, sees a relationship in the number of 
sampled beats per minute and the forming of communities. He speaks 
of speedtribes, communities that are held together and distinguish 
themselves from others by a shared enthusiasm for the speed of their 
favourite music. The members of the speedtribes encounter one an-
other in musical environments with their own specific beat rates. For 
example, reggae and dub have 0 to 80 beats per minute (bpm). The 
beat rate of hip-hop, trip-hop, dancehall and R&B ranges from 80 to 
120 bpm. Most sampladelia have between 120 and 145 bpm. House, 
techno, and breakbeat-oriented music have a speed of 120 to 130 bpm. 
The fastest music styles include jungle, drum & bass, and gabber. 
While jungle and drum & bass vary between 145 and 180 bpm, gab-
ber even reaches 220 bpm. young people who share the same ideas 
on clothes, dancing, language, and drugs use gather around the beat 
rates of these various music styles.

Which concrete properties are characteristic of the communities 
that arise on the basis of the sounds and rhythms of the sampladelic 
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spatialities? Features such as religion, race, gender or origins are cer-
tainly not a binding factor. as such, these communities do not con-
form to the classical notions of Gemeinschaft, as the German soci-
ologist Ferdinand Tönnies defined it in his book Gemeinschaft und 
Gesellschaft, published in 1887. in Tönnies’ theoretical model, each 
community is a mixture between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. in a 
Gemeinschaft, individuals are oriented toward the group and toward 
themselves. They are guided by communal values and convictions. 
The Gemeinschaft is characterized by strong personal relationships 
and family bonds and relatively simple social institutions. The family 
is the ideal example of a Gemeinschaft. in Tönnies’ view, the upsurge 
of modernity has meant the gradual replacement of the Gemeinschaft 
by the Gesellschaft. after Tönnies, sociology has remained unsure 
about how a Gemeinschaft can survive in modern society.

With the electronic globalization of the earth by ipods, internet, 
radio and television, the notion of the community must be sought in 
a different direction. every link with the nineteenth-century idea of 
Gemeinschaft has vanished. The sociologist Craig Calhoun speaks of 
the secularization of the concept of community. He argues: ‘Com-
munity life can be understood as the life people live in dense, multi-
plex, relatively autonomous networks of social relationship. Commu-
nity life, thus, is not a place or simply a small-scale population aggre-
gate, but a mode of relating, variable in extent.’ 28 Following on from 
this, we wish to refer to the social relationships that arise as a conse-
quence of sounds and rhythms as ‘sound communities’. The coher-
ence, unity, and the survival of the group – major notions for every 
form of community – are not based on physical proximity but rath-
er on shared sounds and rhythms. The power and seduction of sound 
are strong enough to bring people together without there being men-
tion of a transcending morality or overarching identity as the guiding 
principle. in this case, they are restless and asymmetrical groups that 
can be defined as spatial and process multiples.29

THe seduCTioN oF a saMpladeliC spaTialiTy

Two striking developments were linked to the advent of technical re-
production facilities for sound. First of all, techniques such as mon-
tage and sampling enabled people to assign spatial qualities to sound. 

sampladelic spatialities
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When we listen to music, we hear a different space than the one in 
which we are physically situated. Furthermore, these spatialities are 
not abstract and neutral environments. specific stories, symbols and 
knowledge are shared in these environments. in order to answer the 
question of how rhythm and sound unify people in a community, we 
must understand the relationship between the spatial and the social 
aspects of sound. 

in his novel Mumbo Jumbo (1972), ishmael Reed writes about the 
link between the spatial and the social domains by referring to a mag-
ical piece of text entitled Jes Grew. Jes Grew is a term that Reed learned 
from the american human rights activist and theorist James Weldon 
Johnson (1871-1938). Johnson used the expression to describe the ad-
vent of ragtime music. Jes Grew is a bastardization of just grew. Mak-
ing use of this, Jes Grew in Mumbo Jumbo stands for ‘African diaspor-
ic cultures that live and evolve in the forms of gesture, music, dance, 
visual culture, epistemology, and language, crossing geography and 
generations by moving from carrier tot carrier and thus threatening 
the knowledge monopoly of the “West”.’ 30 Reed describes the diaspo-
ra of the black community as the spreading of a virus. Viruses differ 
from bacteria and other forms of life in that they cannot reproduce on 
their own. They cannot survive autonomously. Viruses survive by at-
taching themselves to a living cell of another organism and ‘injecting’ 
hereditary material into it. The sound virus infects individuals and 
brings them together in sound communities. listeners become carri-
ers and sources of infection due to the fact that the virus jumps from 
carrier to carrier.

invisible to the human eye, the virus also stimulates an acute reac-
tion in the bodies of each individual. The way this infection works is 
shown by the effect of various sound waves on our bodies. each part of 
the human body has its own frequency. The higher frequencies of audi-
ble sound set the fingers in motion, while the lower frequencies activate  
the energy centre in the body just under the stomach. in the frequen-
cies that are inaudible to humans, under 20 Hz and above 2 KHz, oth-
er parts of the body react with vibrations. around 17 Hz, the eyeballs 
begin to vibrate in such a way that visual hallucinations occur.31

These physical reactions alone show that it is almost impossible to 
remain neutral or distant within the sampled environment of pop-
ular music. sonic spaces are spaces in which concepts such as ‘dis-
tance’ or ‘opposite’ become redundant. surrounded by a sound bell 
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of 360 degrees, the listener is always in the middle of a sonic spati-
ality. This centre is not a static place. pulses, tones, ticks, fuzz, mel-
odies and beats are the periphery that embraces the listener. every-
thing moves and everything resounds due to the simultaneity of the 
various sounds. after all, don’t sounds penetrate walls in order to ab-
duct us? one could say that sound opens all doors. in a negative con-
notation, noisy neighbours and sound pollution demonstrate this dai-
ly. The acoustic space of a sonic spatiality or force field has soft bound-
aries rather than hard ones. it is a constant process of genesis or in-
tensification in which only extremes seem to be valid. it appeals to 
us directly, as an affect. it will continue to seduce us and move us 
through any material whatsoever.

THe uRBaN eFFeCT oF GRiMe

The most recent musical seduction from london – Grime – combines 
many of the above-mentioned sonic-spatiality qualities. Grime arose 
as a dark version of uK-garage that had little success outside london, 
but was known for the excessive parties where people drank cocktails 
and champagne while dressed in expensive designer clothes. Grime 
is a part of the British hard-core continuum. This continuum is based 
on the ultra-rapid breakbeat dance music that arose in the eighties 
and spread out in music styles such as acid house, bleep & bass, break-
beat house, Belgian hardcore, jungle, Rotterdam gabber, big beat, and 
speed garage. The continuum of this sample-oriented music mutates 
continually. The vibe of the music moves with developments in other 
realms, such as those of fashion and drugs.

Grime can be divided into two styles. in the one style, everything 
revolves around the Master of Ceremony or the MC. The striking 
feature of the MC style, which is represented by artists such as diz-
zee Rascal, Wiley, and Roll deep Crew, is the strong london accent 
and the speed of the raps. Whereas the MC was subordinate to the dJ 
in earlier mutations of the hardcore continuum, the MC has now ac-
quired the main role in Grime. in contrast to hip-hop, where samples 
from old soul and funk records serve as the background, the Grime 
MC raps to the slowed-down breakbeat of rave music, thus breaching 
its trance technique. if a sense of trance threatens to arise among the 
listeners, it is rudely banished by fragments of texts about the harsh 
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world of london underprivileged neighbourhoods. Grime seems to 
have chosen this schizophrenia as its basic attitude and finds it sub-
version and raison d’être there. ‘What do you call it?/ Garage?/ What 
do you call it?/ Urban?/ 2-Step?/ Tell us what you call it? ’, asks Wiley 
desperately in the number ‘Wot Do U Call It?’.

The other Grime movement, called ‘sublow’ and ‘dubstep’ focuses 
on the specific rhythms and basses of the music style. sound samples 
from texts from gangster and sci-fi films, the sawtooth sounds of vid-
eo games such as Donkey Kong (arcade, 1981) and Super Mario (ar-
cade, 1983), the sounds of pistol shots and the simple ringtones of mo-
bile phones create a unique field of tension. Both computer games and 
pistols are symbolic of the tension and leisure activities in east lon-
don, where violence and gunfights are becoming increasingly com-
mon. according to Grime star dizzee – ‘I wear my trousers ridicu-
lously low’ – Rascal, it is no more than normal to carry weapons such 
as a Mac10: ‘People want to make an impression, it’s fashion, it just 
their culture.’ The urbanscape of Grime is thus no literal interpreta-
tion of urban sounds, as pierre schaeffer pursued in his musique con-
crète. Grime is a collection of city sounds of popular media. in con-
junction, they evoke a new experience. Grime makes it clear that the 
sounds from cliché games or ringtones are every bit as much as part 
of the city as the cries of seagulls or the hum of cars and the subway. 
in Grime, the inhabited world has landed in a media particle acceler-
ator in which physical constellations such as cities are influenced by 
signs, sounds, and people.

aRCHiTeCTuRe oF THe sKy

sound is pure intensity. Nothing evokes quite such an intense, collec-
tive experience as sound does. according to Gilles deleuze and Félix 
Guattari, this is also its greatest threat, or – to use their words – this 
is the source of the fascist threat of sound. Much more than the visu-
al violence of flags and banners, drums and trumpets lead people and 
armies in a race to the ravine: ‘Colors do not move people. Flags can 
do nothing without trumpets.’ 32 Nevertheless, this does not mean that 
the developments instigated by the reproducibility of sound will lead 
to an all-embracing environment. The worlds in the sonic domain are 
too unstable, fleeting and subjective for this. if we assume, as sloter-
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dijk does, that architecture is a late maturing of the spontaneous spa-
tial creation of social communities, the sampladelic spatialities can be 
primarily regarded as proto-architectonic adventures. dissolving in 
the sounds of these spatialities – the architecture of the sky – also 
means dissolving in worlds that continually change in range and size, 
sound and colour, mood and intensity.

sampladelic spatialities
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CHapTeR 1

From Genius to scenius

e creative potential of the masses has never 
been highly acclaimed in Western society. 
The masses are soon qualified as ‘stupid’, ‘dif-
ficult to arouse’, and ‘not capable of intelligent 
solutions to complex problems’. The creativ-

ity that is championed in Western culture is that of the talented loner.  
prior to the fifteenth century, there was only one genius and that was 
God. This changed when artists in the Renaissance period linked their 
art to science and articulated their divine capabilities. The idea arose that 
exceptionally talented individuals such as painters, sculptors and ar-
chitects were so creative that they could generate an entirely new world. 
as a result of their knowledge of the central perspective, geometry, 
anatomy and physiology these artists were able to fathom the inherent  
laws of creation. They were referred to as ‘geniuses’ because they posses- 
sed a divine madness that elevated them far above the average person.1

The current meaning of the concept of ‘genius’ stretches back to the 
work of the eighteenth-century German philosopher immanuel Kant. 
in the last part of his renowned three Kritiken, the Kritik der Urteil-
skraft (Critique of Judgement, 1790), he clearly mentions the idea of 
genius. To him, a genius is not an elevated or divine being; brilliance is 
the fruit of a harmonious relationship with one’s natural talents. The 
genius pays attention to what seems to others to be nothing other than 
coincidence or triviality. He discovers aesthetics in the apparently in-
significant. His capability for creativity expresses itself in the unity of 

TH 
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his creation, his authenticity is shown by his openness to the smallest 
details (‘God is in the details’). To Kant, genius has nothing to do with 
a talent for an exact simulation of nature. The brilliant artist does 
not copy nature; in his art, he borrows personal inspiration from the 
beauty of nature. on this basis, Kant distinguishes between beauty in 
nature and beauty in art. art is not a simulation of nature. it presup-
poses the intervention of the creative human.2 art is a product of un-
bounded creativity that is characterized by an autonomous (autonomy 
is literally ‘self-lawgiving’) design. accordingly, in Kant’s view, the  
genius has a natural talent that can be developed but never acquired.

since Kant, the genius has become the foundation of every form of 
originality.3 This originality comes to the fore in the innovative as-
pects of the work. We desperately need geniuses for important inno-
vations in science, for new insights in cultural areas, for pioneering 
achievements in sport. in the past few centuries, the idea of genius has 
been increasingly strongly connected to the creative individual. The 
terms ‘authenticity’ and ‘originality’ have become synonymous with 
his personality. With this, the life of a genius has arrived at the fo-
cus of attention. a genius is an independent individual who can cre-
ate a new world out of nothing without having to learn or imitate. His 
or her rich train of thought is expressed in literature, painting and 
sculpture, the benchmarks of Western culture. it is this notion of the 
genius as the creative fundament of our society that has resulted in a 
long tradition of autobiographies, portraits, and statues.

all aloNe iN a GloBal WoRld

in the twentieth century, numerous attempts have been made to un-
dermine or deconstruct ‘the dark concept of the genius’. although con-
vincing criticism of the presuppositions at the basis of the prevailing 
idea of genius have been provided – we only need to refer to Michel 
Foucault, Gilles deleuze, and slavoj Žižek, philosophers who have cri-
tiqued the issue of the modernist concept of autonomy – the criticism 
has not succeeded in reducing the genius’s power of attraction to the 
general public. This coercive fascination also prevails in architecture, 
where the notion of the genius also plays a major role. To many peo-
ple, the independent architect with his grand ideas and substantial de-
signs represent the standard for the profession. Who doesn’t know the 
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Guggenheim Museum by Frank Gehry or the Reichstag by sir Nor-
man Foster? The most striking example is probably daniel libeskind, 
the architect of the Jewish Museum in Berlin and of the new construc-
tion at Ground zero in New york. With his eccentric spectacles, spiky 
hair, visionary ideas and cowboy boots, he exploits the idea of genius 
to the full. peggy deamer wrote about him in Perspecta: ‘Seemingly, 
his depth of thought, enhanced by his reading of philosophy and histo-
ry, allows him uniquely to perceive the potential of human resources 
in architectural form; his singularity in this capacity warrants fame. 
At the same time, he is careful to balance his uniqueness with his ac-
cessibility; he must prove that what he sees and feels is what we all see 
and feel, only deeper.’ 4 Besides libeskind, other renowned examples 
of architects who play an increasingly important role in urban design 
include Frank Gehry, zaha Hadid, Michael Graves, phillip starck, and 
Rem Koolhaas. They are engaged worldwide in creating an oeuvre 
that not only consists of buildings but is above all formed by exhibi-
tions and monographs on their ideas, preferences, and tastes.

The notion of the architect as an autonomous artist is even more 
remarkable because the share of the architect in the design process of 
museums, football stadiums, offices and airports has actually altered 
dramatically in the past few years. The classical architect as the per-
son who was responsible for all phases of the design, the budget for the 
project, the implementation of the plans, and the supervision at the 
site no longer exists. He fulfils this role only with small-scale assign-
ments, such as those for detached houses. in almost all other assign-
ments the architects co-operates with structural engineers, climate 
consultants, project managers, cost monitors, principals, and advi-
sors in the field of fire safety, sound insulation or façade maintenance. 
in addition, he has close consultations with government instances in 
large-scale projects. in an increasing number of projects, the archi-
tect is only involved at the beginning of the design process. The de-
tails and choice of material for the plan are elaborated by third parties, 
with the architect and the advisor operating in the background.

aNd NoW, oN THe CoVeR: aRCHiTeCTs!

little attention is paid to the fragmentation of the role of the architect. 
in the description of well-known buildings, the all-important feature 

From Genius to scenius
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is the architect’s originality with regard to the design. We relate to  
a ‘celebrity architect’ or ‘celebrity designer’ who hardly exists in real-
life practice. The media illusion of the celebrity architect championed 
by critics, magazines, museums, universities, books and newspapers 
not only conceals the fact that buildings, streets and squares are creat-
ed in extremely complex and wide co-operative relationships, the rep-
resentative model of creativity is also rather obsolete. in popular cul-
ture, we can see that extraordinary designs or qualitatively excellent 
products are also being generated with a completely different form of 
creativity. instead of the exceptional talent of the loner, the interac-
tive co-operation between various individuals and parties is more im-
portant in this model. The product or design is the result of a dynamic 
collaboration that is given shape in an exceptional manner. 

To cover this co-operative model of co-operation, communication, 
and information, we introduce the term ‘scenius’, a word first intro-
duced by the British musician/producer Brian eno. in a letter to dave 
stewart, a former member of the synth-pop duo eurythmics, eno 
states that important innovations occur when large groups of people 
co-operate. according to eno, the scenius stands for the intelligence 
and intuition of a whole cultural scene. it is the collective form of the 
genius concept.5 How can we further describe the scenius? and can 
the concept be further applied outside the context of pop culture?

if we look at the social-scientific meaning of the concept of ‘scene’, 
we can see the contours of the scenius model clearly. scenius is a com-
bination of the words ‘scene’ and ‘genius’. it combines the horizontal 
properties of a scene without having recourse to the authenticity and 
originality of the genius. as such, the word ‘genius’ is stripped of its 
strictly individual character. a scene stands for a network of individ-
uals who jointly develop a form of self-styling by means of commu-
nication and co-operation. each scene has a central theme that binds 
the participants. This may be a music style, a branch of sport, a politi-
cal idea, an aesthetic tendency, or a sexual preference. due to its flex-
ible and horizontal character, a scene distinguishes itself from com-
parable social structures such as gangs, clans, and syndicates. Well-
known groups such as Hell’s angels or the Bloods and the Crips – the 
gangs in los angeles – have a strongly hierarchical structure. if one 
withdraws from this kind of group, this has serious consequences. in 
contrast to these forms of sociality, a scene creates a low degree of co-
ercion. There are almost no sanctioning measures against the mem-
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bers of the scene. Because a scene is not structured on the basis of ex-
clusion, it is not selective. Gender, race or origins are never decisive in 
regarding someone as being in or out of a scene.

THe TRaGiC deaTH oF MiNeR Willy

in the game industry, the traditional model of the autonomous gen-
ius has become obsolete within a relatively short time and has been 
replaced by the power of a group of co-operating individuals. in the 
realm of computer and video games, the scenius has appeared as a new 
model of creativity. in order to understand better this facet of popu-
lar culture and to study the extent to which the scenius can be applied 
in other practices, the games industry is the ideal starting point for 
an analysis. Video games are an important expression of our culture, 
which is driven by information and communication. Moreover, the 
games industry is one of the fastest-growing sectors of the entertain-
ment industry. as a component of a worldwide economy, its budget is 
on a par with that of the film industry in Hollywood. estimates have 
been made that the worldwide turnover in the coming five years will 
amount to 100 billion dollars.

To avoid misunderstanding, it can be stated that there are plenty 
of geniuses in the popular culture of games. The game Manic Min-
er (Bug Byte, 1983) is a splendid example of a game that was designed 
by a nerd in seclusion. The twenty levels of the game were created by 
Matthew – ‘I call myself an impressionist’ – smith on one of the first 
home computers, the zX spectrum. in his mother’s home in the eng-
lish town of Wallasey, the seventeen-year-old smith conceived, de-
signed, converted to the proper software language all the levels that 
Miner Willy must attain, and allocated them suitable music. The tech-
nological limitations of the zX spectrum, which has a 3.5 MHz proc-
essor, 48 Kb RaM and 16 Kb RoM memory, turned out to be an ad-
vantage. due to the limited possibilities, the talented smith could de-
velop the game in the isolation of his bedroom.

only a few years after Manic Miner, this kind of design practice 
has become inconceivable. since the early nineties, computer and vid-
eo games have become the domain of large design teams. The mem-
bers of the teams are specialized in designing one single component. 
The increased power of calculation of the computers and the consoles 
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on which the games are played are mainly responsible for this much 
more complex production method. in addition, the enormous amount 
of work that the production of a game requires can no longer be pro-
duced by a loner in his bedroom, regardless of how talented he may 
be. even if the next Matthew smith were to invest several man-years 
in the development of a new game, the market is developing so rap-
idly that the game would be immediately out of date. The production 
costs of a game have become so high that they cannot be raised by one 
person. at present, creating a new successful title costs between three 
and five million dollars. as a result of the latest graphic possibilities 
and the most recent game consoles, the games industry expects that 
this sum will triple in the coming years.6

THe ReVoluTioN oF sTaR WaRs GalaXies

When the individual designer is replaced by a team of specialists, this 
does not mean that the production method also radically changes. a 
group can simply assume the place of the individual author. There 
is more needed than co-operation between several people to set the 
scenius in motion. The transition from a talented loner – such as Mat-
thew smith – to a collective of individuals is only a first, although 
necessary, step. The second development is the relationship between 
the game designers and the fans and the users of the game. This en-
sures that the traditional model of the genius is further relegated to 
the background. The genesis of Star Wars Galaxies: An Empire Divid-
ed (sony, 2001) is an excellent example of the way in which fans and 
users can become involved in a complex design. in this game, specif-
ic methods were developed to make use of the fans and users’ know-
ledge in the design process.

Star Wars Galaxies is a Massively Multiplayer online Role play-
ing Game (MMoRpG). on the internet, there are many MMoRpGs,  
including EverQuest (sony, 1999) and World of Warcraft (electronic 
arts, 1994). in a MMoRpG, a large number of people play an online 
game in a virtual environment which continues to exist even when 
a player stops playing. Between three and six million people pay a 
monthly contribution to be able to participate in the online games 
Lineage II (NCsoft, 2004) and World of Warcraft. MMoRpGs devel-
oped from the Multi-user dungeons (Muds) that students played at 
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american universities in the seventies. The extraordinary feature of 
Muds was that the players always returned to a shared environment. 
in the first few years, this environment was primarily textual in its 
nature. in the course of time, the textual Muds have changed into 
comprehensive graphic environments.

To familiarize the general public with Star Wars Galaxies, lu-
casarts, the company by means of which the director George lucas 
wished to add an interactive element to the fantasy world of his films, 
launched an internet site in conjunction with sony to announce the 
issue of the game. The designers not only used the site for the promo-
tion of the game, they also gave gamers an important role in the pro-
duction. Before the game appeared on the market as a final product, 
the fans and users were asked for their ideas and comments. By play-
ing the various trial versions and providing comments, these groups 
were actively involved in the design of their favourite game. This 
worked both ways. on the one hand, the players could influence the 
environment of the virtual world in which they would spend hours, 
days, and even months once the game had been introduced to the mar-
ket. on the other hand, during the design stages, the designers could 
benefit from the knowledge and man-hours that the active gamers ap-
plied to the product.

The internet site of Star Wars Galaxies functioned as a virtual 
platform that offered the designers the opportunity to put out their 
feelers toward the community of fans and users. The forum worked as 
a binding element between the various parties who were interested in 
the game. players were no longer approached as dumb consumers and 
designers were no longer unreachable creators. The role of the design-
er had become that of an initiator. according to Raph Koster, a fanatic 
online gamer responsible for the development of Star Wars Galaxies, 
the designers of games are primarily designers of communities: ‘On-
line game design is really a social system design.’

The starting point for all design activities for a game is the mes-
sage board. This allows designers to maintain contact with the gam-
ers. This close bond, which the designers or initiators are eager to 
have with the players, ensures that the latter are closely involved in 
the game. in the realization of Star Wars Galaxies, the initiators in-
troduced a development cycle that consisted of four stages: in con-
cept, in development, in test, and in live. in the first phase, a new envi-
ronment, object or character was introduced. in the second stage, new  
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elements were included in the environment of the game and the con-
sequences of this implementation were studied. in the third stage, 
these elements were tried and tested. By means of forums, the play-
ers could make suggestions about improving various features of the 
game. The last step was the implementation of the different elements 
into the game environment.

in this way of working, the role of the initiators was not limit-
ed to the introduction of the various designs. it was also their job to 
keep the game interesting to a large group of users. For this reason, 
they organized events in the environment of the game. during these 
events, which normally do not last more than an hour and are su-
pervised by a team of specialists, the players gather at a certain spot 
in the game environment that is provided by a specific server. These 
events, which involve finding hidden objects or fighting one another 
on virtual battlefields, offer the players the opportunity to earn extra 
points or manpower for the game.

THe suRViVal oF THe Mod-esT

The model of the scenius is developing further with the advent of 
Mods. This abbreviation of the word ‘modification’ refers to a process-
ing of an original game with new environments, sounds and levels.  
The vast majority of modifications of existing video games can be 
found in the genre of action games. in these games, called First Per-
son Shooters-games (Fps games), the player, with a first person per-
spective, moves through a three-dimensional space. Behind the barrel 
of his rifle, he has to shoot as many people and monsters as possible. 
one of the first three-dimensional Fps games was Doom, which was 
issued by the id software Company in 1993. Doom was the follow-up 
to Wolfenstein 3D (id software, 1992) in which a player is trapped in 
a maze with ss soldiers, nasty dogs, and adolf Hitler. in Doom, this 
historical element was omitted. The horror was reinforced, gunned-
down soldiers did not simply vanish but lay there in their own blood. 
Furthermore, the spatial illusion was more convincing than ever.

id software distributed Doom by a method that the company re-
ferred to as ‘shareware’. players were given the opportunity to down-
load a part of the game from internet, the other levels of Doom could 
be ordered by post after payment. id software opted for this alterna-
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tive distribution method because it could make no use of distributors 
who ensured that the game lay on the shelves in the shops. Before the 
games critics even noticed the game, Doom was already a major hit 
in the gamer community due to this shareware method. John Rome-
ro, one of the creators of Doom, stated: ‘We put out a press release in 
January of 1993 saying what our next game Doom was going to have 
in it. From January to December, all of 1993, the entire Internet thing 
was really growing and we had newsgroups about Doom already be-
fore the game was out.’ 7

Doom has an open software structure: the sound and images are 
stored in separate folders that are freely available to the users. More-
over, the graphic elements of the game can easily be changed accord-
ing to the wishes of the user. Doom initiated an avalanche of modi-
fied games that circled on the internet. What was intended as a clev-
er marketing strategy eventually led to countless different versions of 
the same game.

in 1995, inspired by the success of modifications, the independent 
publisher d!zone issued a Cd with the nine hundred best, modified 
versions of Doom. The Mod-Cd was quickly followed by other titles 
with the same formula, while other games, such as Unreal (GT inter-
active, 1998) turned out to be extremely popular as the basic materi-
al for other modifications. The game Red Orchestra: Combined Arms, 
in which the players are situated at the Russian front during the sec-
ond World War, arose from the futuristic game Unreal. The science-
fiction décors and the plasma weapons of Unreal have made way for 
realistic images of bombed cities and areas in Russia. Not only have 
st petersburg, Feodosia, sebastopol and the Caucasus been accurate-
ly copied, the players also replay historical battles with weapons from 
the second World War.

in 1998 the entertainment software company Valve issued the now 
well-known game Half-Life. The modification of this game by a group 
of students soon after its issue became an enormous success. Research 
performed by Valve indicates that this version, entitled TeamFortress 
(1998), has been downloaded from internet more than three million 
times. Valve then decided to buy the game from the students and to 
put it on the market itself. in the meantime, the company also devel-
oped the broadband distribution program steam in order to inform its 
players daily of the latest developments. The membership contribu-
tion that the players pay when they purchase the game gives them ac-
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cess to the internet site where they can download the latest game up-
dates. in addition, the site offers enthusiastic Mod makers a chan-
nel for the mutual sale of their modifications. in this way, Valve al-
lows products of third parties, derived from the original games on its 
official site. The vigorous trade that has arisen via this channel con-
siderably prolongs the lifespan of the original game. This is a big ad-
vantage for the distributor of well-known games such as Half-Life and 
Counterstrike (Valve, 2004). But there is more: if we compare the way 
in which people deal with copyrights here in comparison to other sec-
tors – we only have to refer to the protective measures applied in the 
clothing industry, the car industry, and the music sector – we can see 
that this distribution method is, in the words of the French philoso-
pher alain Badiou, truly revolutionary. Without exaggeration, it can 
be maintained that this trading style will mean that people outside 
the games industry will be less and less able to hide behind protec-
tionist practices.

although the number of communities built around game titles 
is still rather limited, and the complexity of games has increased so 
strongly that the modification of a game by an individual gamer is be-
coming increasingly complicated, the above-described developments 
show a striking evolution.8 The production method used in the game 
culture is diametrically opposed to the traditional model of the gen-
ius (‘I did it my way’). due to the way in which games are now being 
created, the standard starting points such as autonomy, originality 
and authenticity have become open to debate. Not only has the mean-
ing of ‘creativity’ changed, what is being created has also changed.
The new item no longer needs to be unique and original. an exist-
ing game is consistently reprocessed and, with the application of im-
proved techniques and new ideas, can be experienced in a different 
way. in this process of transformation, the designers have become in-
itiators and the players have been allocated the role of the debuggers, 
scripters, level-builders, and promoters.

iT is a WiKi’d WoRld

The relationship between the makers and users in the above-men-
tioned processes indisputably differs from that in the Fordian produc-
tion process in which producers and designers create ready-made ob-
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jects that roll off the conveyor belts and are presented to the general 
public by means of advertising campaigns. The scenial producers in-
stigate a communal process in which the manifold products all differ 
from one another. The games described above have been designed by 
hundreds, occasionally thousands, of people. The fact that the results 
are just as good and sometimes even better than those of tradition-
ally-made products is proven by the internet encyclopaedia Wikipe-
dia, which is free and is compiled and maintained by volunteers. The 
number of articles in the english-language version has now surpassed 
the million mark. an average of seventeen hundred articles are add-
ed daily to this reference work. as a result, this encyclopaedia is not 
only larger than encyclopaedia Britannica – the most important rival 
maintained by professional staff – the articles are also similar in ac-
curacy.9

What are the dynamics of the scenius? in the scenius, the intelli-
gence of a large group of individuals is mobilized and made produc-
tive. This does not just occur as a matter of course; it is essential to 
have a structure or model within which the parties involved can make 
their contribution. To make the scenius model operational, we can 
distinguish three groups: initiators, fans, and users. These form the 
foundation of the scenius. 

The initiators launch the project by setting the creative process in 
motion. This process is picked up by fans and users over the entire 
world. The initiators are the apostles of their own product. They trans-
late specific and technological knowledge into images, films, manuals 
or test environments in order to make these comprehensible and to 
give fans and users a share in design decisions. By sharing the know- 
ledge and information present, the product can constantly change. The  
exchange of information and knowledge is not a chain of causality 
but rather of simultaneity. The more people who are aware of a game, 
the greater the chance that the product can be improved. each change 
within this production circle can lead to innovations that again lead to 
an increase in communal knowledge and information.

at the centre of the scenius we find the fans who are frequent-
ly so involved in the process that they have little interest in anything 
else. although they may often be placed in a disparaging light, the 
fans play a positive role in the scenius. This negative appraisal lurks 
in the word ‘fan’, which is an abbreviation for the latin word ‘fanati-
cus’ literally meaning ‘of or belonging to a temple, a temple servant, 
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a devotee’. at the same time, the concept is associated with an obses-
sive commitment to a political or religious matter. at the end of the 
nineteenth century, the term came into fashion in america as a name 
for enthusiastic baseball supporters. later the term was applied to de-
scribe those who closely followed pop culture.10 Nonetheless, the word 
has never really lost its negative connotation. The fans, just like the 
Japanese Hikikomori, are often approached in a deprecating manner. 
They are occasionally called ‘mindless consumers’ or ‘social misfits’ 
who waste their lives on useless things and attach too much impor-
tance to inferior expressions of culture. Because they are not capable 
of distinguishing between fantasy and reality, the fans are often seen 
as being childish and intellectually immature.11 in the film The Fan 
(1996) fans are even associated with deranged psychopaths and stalk-
ers. in this blockbuster, Robert de Niro plays an extremely obsessed 
fan who will do anything to help his idol, the baseball player Bobby 
Rayburn, overcome his form crisis.

in Textual Poachers, the american media theorist Henry Jenkins 
argues that the clarification and interpretation of texts should not only 
be the responsibility of writers and academics. according to Jenkins, 
the fans of popular television series such as Star Trek or The Beauty 
and the Beast are just as capable of taking significance from all kinds 
of established and less establish cultural expressions: ‘Unimpressed by 
institutional authority and expertise, the fans assert their own right 
to form interpretations, to offer evaluations, and to construct cultural 
canons. Undaunted by traditional conceptions of literary and intellec-
tual property, fans raid mass culture, claiming its materials for their 
own use, reworking them as the basis for their own cultural creations 
and social interactions.’ 12 it is striking that the fans lack all academic 
or literary distance. To them, the traditional distinction between pop-
ular and ‘high’ culture is irrelevant. The fans embrace commercial en-
tertainment and appropriate story lines and ideas in a completely self-
evident manner. Because pop culture is inextricably linked to their 
own lives, they want to have a say in the storyline, the characters, and 
the appearance of the main actors.

in the vortex of the scenius, the fans manifest themselves on in-
ternet platforms, at conventions and meetings. They create their own 
communal language and interactive style. inasmuch as their daily 
work allows it, the fans spend all their time on affective networking. 
To them, the scenius is much more than a leisure time activity. it is a 
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way of thinking and living. in this respect, the fans distinguish them-
selves from the final users. Not only do fans spend much more time 
on the generation of the product, they also know more, so that they 
understand the nuances and the mutual references much better. Nev-
ertheless, not all fans are part of the scenius. That only occurs when 
they manifest themselves as a group and make their knowledge wide-
ly available.

The third group within the scenius is that of the users. Just like the 
fans, the users are the consumers of the producers. as more consumers 
arrive on the scene, the fans become more important. But whereas the 
fans, with their specific knowledge, close themselves off from other  
knowledge areas, the users are seeking change and combinations with 
other spheres and cultures. The users place the product in the world, 
give it a position next to all the other products, and establish contact 
with other users. They represent the most open aspect of the scenius.

THe eMpoWeRMeNT oF CReaTiViTy

The mainspring of the scenius is the interaction between the initiators, 
the fans and the users. Not only are new services and products gen-
erated by means of the intensive co-operation of these three parties, 
but new mutual relationships are also forged. The exceptional form of 
communication brings with it new words and an own distinct use of 
language. a flexible, social structure, in which the role of the various 
groups blurs, is formed around the product. in the scenius, the three 
groups constantly influence one another. each user can become a fan 
and, in turn, the fans can assume the position of the initiators. More-
over, the initiators often belong to the most enthusiastic users. don’t 
the philosophers Hardt and Negri also speak of the scenius when they 
claim in their book Multitude, in which they hold a powerful plea for a 
radical-democratic form of productive co-operation, that: ‘We have to 
rid ourselves of the notion that innovation relies on the genius of an in-
dividual. We produce and innovate together only in networks. If there 
is an act of genius, it is the genius of the multitude’? 13

The question arises as to whether the scenius model can be applied 
to the design of the city, of buildings, streets and squares. if we exam-
ine the way in which residents and users of buildings or urban quar-
ters are now involved in the design process, it quickly becomes evi-
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dent that their influence rarely extends further than a restricted form 
of participation. urban planners and architects present their plans to 
residents via an internet site or public-discussion evenings. occasion-
ally the residents are allowed to choose from a limited number of de-
signs, or can articulate their preferences on details such as the colour 
of the façades, the street lighting, or the greenery in the neighbour-
hood. The maximum involvement that is asked of the residents is that 
they make a choice, where the majority of votes determines the deci- 
sion. a problem in this form of involvement is that every form of  
hierarchy is lacking. Regardless of their degree of knowledge, commit-
ment or involvement, all the residents and users have an equal say. as 
a result, people are not encouraged to study the topic, let alone iden-
tify with it, as fans do in a different context. The vortex that we ob-
served previously in the production of computer games is completely  
absent in this process, due to the few opportunities that the users have 
of applying their influence.

When we contrast this form of involvement with the ideas of eric 
Raymond, it becomes obvious just how obsolete and worn-out this 
co-operation has become. in The Cathedral and the Bazaar, Raymond 
distinguishes between two production models for the development of 
software.14 in the first model – the cathedral model – a limited number 
of people write the consecutive versions of the software. if this meets 
their requirements, the product is placed on the market. Raymond rec-
ognizes many disadvantages of working this way, certainly in compari-
son to the second model, which he refers to as the ‘bazaar model’. in this 
method, the software is developed in such a way that it can be improved 
by everyone. When the attention and power of thought of an entire 
community can be maintained, this leads to the best result, according  
to Raymond. The foundation of the open source projects of the bazaar 
model is the realization that creating a design is a self-evolving proc-
ess in which the wishes of fans and users must be taken into account

‘Who conceived or realized this work?’ and ‘What does the au-
thor wish to express in his work?’ are the questions pertinent to the 
one-to-many model. different questions are asked in the many-to-
many model of the scenius: ‘What is the reach of the work? in which 
other places is the work also used? is there scope for other authors 
and where is that scope?’ For the design of buildings, urban quar-
ters, streets and squares, the scenius would have consequences that 
can scarcely be overestimated. in that model, the designers should not 
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solely devote their attention to the artistic or ultimate product. They 
ought to accommodate and establish co-operative structures that har-
monize with the many-to-many model in order to realize important 
changes and innovations in a new manner.

aNd suddeNly THeRe is THe NeTWoRK

Think in terms of networks and everything changes into a network. 
Biologists refer to the diversity of the natural ecosystem of animals 
as the ‘food networks’. Worldwide, several thousand radical Muslims  
form part of terrorist networks. and systems whose composition is 
derived from the way in which human brains work are called ‘neural  
networks’. a network consists of points, connections and relationships. 
it can assume one of three forms: central, decentral, and distributed. 
in a central network, all the different points are linked via one nucle-
us. The points are not connected to one another but are linked because 
they converge at one central point. if this central hub vanishes, the 
network dissolves into detached points. a decentral network is a mul-
tiple of the central network: the hubs are linked to one another and 
with the smaller points. in the third form – the distributed network – 
there is no hierarchy among the points. all the points are connected 
with several and partly varying points so that a diversity of connec-
tions is generated. even if certain points vanish, the distributed net-
work continues to function until a certain critical limit is reached.

The many-to-many scenius model is an example of a distributed 
network. does this kind of approach have any chance of success in the 
context of architecture? This means that in the planning process for 
buildings, streets and squares, the emphasis shifts from the design of 
tangible objects to social processes. The design process begins with 
the forging of alliances with the residents, interested parties, project 
developers, and government authorities. in this way, a similar syner-
gy can arise as is found among users, fans and initiators in the game 
industry. in the meantime, there are various examples of co-opera-
tive efforts between the government and private parties to exchange 
knowledge and information. These are mainly entered into in large-
scale projects to restrict the financial risks to a minimum. The con-
struction of the centre of the dutch city almere is an excellent ex-
ample of this. almere was built because there was a huge demand for 
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family houses with a garden in the vicinity of amsterdam. The archi-
tect Rem Koolhaas referred to the method by means of which the cen-
tre plan for almere was elaborated as the ‘Japanese model’. This mod-
el is characterized by much discussion, where nobody negotiates to 
the extreme. By a process of give and take, the plan ultimately devel-
ops to the satisfaction of all.15

This Japanese model suggests an open process in which communi-
cation is an essential element for arriving at a workable design. This 
form of co-operation can also be compared to the scenius model with 
the qualification that the Japanese model still involves a closed group. 
The knowledge and man-hours of possible residents and other users 
are not mobilized in any way whatsoever. Communication only oc-
curs between architects, government authorities, and project develop-
ers. a genuine democratization of the process, so that a design gains 
broad general support and can be embedded in the physical and social 
space of the city, does not occur here. in a ‘democratic process’, a de-
signer is a part of a widespread network in which he accommodates, 
processes and advances the knowledge of the users and opens the plan 
to improvement. By optimizing the connections, he maintains the 
momentum of the vortex of the scenius or communal commitment.16

sMaRT Masses

When ‘the masses’ genuinely receive a share in the design, the issue 
inevitably arises concerning whether or not this will lead to worthless  
and ugly results. The German artist Jörg immendorff answers his own 
rhetorical question: ‘if i hold a referendum on what should be presented  
in the museums, what would be shown there?’ with one word: ‘Rub-
bish!’ apparently we encounter fundamental doubts on this topic. 
However, it is too easy to claim that processes such as the scenius have 
no underlying structure and therefore lead to dramatic results. The 
opposite is true. The scenius is not a free play of forces, it cannot func-
tion without a form of order or regulation. it is a myth that the sceni-
us is an open realm of spontaneous and autonomous forces that can act 
without any form of control and sanctions. if we wanted to apply the 
scenius model to designing the physical environment, it is absolutely 
necessary that the initiators establish coherent, sober and selective su-
pervision to guide the dynamic processes in the right direction. The 
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development cycle of Star Wars Galaxies is an excellent example of 
this. The developmental cycle consisted of fixed moments at which the 
fans and users could offer comments and could make improvements to 
the three-dimensional environments in the game. until the moment 
that the game was definitively brought into operation, this cycle en-
sured that the contributions from these groups became increasingly 
refined. a certain degree of elitism played a major role in this process.

With the intention of allocating residents more say in the layout of 
their living environment, the antillean architect Carel Weeber intro-
duced the idea of ‘free living’ into the Netherlands.17 Weeber proposed 
taking the ‘supervision’ of physical space away from planners and ar-
chitects and giving residents a greater voice in the design of their own 
homes. To ensure that bad taste and a lack of variation would not dom-
inate, Weeber suggested providing an extensive catalogue of possibil-
ities from which people could choose the house of their dreams. al-
though Weeber claims that the users ought to be of the utmost im-
portance, he makes a critical error here. Not only does the design of 
the physical environment remain in the hands of the planners, the de-
sign is not based in any way on the demands, yearnings, and criteria 
of the users themselves. The scenius model indicates that it is possi-
ble to formulate specific goals to which all the relevant parties orient 
their efforts. This means that it is not the components of the catalogue 
that ought to be designed but rather the process in which a high- 
quality, pragmatic catalogue can arise. on this basis, people from out-
side the field of architecture can also make a valuable contribution.

another precondition of the innovative power of the scenius is 
the fact that screened-off knowledge areas become accessible. For the 
exchange of knowledge, it is not only necessary that existing work 
and ideas be less stringently protected by author’s rights, copyrights 
and patents, they should also be made available for re-interpretation. 
only then can knowledge that is inaccessible due to all kinds of forms 
of specialization and privatization be shared. even more important-
ly, the coercive mechanism of design competitions in the realm of ar-
chitecture ought to be re-examined. as a result of european regula-
tions, which oblige governments to organize open tenders for assign-
ments with a fee of 200,000 euro and more, open or limited architec-
tural competitions are being arranged increasingly frequently for the 
design of government buildings. although these rules prevent the as-
signments repeatedly going to the same architects, there are also con-

From Genius to scenius
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siderable disadvantages in this system. in an architectural competi-
tion, a small group of involved persons formulate the brief, the level 
of ambition, and the available budget for the construction of a theatre, 
museum, residential area, or urban quarter. subsequently, a jury is 
charged with the responsibility of assessing the plans submitted and 
of determining which design is to be implemented. a good example 
of this practice is the competition organized in 2003 for the construc-
tion of the Grand egyptian Museum in Giza. The open architectural 
competition attracted 1557 submissions, from 83 different countries. 
eventually the design submitted by Heneghan peng architects was 
chosen. Thus, only one design from the many hundreds remained. 
This practice of distributing assignments excludes any far-reaching 
co-operation and development of ideas between the participants. eve-
ry participant is asked to think about the same problem, but after the 
winner has been chosen, the knowledge and ideas of the other partici- 
pants are left redundant. in addition, the principals choose a specific 
design or a favourite style and not a plan of action.

THe sCeNius: MoRe is MoRe

This chapter witnessed the introduction of the concept of ‘scenius’, a 
combination of the words ‘scene’ and ‘genius’. The scenius champions 
the open dynamics of the group and puts into perspective the signifi-
cance of authenticity and originality, values which accompany the al-
leged superiority of the individual. one of the most important charac-
teristics of the scenius is the co-operation between the initiators, the 
fans and the users who gather around a shared interest or a specific goal. 
The interaction between these three parties is the motivating force be-
hind this many-to-many model. The most striking feature of the scen-
ius is the fact that it breaks with the traditional one-to-many model 
that is closely linked to the notion of the individual genius. The scen-
ius demands more interaction from the participants than the classical  
one-to-many principle where there is a passive form of consumption.

We may be accused of being too optimistic about the possibilities 
of the scenius and it may be debatable whether or not a concept from 
pop culture can be applied without reservation in another domain. 
accordingly, a warning is justified here. To tackle the spatial prob-
lems and challenges of the city, an instrumental approach to the scen-
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ius would be too simple. it would then be regarded as a neutral and 
value-free instrument that can be applied to any random domain to 
deal with new challenges. This kind of approach pays no attention to 
the positive and negative properties of this specific ‘invention’ of pop-
ular culture. in addition, it ignores the fact that certain problems can-
not be detached from the changes in urban space that we described in 
the previous chapter. people too often lose sight of the fact that devel-
opments are not isolated occurrences. Technological, military, finan-
cial and political changes are closely related and have a great impact 
on the layout and experience of the urban space in our society.

people may regard us as naïve or short-sighted. due to its unpredict-
ability and complexity, the process of the layout of physical space can-
not be compared to the design of other spatialities such as the virtual  
space of Star Wars Galaxies or the sonic space of the techno. But is the 
substantiation of a virtual spatiality really nothing more than a one-
dimensional happening? is the generation of a coherent sonic spatial-
ity truly such a simple process? There will be good reasons why the 
many-to-many model of the scenius has not been enthusiastically em-
ulated; the observation itself is remarkable. after all, the scenius offers  
various footholds for dealing with the design of the physical space of 
the city in a different manner. as we have seen, the model can be used 
as a concrete proposal for working on the layout of urban space. one 
simple suggestion: more parties, different techniques, new solutions.

Whatever reservations people may have about the scenius, no one 
can deny that, in contrast to urban planners and architects, people in 
the popular games culture have succeeded in creating a coherent social 
structure in the design of large-scale environments. Not only does the 
role of the architect acquire new substantiation in the scenius model, 
but the position of parties such as the project developers and the gov-
ernment authorities will also change in character and content. it will 
be up to the initiators (principals, government authorities, technolog-
ical advisors, etc.) to launch a communal process in conjunction with 
the users. No longer will the aesthetic or the beautiful be the driving 
force behind the design process, nor will everything be oriented to-
ward the exceptional qualities of the individual genius. The greatest 
challenge of the design process is democratization. only due to the al-
liance of initiators, users and fans the common can genuinely become 
the focus of attention.

From Genius to scenius
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CHapTeR 2

The City in a Flooded World

til now we have only spoken of media-
scapes, the flows of expression of popular  
culture. in his book Modernity at Large, 
arjun appadurai distinguishes, besides  
the mediascapes, four other flows or move- 

ments that are a part of the globalization process: ethnoscapes (world-
wide ethnic networks), technoscapes (worldwide technological infra-
structures), financescapes (networks of capital flows), and ideoscapes 
(ideologies of national states and action groups). in appadurai’s opin-
ion, these flows cross, influence and reinforce one another at world  
level. in this way, the new communication possibilities of the techno-
scapes contribute greatly to people leaving their homelands. The images  
and stories of the mediascapes also influence the movements of immi-
grants, tourists and foreign workers. on this point, appadurai empha-
sizes the impact of popular mass media such as games, music and film. 
He writes: ‘The imagination is now central to all forms of agency, is it-
self a social fact, and is the key component of the new global order.’18

in this concluding chapter, we focus on the influence of popular cul-
ture from the mediascapes on the thought patterns covering the city. 
To unravel the complexity of urban space and to obtain a better grasp 
of the diversity of ideas from popular culture, we describe a body of 
four differentiated, mutually influential processes that permeate the 
urban space: virtuality, interactivity, connectivity, and multimedial-
ity. This complex of processes is given shape in what we refer to as 

Un
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‘nodal urbanity’. This concept implies two important changes in com-
parison to a more traditional form of urbanity. as a consequence of 
the way in which these four processes of virtuality, interactivity, con-
nectivity and multimediality resonate in our own lives, there is no 
longer mention of an urbanity that is identical everywhere. The pro-
cess of urbanization does not conform to universal laws and fixed pat-
terns. instead, we approach the city as a relational and contextual en-
tity, rather than as a material fixed quality. urbanity can be subject to 
a different substantiation at every different place. What are the con-
sequences for the determination of physical space? Which social prob-
lems and challenges does nodal urbanity involve? at the same time, 
we must not lose sight of a second change. Besides the metamorpho-
sis of the physical space, a gradual change in the way we deal with that 
new space is also occurring. The influence of the above-mentioned 
processes on our direct environment also causes changes in the way 
we experience ourselves and our direct environment.

WHaT’s THe BiG deal WiTH MeTapHoRs?

in order to form a precise picture of the changes that are taking place 
in the field of urbanity, we should not regard urbanization as an inde-
pendent, purely physical phenomenon.19 immaterial movements such 
as mediascapes are also determining factors in our experience of ur-
banity. Virtuality is an important component of this. although vari-
ous writers have devoted attention to the dimension of the virtual en-
vironment, only a few have covered the virtual character of the im-
ages and information from the popular media. Just how complicated 
the issue of virtuality actually is when dealing with the city becomes 
clear when the architecture of the virtual space is put into words. The 
description of virtual spatiality makes use of terms such as ‘a space 
without a centre’ or ‘sprawl of hubs’. Vice versa, the analysis of our 
everyday living environment often makes use of classical terms like  
the ‘web’, ‘matrix’, ‘grid’, or ‘field’. From this rather unclear perspective,  
Marcos Novak, who refers to himself as a ‘trans-architect’, intro-
duced the term ‘liquid architecture’. in this context, Novak speaks of 
a fourth dimension. in doing so, he signifies a fluid, imaginary land-
scape that only exists in a virtual world formed by information and 
communications processes. This architecture, which owes its exist-
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ence to the computer technology used in the design process, is not im-
peded by gravity and other tedious problems with which architects 
struggle when they build in a ‘real’ environment where walls can sag 
and roofs may leak. in the fourth dimension not only time and space 
but also form and structure are assigned a different embedding.

This description of the changes at urban level may be too limit-
ed and one-sided. The physical world is reduced to a number of met-
aphors borrowed from virtuality, and vice versa, the virtual world is 
characterized in terms of physical space. Manuel Castells also seems 
to be guilty of this practice when, in his monumental work The Infor-
mation Age, he refers to the first layer of the virtual circuit – that of 
the ‘space of flows’, where he situates the electronic exchange of capi-
tal, information, images, sounds, and symbols – as a spatial domain: 
‘Thus, it is a spatial form, just as it could be “the city” or “the region” in  
the organization of the merchant society or of the industrial society.’ 20

Thus, two types of metaphors dominate the terminology. one 
the one hand, we encounter metaphors that refer to virtual reality in 
terms of physical space, whereas, on the other, there are metaphors 
that describe physical reality in virtual terms, where there is a flirt 
with the idea that we find ourselves in a world that is held together by 
bits, bytes, images, wires, and electronic streams. 

let us begin with the normative metaphors for virtual spatiality. 
The most frequent spatial appellation of the virtual dimension is ‘cy-
berspace’ and the ‘electronic highway’. The term ‘cyberspace’ was first 
used by the sci-fi writer William Gibson. in his book Neuromancer, 
he sketched the environment of a computer matrix that has no con-
nection with tangible reality. To Gibson, cyberspace is a hallucina-
tory space that unfolds when the brain is directly linked to a world-
wide network of computers. He writes: ‘A consensual hallucination 
experienced daily by billions of legitimate operators, in every nation, 
by children being taught mathematical concepts ... A graphical repre-
sentation of data abstracted from the banks of every computer in the 
human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the 
non-space of the mind, clusters and constellations of data. Like city 
lights, receding .... .’ 21 To reinforce the metaphor of the virtual infor-
mation network, Gibson refers to los angeles. When Gibson thinks 
of cyberspace, he recalls the satellite photo of this city by night.

The extent to which the fixation on the physical space can reach in 
the description of a virtual dimension is shown by John perry Barlow, 
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one of the founders of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. in his Cy-
berspace Declaration of Independence, Barlow reacts to the propos-
als of the american government to censure the internet by means of 
the Telecommunications Reform Act. To Barlow, there is only one op-
tion: the proclamation of the independence of cyberspace. after the 
declaration of independence of the united states, a next step must 
be made; after all, the independence of cyberspace is under threat. in 
Barlow’s vision, the virtual world of internet ought to be cleansed of 
every form of regulation by the national state. More specifically, it 
ought to remain beyond the grasp of the american government. in 
his manifesto, Barlow describes the virtual dimension in the same 
terms as physical space is also depicted: ‘Governments of the Indus-
trial World, you weary giants of flesh and steel, I come from Cyber-
space, the new home of the Mind. On behalf of the future, I ask you of 
the past to leave us alone. You are not welcome among us. You have 
no sovereignty where we gather. (…) I declare the global social space 
we are building to be naturally independent of the tyrannies you seek 
to impose on us. (…) Cyberspace does not lie within your borders. (…) 
This governance will arise according to the conditions of our world, 
not yours. Our world is different. (…) We will create a civilization of 
the Mind in Cyberspace.’ 22

The use of spatial metaphors does not limit itself to the virtual 
world. The second type of metaphor clothes the physical environment 
in a virtual coat. The global village of Marshall Mcluhan is the most 
renowned example. in his book The Gutenberg Galaxy, he states: ‘The 
new electronic interdependence recreates the world in the image of a 
global village.’ 23 With the paradoxical term ‘global village’ he refers  
to the explosive growth of electronic media, which – according to 
Mcluhan – make the world a coherent whole and generate a feeling 
of great involvement among all the inhabitants: ‘The electro-magnet-
ic discoveries have recreated the simultaneous “field” in all human af-
fairs so that the human family now exists under conditions of a “glo-
bal village”.’ although the term global village initially referred to the  
changes that occurred after the advent of television, the metaphors 
seems to be truly applicable with the upsurge of other media from the 
mediascapes, such as online games like World of Warcraft and Lineage 
II. in these synthetic worlds, the registered players live under an avatar  
– the representation of a player in a shared virtual world – in envir-
onments they have built themselves. estimates indicate that, every 
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day, between eleven and twelve million people occupy these parallel 
worlds that only exist on servers in the united states, europe or south 
Korea. in these global villages, players co-operate, attempt to accu-
mulate wealth in the form of weapons and property, and even mar-
ry one another. To give lustre to these weddings, various MMoRpGs  
offer suitable locations, festive clothing, and wedding rings.

THe CiTy iN a lapTop

The advantage of metaphors is that they make the unknown more 
comprehensible by means of a recognizable picture. The metaphor 
is thus a proven means of making new developments accessible. in 
the theory-forming on the modern city, much use, albeit perhaps ex-
tremely one-sided, was made of the idea that present-day develop-
ments in the field of urbanity can be analysed by comparing them to 
virtual processes. The book City of Bits by William Mitchell is an ex-
cellent example of this. in this, Mitchell describes the city as a collec-
tion of virtual networks: a digital gathering of electronic data. This 
gives rise to the image of a city that is plugged into an invisible spa-
tiality that consists of many virtual spaces which are interconnect-
ed by information and communication processes.24 in Mitchells’ view, 
the effect of these virtual processes on the materialized form of the 
city is so great that a new type of spatiality is generated. This reason-
ing of cause and effect echoes more clearly when he predicts that vari-
ous kinds of buildings will change in form under the influence of vir-
tual processes. He believes that the primary function of museums, 
theatres, schools, prisons, universities, and shops will change radi-
cally when these buildings are embedded in a virtual infrastructure: 
‘Buildings and parts of buildings must now be related not only to their 
natural and urban contexts, but also to their cyberspace settings.’ 25

on the basis of its technological determinism, in which virtual 
networks govern how we live and work, the virtual immaterial space 
assumes the place of the physical space: ‘Soon, all the world will be in 
an electronic stage.’ 26 The city remains locked up in Mitchell’s laptop. 
and thus the circle is complete: the virtual extends into the physical 
and the physical shrinks as a result of the virtual. ‘Buildings will be 
computer interfaces and computer interfaces will become buildings.’ 27 
Mitchell’s vision is based on the naïve optimism that the virtual space 
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of flows will also largely remove the discomforts and frictions we ex-
perience in everyday reality. Moreover, he claims that, in his laptop, 
the city will be rid of every form of regulation, control, or exercise 
of power. The result of this approach is that ultimately no distinc-
tion can be made between the virtual and the physical urban envi-
ronment. They will have become one another’s mirror image. in the 
first part of The Information Age, Castells warns for this disruption of 
functions. in contrast to Mitchell, Castells maintains that schools and 
universities will scarcely dissolve into a virtual spatiality. although 
it is no longer possible to imagine a classroom without a computer, 
these institutions will be the least influenced by the virtual ‘space of 
flows’. Besides the provision of education, schools also increasingly 
fulfil other functions such as the extra-mural care of children. and 
at universities, too, the face-to-face interaction with students will re-
main a necessary element in education.28

despite these nuances, it remains a fact that the antithesis between 
virtual and tangible reality has become less clear-cut with the em-
bedding of physical space in a virtual dimension. at the same time, 
it cannot be emphasized enough that we ought not to allow ourselves 
to conclude that there is no longer a distinction between a space re-
lying on computer networks and physical space. This would not only 
mean that the city had lost its bond with material reality, but also that 
the difference between ‘true’ and ‘fictive’ has disappeared. The French 
philosopher Jean Baudrillard seems to have succumbed to the seduc-
tion of the virtual when he claims that we are living in a hyperreal-
ity of codes and simulations. He uses the term ‘simulacrum’ to de-
scribe this concept of a copy of a copy with which there is no longer 
any correspondence in reality. The principal problem with this man-
ner of thinking, in which appearance and truth converge, is that we 
can no longer formulate concrete action perspectives to give life form 
and content.

a more convincing elucidation of the distinction between reality 
and virtuality can be found in Christine Boyer’s analysis of the influ-
ence of media virtuality in her book CyberCities. Without giving way 
to euphoria, she describes the city as a complex chessboard of plug-in 
zones and suburbs that are connected by an extensive network of mo-
torways, telephones, computer banks, glass fibre cables, radio, and tel-
evision. in Boyer’s view, a cyber city is forming in front of our eyes, 
under our feet, above our heads: ‘This unwieldy mixture of cyber-
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space and urban dystopia – here called CyberCities – turns the reality 
of time and place into an imaginary matrix of computer nets electron-
ically linking together distant places around the globe and communi-
cating multilinearly and consequentially with vast assemblages of in-
formation stored as electronic codes.’ 29 To her, the fact that daily life 
is permeated with the virtual does not mean the end of the city, as it 
does to Mitchell. This leads, at most, to the fact that we can no long-
er define the city primarily in terms of fixed, geographical bounda-
ries. Wasn’t that something we also encountered in the architecture 
of archigram, detroit’s techno, and the youth culture urban?

in addition, Boyer concluded that the use of metaphors is less inno-
cent than might appear at first sight. she warns for the danger that met-
aphors change our perception and influence the forming of knowledge 
on the city. Boyer rightly claims that ‘there is a tendency to impose  
the synthetic purity of cyberspace on real urban space and only fill in 
the hubs of the matrix’.30 in Boyer’s view, the use of metaphors leads 
to the misunderstanding that the leap from virtual to physical space 
– from the virtual matrix to the physical urban space – can be made 
without too much difficulty. The analogy between the electronic ma-
trix of cyberspace – in the fictive meaning of a power-free environ-
ment – and a concrete urban space can cause a dangerous phenomenon.  
according to Boyer, in the metaphorical leap in which the physical en-
vironment is put on a par with the virtual world, it is ‘no more than 
logical to exclude the intervening space of degeneration, alienation, 
and silence from the grid.’ 31 it is no coincidence that this intervening 
space is currently inhabited by drop-outs and the living dead of our 
society: junkies, beggars, the homeless. in this context, Boyer refers 
to the ‘safe zones’ in Miami, which lie well out of sight of the city resi-
dents.32 These are the places that those homeless and addicts have been 
allocated by the city council for eating, sleeping, and washing without 
running the risk of being immediately arrested by security services.

pop-up CiTies

The metaphors of the virtual function as a conceptual filter. Howev-
er, this entails the danger that urban space might be defined as a ster-
ile environment, free of every stain. The untidy shadow sides of life 
converge in what Castells calls ‘the black holes of informational cap-
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italism’. instead of attempting to capture urban space in a definition 
that claims to have general validity, it is more productive to describe 
the four mediascape processes that influence the generation of vari-
ous forms of urbanity. These processes can then be taken as the ba-
sis of an analysis of how they not only restructure our immediate en-
vironment but also ensure that we experience this environment in a 
new manner.

until now we have only discussed the ubiquity of the virtual and 
its actualization in everyday reality. However, virtuality is not the 
only immaterial process that exerts influence on the city. Besides  
virtuality there are other processes that shape or influence urban 
space. To understand the changes that are occurring all around us, 
we also have to take these processes into account. The genesis of other  
forms of urbanity will be related to the complex processes in the me-
diascapes as well as the media that form the basis of these. Besides 
virtuality, we can also distinguish multimediality, connectivity, and 
interactivity. These are the four different components of the genet-
ic coding of a form of urbanity that we call ‘nodal’. Nodal urbanity is  
the name of a coherent urban life that is no longer defined in purely 
physical terms.

1 Virtuality. Manuel Castells observed that the territory of the city 
is not solely determined by physical space. The virtuality of various 
movements or networks also plays an important role in the factor of 
spatiality. When certain regions, cities and territories are not em-
bedded in the virtual space of flows, they become, as Castells puts it, 
stripped of the technological infrastructure that is necessary to com-
municate, innovate, produce, consume; in short, to live in a larger 
worldly context. From the perspective of the global information econ-
omy, these cities or areas no longer have economic value. What hap-
pens with, for example, an area that has not been included in a Tom-
Tom navigation system? such cities or areas are no more than a tour-
ist curiosity or a refuge for stressed-out managers who retreat with-
out a mobile phone or laptop.

it is necessary to acknowledge that this form of virtuality can only 
function because it has a spatial manifestation. To indicate this spatial 
entity, saskia sassen points to well-known Global Cities. Cities such 
as Tokyo, london and New york form the most important hubs in the 
current worldwide information economy. This has the important con-
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sequence for the physical space that the notion of virtuality also leads 
to changes in the scale, speed and patterns of the process of urbaniza-
tion. The financial districts of Wall street in New york and The City in 
london assume their own strategic positions because they have been  
partly detached from their direct environments. Their position is no 
longer primarily linked to the ground they occupy. Because they are 
embedded in a widespread network, Global Cities can no longer be re-
duced to a specific area of ground as a part of a state. a different spatial 
geography has taken over, a translocal network of global cities that is, 
in sassen’s opinion, equally sharply delineated and structured.33

The power of the virtual extends further than the trade in shares 
and obligations. other virtual environments are also popping up in 
the ‘real’ world. a parallel economy has arisen around MMoRpGs  
such as EverQuest and Ultima Online (electronic arts, 1997) in which 
the goods and attributes used in these games, such as houses, weapons, 
costumes and characters, are traded for thousands of dollars on special 
auctions sites like MyGamestock and internet Game exchange. if one 
searches eBay with the term ‘online games’, one uncovers a virtual  
economy that is equal to the gross national product of an average af-
rican country. in 2001, the american economist edward Castronova,  
who researched Norrath – the virtual environment of the online role 
game EverQuest – concluded that the economy of this game is the 
seventy-seventh largest economy in the world. as such, it is situated 
between the economies of Russia and Bulgaria.

Where is this process of virtualization leading us? in May 2006, 
the makers of the game Project Entropia (Mindark aB, 2004) an-
nounced that the virtual money in this online game can be issued as 
‘real’ money at special cash dispensers. Ten project entropia dollars 
(p.e.d.) are worth the same as one american dollar. Things like fraud 
and theft are also no longer the exclusive privilege of normal ‘reality’. 
according to a report formulated by the south Korean police, online 
gamers are increasingly becoming the target of criminals. in 2002, 
south Korea witnessed forty thousand reports of computer crime. 
That is eighteen per cent up on the previous year. More than half of 
the registrations involved crime in relation to online games. swin-
dlers offered virtual, stolen, game money for sale in the real world. 
in the virtual world of games, the south Korean police distinguish-
es between three forms of crime: hacking someone else’s access codes 
to steal game attributes, the theft of online identities of other players, 
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and fraud with the sale of virtual game attributes on internet.34 one 
of the major fraud cases led to the arrest of two Korean hackers. They 
broke into a game server in order to gain a considerable amount of 
virtual money which they later sold to other gamers. in this way, the 
two criminals managed to acquire almost a million euro. To counter-
act the great number of thefts of virtual attributes from online games, 
the south Korean police has now set up a police unit that is specialized 
in this form of crime.

2 Multimediality. The city is a melting pot of media that interact with 
one another. Whereas Times square in New york was once the exam-
ple par excellence of a place that was flooded by images, analogous and 
digital pictures now compete with one another on every street cor-
ner. Metres-high screens display the latest adverts for Calvin Klein 
and levi’s, gigantic television screens and illuminated bulletin boards 
inform passers-by of the latest news and weather forecasts. long be-
fore a car has reached its destination, news boards inform the driv-
ers that there are still tickets available for the concert that evening, or 
that there is parking space in the nearest car park, and how many sec-
onds it will take before the traffic light at the exit for the car park will 
turn green. and these are only the digital signs. The images and slo-
gans on billboards, posters, graffiti and stickers on walls, letterboxes, 
buses and traffic lights all vie with one another for attention. The city 
has become the stage for overlapping and mutually referring media.

according to Boyer, this gathering of images and information has 
placed the classical concept of ‘the city’ under pressure and it is be-
coming increasingly difficult to form a concrete representation of the 
city. los angeles and Tokyo have become literally inconceivable: ‘In 
the end, this flood of images of the city fails to offer the spectator a sta-
ble sense of physical reality, because public space appears imperma-
nent and nondescript within the persistent flow of information. Thus 
perception of the physical city begins to shift. We divert our eyes tot 
protect ourselves from the tyranny of constant visualisation.’ 35 as a 
consequence, we regard the city as a combination of various media: a 
multimedia compilation of text, image, movement and sound, rath-
er than as a delineated, territorial unit. at an analytical level, the city 
differs little from popular media such as video games in which mov-
ing pictures, sound and texts are fused into a unique whole. While 
playing an action game, a player is confronted with deafening sounds, 
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speaking action figures, and a realistic presentation of urban spati-
alities. one only needs to recall previously-mentioned war games 
such as Delta Force: Black Hawk Down, which include recorded film 
and television pictures of the conflict in Mogadishu, somalia.36 The 
unique feature of the city is that it has now become a bastard environ-
ment itself in which everything is continually being transformed and 
medialized. The physical environment is a hybrid location in which 
various spatialities merge with one another. in short, the city itself 
has become a mass medium.37

3 Connectivity. The fact that urbanity is not only rooted in the phys-
ical but can also be regarded from a virtual and multimedia point of 
view offers scope for a third process, that of connectivity. a nodal 
point only functions when it is embedded in multiple processes via a 
series of different connections. a city not only extends in a horizon-
tal direction (motorways, railway lines, suburbs) and a vertical direc-
tion (skyscrapers, transmission masts). independently of this physical 
extension, an urban environment concretizes itself also in the conver-
gence of the four mediascape processes. Which social hubs are gener-
ated in these flows? How are those hubs actualized in everyday reali-
ty? By connectivity, we are referring to the way in which media proc-
esses enable people throughout the world to link up with one another 
and enter into social relationships. in his book The Virtual Communi-
ty, Howard Rheingold defines virtual communities as follows: ‘Social 
aggregations that emerge from the Internet when enough people carry 
on public discussions long enough and with sufficient human feeling to 
form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace.’ in reality, howev-
er, virtual communities with a strong mutual bond are rather rare. it 
is better to speak of thin communities in which people tend to remain  
strangers and are not aware of one another’s true gender, name, or age.38 

 Nevertheless, we wish to apply the term connectivity to indicate that 
a social environment can develop within the popular media. ‘It’s not 
gaming, it’s socializing.’ We demonstrated that in the previous chapter  
with the scenius, which actively involves gamers in the design of en-
vironments for new computer games. apart from this close involve-
ment, connectivity also offers the possibility for several people to par-
ticipate in a game simultaneously by means of a network model. on 
the basis of subscription costs, millions of players from all kinds of 
countries are active in the virtual environment of the MMoRpGs, 
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such as Lineage II and World of Warcraft. The social reality that thus 
arises develops independently of historical or geographical links and 
is completely saturated with a popular culture spanning the entire 
world. accordingly, connectivity ought to be regarded as a deterrito-
rialized system of social relations. Connectivity gives rise to a media- 
spora of public spheres or places where a society is formed, which could 
also be referred to as ‘virtual neighbourhoods’. What makes connec-
tivity genuinely innovative is the fact that this communality spreads 
out worldwide. The result is a network to which all one-way traffic is 
alien. With the electronic globalization of pop culture, a community 
that continually changes in size, place and character unfolds.

4 Interactivity. While the effects of virtuality, multimediality, and 
connectivity are not the cause of great discussion, there is a true dif-
ference of opinion on the definition and value of the concept of inter-
activity. everyone agrees that it is a container concept. Many crit-
ics wonder if it actually adds anything to our comprehension of the 
working of the media. according to espen aarseth, the founder of the 
cybertext theory, interactivity is nothing other than a trendy word, 
a cheap rhetorical trick of industry to stimulate more turnover: ‘The 
industrial rhetoric produced concepts such as interactive newspapers, 
interactive video, interactive television, and even interactive houses, 
all implying that the role of the consumer had (or would very soon) 
change for the better.’ 39 lev Manovich adds that the term is a tautol-
ogy. according to the author of The Language of New Media, every 
content that presents itself in a digital environment is interactive by 
definition.40 The same problem occurs when we attempt to define in-
teractivity in our physical environment. The son-o-House in eind-
hoven, designed by the dutch architect lars spuybroek, is a pavilion 
that reacts to the movements of those present. The interior of the pa-
vilion is equipped with loudspeakers and infrared sensors. The move-
ments of those present are registered by sensors whose every signal 
is linked to a specific sound effect.41 is there mention of interactivity 
here? in comparison to the workings of a climate installation or air-
conditioning, the interaction between the building and those present 
is not so very different. perhaps this is one of the reasons why people 
think that the term interactivity is often rather vacuous.

To obtain a better grasp of the concept of interactivity, we must 
abandon the simplest definition that describes interactivity as the on-
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going interplay of the subject with its environment. This descriptive 
definition clarifies little more than that we are always interactive be-
cause we react to the stimuli we continually receive from the people 
and things around us. a different definition of interactivity would 
seem to be more applicable.42 This definition claims that interactivi-
ty can breach the difference in position between the individual author 
and the general public. Whereas classical mass media such as radio 
and television force the consumer into a passive role and are the em-
bodiment of the one-to-many role, the interactivity of digital media 
allows a different form of co-operation that we described as the many-
to-many model. With this, we encounter a fundamental development 
that also touches upon the functioning of the processes of virtuality, 
connectivity, and multimediality.

although the model of the many-to-many is more interactive in its 
nature than the classical model of one-to-many, this says little about 
the specific form of urbanity to which this can lead. a third definition 
of interactivity is needed for this, a definition that not only describes 
the capability to intervene in a spatial stratification in an explorato-
ry and constructive manner, but also one that refutes the alleged neu-
trality of interactive technologies. isn’t a game a perfect example of an 
exploratory and constructive form of interaction? due to the fact that 
a player intervenes in the course of the game, the virtual environ-
ments in which he is situated change. We take the immediate influ-
ence that the player can exert on his environment by navigating and 
shooting as the exploratory component, and the capability to add new 
components to the game as the constructive element. These two sides 
– one exploratory and the other constructive – converge when we take 
interactivity as the possibility to link open and closed systems with 
one another in the physical space of the city. interactivity can then  
be compared to a coupling of systems that, in the words of Gilles  
deleuze, can be understood as ‘a relocation of a centre of gravity on an 
abstract line’. in this third definition we can locate interactivity exact-
ly at the point where one system blends into the other. an interactive 
environment can be described as an open environment that connects 
a number of closed systems to one another. The concept of interactiv-
ity is therefore always in relation to an environment. in addition, in-
teractivity is not a neutral or value-free entity but rather an entrance 
point to a different spatiality, sphere, or neighbourhood.

This last notion of interactivity not only clarifies the way in which 
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systems mutually affect one another, it also visualizes how new sys-
tems detach themselves to function relatively independently of their 
context. Thus, interactivity ought to be viewed in relation to the social 
surroundings. This is also the political side of nodal urbanity. in this 
vision, architecture provides the connection that makes it possible for 
someone to move from one separate space to the other. We should 
keep in mind that offering or refusing access remains one of the most 
important functions of architecture. This architecture, which is re-
sponsible for the enhanced importance of information and communi-
cations processes in the monitoring of people, goods, capital, images 
and sounds, makes it possible to connect spaces to one another in or-
der to function subsequently as closed systems. That is why we must 
remain alert: nodal urbanity can also lead to radical differentiation in 
the use of urban space.

We can easily chart the groups that are excluded from certain  
spaces: the homeless, prostitutes, prisoners, addicts. are these people –  
to apply a term used by the italian philosopher Giorgio agamben – the 
new homines sacri of the polis? The phenomenon of the urban Con-
tainer is closely linked to this. Which forms of exclusion occur here? 
although exclusion always takes place on the basis of the rules that 
are valid at that place, there are two exclusion techniques that are re-
markably conspicuous. The first is based on the profiles of certain peo-
ple. it is assumed that certain individuals possess specific characteris-
tics that indicate a heightened risk of criminal behaviour. Whereas no 
criminal behaviour has actually taken place, the risk that it might oc-
cur is estimated as being so high that these people are refused access 
to the facilities of an urban space.43

a second form of exclusion can be distinguished, again oriented 
toward people or groups instead of toward the crimes committed. in 
contrast to the first form of exclusion, this form involves the refusal 
of people who have been found guilty of violating certain rules in the 
past. despite this difference in gradation, the similarity between both 
forms of exclusion is evident. Both are directed toward the identifica-
tion of ‘evil’ in the form of potential threats or possible security risks 
in a demarcated space. Who can now claim that buildings are neutral 
objects when they are equipped with technologies connected to com-
puter networks that not only enable the exclusion of people from the 
facilities in concrete areas but also from the social life that takes place 
there? instead of an open form, there is mention of a relatively closed 
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form of interactivity. it is against this background that we must again 
examine the way in which open and closed spaces in the city are re-
lated to one another. This issue embraces more than a non-obligatory  
articulation of architectural principles. We must study the dangers 
attached to nodal urbanity. in other words, which mixture of hubs do 
we actually wish to have in our cities?

THe aCTualiTy oF Nodal uRBaNiTy

We should not regard architecture as the predominant means of shap-
ing a city, of arranging it, or even of establishing it. architecture is a 
link in the complex of media processes in which it has nestled. paul 
Virilio anticipated this challenge when he argued that, to an ever-de-
creasing degree, the foundation of architecture will be physical space 
or a material form. He speaks of a technological time-space in which 
the representation of the city is no longer determined by the ceremo-
nial entrance of the city gates or a series of streets and squares. The 
technological time-space of the city, which Castells describes as a hy-
brid of the space of flows and the space of places has a complex layer-
ing due to the fact that next to virtuality the three other processes – 
interactivity, connectivity, and multimediality – play a mayor role in 
this. although each of these processes has a lengthy history and has 
developed via various media, they have reached a collective point at 
which they consistently reinforce one another at global level. They 
converge in hubs that we refer to as nodal urbanity.

Nodal urbanity is not primarily oriented toward the design of high-
rise apartment blocks, bridges and motorways. it cannot be found in a 
clear-cut or static approach to space. instead of being finite in its defi-
nition, it is flexible and borrows its form from the context in which it is  
entrenched. For this reason, it cannot be over-emphasized that nodal  
urbanity is not a metaphor. if it were, it would be a concept to gain 
control of the processes that we cannot conceptualize by means of the 
physical structures of the city. deleuze states: ‘It is never a matter of 
metaphor; there are no metaphors, only combinations.’ 44 By means of 
nodal urbanity, we demonstrate how the urbanity of the twenty-first 
century can be approached with processes other than physical ones, 
and we can outline the corresponding transformations. The research 
on the phenomenon we have called the ‘urban Container’, ‘sonic spa-
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tiality’, ‘scenius’ and ‘sound communities’ fits in with the more inclu-
sive study of the four immanent processes of virtuality, interactivity, 
connectivity, and multimediality.

The physical structure and organization of the city is rooted in the 
medial infrastructure of these mutually reinforcing processes. But 
another phenomenon also occurs. Not only does urbanity become 
the bearer of media processes, but those same heterogeneous proc-
esses are also increasingly finding their representation in architec-
ture. as we have seen, the immaterial processes can be described in 
spatial terms, but the crucial point is to determine how nodal urban-
ity entails the specific use and a new experience of the physical space. 
after all, when it involves the use of urban space, it turns out that the 
space is dependent on unpredictable combinations and shifts within 
the processes described. The primary task of architecture is to create 
the conditions that enable the embedding of urban space in the social 
or medial fabric.

in concrete terms, this means that the geographical space of the 
city ought to be regarded as an open field or a media infrastructure 
that can actualize itself continually. if we wish to employ the term 
‘urbanity’ to say something about our environment and the way in 
which we shape our lives and identity, we can only do so by directly 
involving what is actual and current in the mediascapes processes. We 
only need to refer to the philosophy of deleuze: ‘The virtual is fully 
real in so far as it is virtual.’ 45 To deleuze, the virtual directly influ-
ences our immediate surroundings. Virtuality and actuality are two 
sides of the same coin. Because every actuality immediately gener-
ates new virtualities, the interaction between the mediascape process-
es is not a one-off occurrence. it is more of an infinite process of gen-
eration. in philosophical terms: in the determining of place of the po-
lis, the actualization of the nodal hubs indicates a process of repeated-
ly new and changing articulations of urbanity.

isn’t this one of the reasons why urbanity consistently assumes 
a different form within various contexts? in the immediate rela-
tionship between the present and the mediascape processes – the ac-
tual and the world-embracing – the flows find their path due to the 
force of the nodal hubs, while they, in turn, depend on the working 
of the varying mediascape processes. We can describe those hubs in 
urban terms because concrete social environments and spaces con-
verge, sample, multiply, or exchange positions there. The population  
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migrations in afrofuturism, the intermedial space of urban youth 
culture, and the large-scale environments of MMoRpGs such as 
World of Warcraft are only a few examples. The consequences of this 
development differ strongly according to place and time. depending 
on the force of these processes, these nodal hubs will also have an 
effect in physical space, will become larger, expand, shrink, or even 
vanish altogether. That is the reason why we do not regard urbanity 
as a passive wrapping but rather as a continual process of materializa-
tion and dematerialization of virtuality, multimediality, connectivi-
ty and interactivity.

aWay FRoM eVeRy FuTuRe

does the challenge of nodal architecture mean that we must aim to 
turn closed systems into open networks? although these processes 
may construct complex spatialities and establish operational connec-
tions, it is nevertheless the case that, if we emphasize only this as-
pect, the way in which we experience this same environment remains 
underexposed. Henri lefebvre’s studies of everyday urban space and 
Michel Foucault’s analysis of the panopticon of Jeremy Bentham show 
that spatiality is primarily a social phenomenon. in other words, ar-
chitecture is nothing more than the relationships it enters into with 
people, animals or objects. What has received little attention until 
now is the fact that a different (self-)consciousness also arises among 
the residents or those present in a nodal urbanity. even more influen-
tial than the effects of the four media processes on the (de-)material-
ized form of the city is probably the fact that a change in our self-per-
ception occurs along with the forming of nodal urbanity. We refer to 
this self-perception as ‘post-paranoia’.

Without wishing to lapse into a play of cause and effect, the ques-
tion must be posed one more time. Who emerges unscathed from the 
mediascape of popular culture? let us take the Hikikomori as an ex-
ample of a generation of screenagers whose lives are completely de-
voted to new media such as internet and video games. What happens 
to a young person when he has been shut away in the multiverse of 
games for years? does he react differently to the stimuli that his body 
receives from the physical environment of the city? do his brains fur-
nish him with impulses to react more quickly to the events that hap-
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pen all around him? every medium articulates our experience in a dif-
ferent way. painting offers the viewers a different experience of space 
and time than what the gamer receives in his navigation through the 
virtual world of a computer game. The webcam constructs a different 
notion of time-space than television does. This illustrates one of the 
most important effects of nodal urbanity. Not only the urban space 
has changed but there is also a gradual change in our own experi-
ence of the world and ourselves. The cause of this change is not really 
based on the physical definition of the urban space, or the floor plans 
of buildings, or the situation of squares and streets. it is rather the ef-
fect of virtual, interactive, connective and multimedia processes that 
influence our attitude and our self-awareness. This does not mean that 
these processes are the only, or even the most determining, factors in 
the transformation of our consciousness; other developments such as 
ethnographic, financial and political changes also play a role. How-
ever, this does not make the significance of these processes with the 
scapes or flows less important.46

The observation that immaterial physics have visible effects on our 
physical bodies and self-awareness leads to two conclusions. The enor-
mous influence of popular culture ensures that we adopt new skills. 
an excellent example of this is the proliferation of the video game. in 
the era of interactive media, the gamer is the symbol for a new type 
of user who no longer resembles the television viewer lazing in his 
armchair, passively perceiving image and sound. on the contrary, a 
gamer is a bundle of concentration and alertness. He is a master of the 
game right down to his fingertips. zapping and clicking, he moves the 
mouse or scroller through the virtual environments that unfold be-
fore his eyes. We are witness to the transition from a lean backward 
to a lean forward medium. Whereas a lean backward medium such as 
film or television presupposes a passive attitude of the viewer, a lean 
forward medium requires an active attitude. The player leans forward 
and navigates with the greatest possible attention through virtual en-
vironments that he can alter with a single action.

in addition to the fact that the above-described processes lead to 
new skills, the processes also influence our self-awareness. until now, 
this kind of influence was always reserved for traditional forms of ar-
chitecture, such as schools, hospitals and prisons. Bentham’s eight-
eenth-century panopticon is an excellent example of the last-men-
tioned. The round shape with a tower in the middle from which the 
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guards could view the cells on the inside of the ring was sufficient to 
impose coercive behavioural codes on the residents, with the aim of 
cultivating a positive identity. architecture not only influences the 
consciousness of the users here, but also determines it to a large ex-
tent. To find this kind of influence in nodal urbanity, we must shift 
our attention to the four immaterial processes of the mediascapes. To 
which intensification of our self-perception does this complex of me-
dia processes lead?

Nowadays, we recoil less and less from giving technology a place 
in our daily lives. it seems as if the anxiety for all forms of technol-
ogy last appeared in the seventies of the previous century. This was 
prominently expressed in the work of William Burroughs, who re-
peatedly warned us of the invisible and all-penetrating effects of tech-
nology 47 in The Naked Lunch, dating from 1959, he wrote: ‘The log-
ical extension of encephalographic research is biocontrol; that is con-
trol of physical movement, mental processes, emotional reactions and 
apparent sensory impressions by means of bioelectric signals inject-
ed into the nervous system of the subject.’ To escape this permanent 
monitoring, Burroughs argues in Cities of the Red Night in favour 
of the establishment of pirate republics where everyone can do what 
he wants. under the leadership of Captain Mission, free communi-
ties ought to be founded in which complete equality prevails. in the 
last few years before his death, Burroughs placed all his hope in outer 
space. He believed that only outer space offered an opportunity of es-
caping the forms of control that accompany far-reaching influence of 
new technologies on our daily living environment.

it requires little argument that present-day technological process-
es do not guarantee that our lives will become much better or much 
worse. The distrust of technology is gradually disappearing because it 
has become an integral part of our lives. accordingly, in his Regeln für 
den Menschenpark, peter sloterdijk speaks of a new era in which we 
not only approach our direct environment differently, but in which 
history and the future have been allocated a different position. We no 
longer seek reference in history or in the future in order to find secu-
rity. From the point of view of nodal urbanity, we must draw the logi-
cal conclusion that we no longer have any kind of future. The future is 
embedded in the actualization of the mediascape processes: virtuality, 
interactivity, connectivity and multimediality. it is thus already im-
mediately present. William Gibson articulates this splendidly: ‘The 
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future is here. It’s just not widely distributed yet’. The fact that the fu-
ture no longer lies before us does not mean that every form of paranoia 
has vanished. Burroughs is still abundantly represented among us. 
We should not be disappointed at this. This means that we are witness 
to a different relationship with the embedding of media technologies 
and processes. No longer interested in the past or the future, the ori-
gin of things or the end of affairs, we only orient our attention to the  
continual actualization of nodal hubs or specific forms of urbanity.
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postscript

pick up any newspaper and you will see that the city is synonymous 
with problems. Crime, smog, traffic jams, segregation, and social dep-
rivation colour our picture of the city. although it is certainly not a 
paradise on earth, the city is nevertheless the most favoured topic of 
pop culture. From Vice City in the Grand Theft Auto game to the beats 
of Techno City, the city’s power of attraction on pop culture is not di-
minished by the prevailing problems. in contrast, they are regarded 
as a major challenge. in the game entitled SimCity, which focuses on 
designing and running a city, much attention is devoted to the pre-
vention of crime, nuisance, and pollution. in SimCity 4, population 
groups that are hostile to one another even have to be kept apart.

although many authors have discussed the enormous influence of 
pop culture upon our living environment, no comprehensive study 
investigating the relationship between the city and pop culture has 
yet taken place, as far as we know. We regard Mediapolis as a first step 
in that direction. The book offers a bird’s-eye view of the nature of ur-
ban pop culture and the role it plays in our concept of the city. This is 
not a clear, unambiguous relationship. The liaison between pop cul-
ture and the city is too stratified for that. The complex relationship 
between them is echoed in the slogan of SimCity: ‘Be God, Be Mayor 
... Be You’. The slogan expresses the fact that we are always in a corre-
lation with the planet we live on, the community we are part of, and 
our physical body. it is not only a pastime; pop culture’s enormous in-
fluence on these three entities gives it unprecedented power.
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Be God. When we orient our attention to the first angle of approach, 
the extent to which the planet is caught up in the ruthless march to-
ward globalization becomes evident. it is common to approach glo-
balization from the standpoint of worldwide flows of capital, goods 
and information, driven by new communications technologies. But 
the earth is also surrounded by the culture of the popular media. 
Games such as America’s Army, World of Warcraft and Grand Theft 
Auto and the music of snoop ‘doggy’ dogg, dizzee Rascal and Juan 
atkins intensify the drive toward globalization. place, distance, and 
territory have become flexible concepts in those virtual and sonic en-
vironments. people from every continent meet one another in the 
shared environments of games and music. The images and sounds of 
pop culture make the earth smaller, compacter, and more manageable 
than ever before. due to the immediate impact of those same imag-
es and sounds, young people in the streets of Tokio have more affinity 
with the youth in Miami than with their parents or neighbours. With 
pop media we shape our own worlds.

Be Mayor. as a result of electronic globalization, the geographic 
borders or territorial specifications of a country are losing their signif-
icance. Feelings of alienation and disorientation are the consequence. 
The disappearance of old certainties gives added importance to the is-
sue of how communities are formed. The all-inclusive inner world of 
the urban Container gives shape to the yearning for safety and se-
curity, but pop culture forces us to look for a notion of community 
in other directions as well. electronic globalization itself possesses a 
spatial dimension. in the shared spatialities of games and music, we 
are part of a community that is no longer determined by traditional 
bonds and coercive factors such as national borders, origins, or race. a 
flexible social structure, in which specific stories, symbols and know-
ledge are shared and an own language created, is forming around ex-
pressions of pop culture. These self-created communities are mostly 
based on a shared interest in certain games or music styles. although 
these social convergences have a thin form and the relationships in 
these new environments are unstable and ephemeral, they do guaran-
tee secure and sheltered accommodation at least temporarily.

Be You. pop culture makes its mark on our everyday living envi-
ronment. What sounds like an innocent pop number or seems to com-
prise little more than a simple shooting game on internet is actual-
ly part of an experience that is shared by millions of people all over 
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the world. While pop culture not only has a direct influence at this 
global level and at the level of communities linked by the media, the 
impulses of the synthetic pop world are also making an increasing-
ly strong physical impact. popular culture establishes a direct rela-
tionship with our body. it uses the mass media to bombard our senses 
with seductive images, rhythms, and sounds. a rhythm sets our body 
in motion, whether we want to our not. at our weakest moments, we 
are little more than zombies whose natural urges are activated. For 
a long time people thought that pop culture leads to passivity: while 
spread out on sofas or in armchairs we allowed the world to come to us 
via the screen and loudspeakers. as pop culture further invaded daily 
life, our anatomy evolved with it. The spinal curvature of the certified 
couch potato has altered. We are now bent over keyboards, gamepads, 
and turntables. This physical change is coupled to a modified attitude 
toward the media. in the meantime, the media have become fully in-
tegrated in the information and communication technologies of elec-
tronic globalization and they form the core of our thought and action. 
accordingly, we now speak of an experience of post-paranoia.

every generation builds its own cities. Now that these cities have 
uprooted themselves from their foundations, the concept of urbani-
ty is losing its clearness. The city is no longer the city. For this reason, 
a world that is occupied by the images and sounds of popular culture 
requires a new theory of urbanity. This theory must relate to the as-
pects of virtuality, multimediality, interactivity, and connectivity.
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